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ABSTRACT

The objectives of this program were to place polyimide matrix advanced

composite processing technology on a production basis, and to demonstrate

its acceptability for structural applications by fabrication and test of

representative structure. Under this program polyimide matrix advanced

composites were cured in a one shift autoclave operations (-8 hours) at

350°F and 200 psi maximum while maintaining epoxy matrix-type properties.

These process parameters were confirmed by the successful fabrication

and test of an F-4 polyimide rudder, which demonstrated the flight worthi-

ness of thin gauge boron and graphite/polyimide in this type structure.

Design allowable data for tension, compression, and inplane shear were

developed at both room temperature and 5500F.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This is the final report on the High Temperature Advanced Composites

program, Contract F33615-70-C-15h6. The High Temperature Advanced Composites

(HITAC) Project was a program to develop boron and graphite polyimide composite

materials and fabrication techniques required to successfully apply these

materials to primary aircraft structure. Fabrication methods were developed

for use with conventional production equipment. Original plans were to design,

analyze, fabricate, and test, both at room temperature and 5500 F, an F-15

horizontal stabilator torque box. Because of problems with fabricating thick

laminates a revised program was undertaken, directed toward fabrication and

test of the polyimide F-4 rudder, establishment of boron and graphite/

polyimide design allowables, and fabrication and test of an F-15 composite

wing compression panel utilizing polyimide materials. The work performed as

described in this report, and summarized in this section, was divided into

the following tasks.

1.1 Materials Development

The objective of this task was to evaluate and select (a) the boron and

graphite/polyimide prepregs, (b) the polyimide adhesives, and (c) the high

temperature honeycomb core materials to be used in the program. Prepreg

processing objectives were a cure cycle compatible with current production

schedules, autoclave pressure not to exceed 100 psi, and cure termerature

not to exceed 4500 F. In addition, matrix properties similar to those

obtained for epoxy matrix composites were necessary, for the structural

components. Adhesive and honeycomb core requirements were basically that

the selected materials perform satisfactorily in the F-4 rudder and F-15

horizontal stabilator torque box originally planned.

Eight candidate polyimide resins were evaluated with boron and graphite

fibers, for mechanical and physical properties and prepregging capability.

Based on the results obtained, Monsanto's Skybond 703 (SB703) and E.I. du

Pont's (P14707) polyimide resins were selected for final evaluation. The

SB703 resin demonstrated higher mechanical properties with less scatter and

exhibited more consistent fabrication results with both boron and graphite

fibers, and was selected for use in the program.

Several candidate polyimide adhesives were evaluated for structural

bonding applications. Bloomingdale's FM-34 and FM-29 adhesives were selected

fsr z?.in-to-honeycomb core and edgemember-to-honeycomb core applications,

1



respectively. Narmco Metibond 840 was picked for all primary and secondary

metal-to-metal type applications.

The following honeycomb core materials were evaluated: HRH-327 fiberglass/

polyimide, 301 stainless steel, PH15-7 Mo stainless steel, and Ti-75A titanium.

Based on mechanical properties, cost, and machinability the HRH-327 fiber-

glass/polyimide honeycomb core was selected for all program applications.

1.2 Fabrication Scale-Up and Evaluation

The objective of this task was to perform the following scale-up efforts

prior to structural component fabrication: (a) boron/SBTO3-titanium splice

joint fabrication, (b) graphite/SB703 substructural shape demonstration,

(c) large area polyimide composite processing development, (d) large area

polyimide composite honeycomb sandwich panel fabrication, and (e) polyimide

composite sandwich beam fabrication and evaluation.

Initial fabrication of 40-44 ply boron/SB703 laminates (simulating the

F-15 Stabilator Torque Box skin) was unsuccessful. Processing ch'anges that

affected "B" stage, cure and post cure cycles were instituted after extensive

analysis and process development efforts. The resultant modified fabrication

techniques were demonstrated for 15 through 40 ply laminates with satisfactory

interlaminar shear strengths of 12-16 ksi at R.T. and 6.5 - 8.5 ksi at 550 0 F.

The cure cycle used was acceptable for production considerations.

Due to the extensive effort required to solve the thick laminate fabri-

cation problem and the redirection of the program, items a, c, and -

above, associated with the major structural demonstration componen:t - the

F-15 Stabilator Torque Box, were deleted. However, the fabrication and tezt

of the F-h rudder were retained in the program as originally planned. The

major structural component selected for fabrication and evaluation was

changed from the F-15 Stabilator Torque Box to an F-I5 Wing Compression

Panel using thinner boron/SB703 skins with 18 and 17 plies for the panel and

,tiffechers, respectively.

Graphite/SB703 substructural shape scale-up was demonstrated by the fabrii-

cation and evaluation of several "C" channel sections. Tensile specimens

machined from one "C" channel failed at 190-208 ksi when tested at R.I.

,:aximum thickness required for graphite/SB703 development was 17 plies and no

maJor problems were encountered.

-his task was concluded by the fabrication of a two foot by three foot

:.o:.ev°ccb sandwich panel consisting of 6 ply boron/SB703 skins, ER11--327



fiberglass,'polyimide honeyc.umb core and FM-34 polyimide adhesive. NDT and

dissection of the panel revealed a satisfactory bonding process.

w.3 Structural Analysis/Design

'.'he purpose of this task was to perform a design and analysis on the F-h

rudder, an F-15 compression wing panel, and the stabilator torque box. The

detailed design and analysis of these items are discussed in Section 4.0 of

this report.

1.4 Design Mechanical Properties

The purpose of this task was to establish design allowable strengths

and elastic constants for design and analysis of polyimide structures. In--

eluded were room temperature and 550°F tests of boron and graphite/polyimide

specimens in tension, compression, and in-lane shear. "B" basis design

allowables have boon calculated and are reported in Section 5.0 of this

report.

1.5 Component Fabrication/Test

The purpose of the component fabrication/test task was To demonstrate

the adequacy of polyimid imaterials for use in aircraft structures. 'An ?-'

polyimide rudder was successfully fabricated and tested. The fabrication

of the 1"-15 horizoital stabilator torque box had to be discontinued because

of difficulties encountered in fabricating thick section boron/polyimide

laminates, as aiscussed in Section 1.2 above. In place of the stabilator

torque box, an i,-15 composite wing compression panel was fabricated and

static tested to failure.

3/
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2. MATERIALS DEVELOPME1NT

.. introduction

The objective of the Materials Development task was to: (1) select and

develop an acceptable prepreg for both boron/polyimide and graphite/polyimide,

(2) select polyimide adhesives for high temperature honeycomb sandwich struc-

ture, and (3) select a high temperature honeycomb core material. Prepreg to

be developed was to require a cure not to exceed 450 0 F, a cure pressure not

to exceed 100 psi, and a cure-time cycle compatible with heating and cooling

rates attainable in conventional autoclaves. This task was a joint effort

between McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIR) and Whittaker Research and Develop-

ment Company (WED), with MCAIR concerned primarily with adhesive and honey-

comb core selecion and WRD involved in polyimide prepreg developmnct, undm--r

ICAIR direction.

2.2 Boron/Polyimide and Graphite/Polyimide Prepreg Levelopiment

2.2.1 Literature/Information Survey - A literature/information survey

was performed by MCAIR and WRD for candidate polyimide resins. Governr.en-t

reports, vendor literature, and in-house information rcvealc- thatc Brz.u

BPI-,373, General Electric Gemon resin, Monsanto Skybond 703 and Skytctd 709,

TRW P1311, and DuPont P14707 and P15077 were potential candidates for this

program.

The Brunswick BPI-373 prepreg, although exhibiting good flexur>e a"• s. a,

properties (Reference (1)), was eliminated because it was available only in

the form of fabricated hardware, The General Electric Gemon polyimiide resin

did not have sufficient thermal stability and had not be-en aulfficien-tiy

developed for autoclave operations. The 11311 resin was selected for comparlsu

purposes only with the autoclave grade resins* it is a comipressioi aolding

resin that was used extensively for advanced composite engine applications.

Monsanto Company, Plastic Products and Resins Divisiun, was approached

to determine if resins usher than Skybond 703 and 709 were available fox' this

Ž'ogroar. Information was forwarded on three additional resins ahat offer-ed

potential processing and/or temperature improvements over the Skybond 703:

:tŽ64, 1h6270, and RS6271.

,ni'oint fre]t tha8t 14707; -. controlled flow version of the P1 47C1 was.

tx. es;j1 polyimide resin they had available. It was expectud to result

".'tt.r.•'owed cure cycle, with thermal stability essentially the samen as

4
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"exhibited by the P14701. The P15077 was also included because of success-

7u1 prepreg experience with it at WRD.

2.9.2 Candidate Resin Evaluation/Selection - MCAIR and WRD jointly

selected the Skybond 703, Skybond 709, RS 6264, RS 6270, iS 6271, P14707,

P15077, and P13N for evaluation based on the literature survey, resin supplier

survey, and in-house experience. The P13N, while not considered a candidate

because of its high cure temperature and pressure requirements, was included

for comparison purposes using cure pressures of 100 psi and cure temperatures

of 600 0 F. PI5077 was added because it showed prowise of developing into an

acceptable prepreg resin for graphite filament and also because of the

experience WRD had with this resin.

WRD evaluated all the above, except P15077, wit!) boron filament, and thi

s.ame group plus P150(7( with graphite filament. The data obtained are pre-

sented in Tables I and Ii. In addition, MCAIR also evaluated boron/Skybond

703 prepreg, with the data presented in Table 111. The grraphite filamient

"/ utilized throughout the program was Morganite Type , meter length,. The boron.

filament was standard 4 mils in diameter from Hamilton .tand.ar... Each data

P-cint olnown. in '2'ables. 1 a-nd 11 was an average of six individlual s'necimens.

The new Monsanto resins (rS o264, ES 6270, and liS 6271) did rot perform

with consistency. The hS 6270 and ES 6271 did not wet the graphite filament

well enough to make an acceptable laminate. In most property comparisons

they were 250 lower than Skybond 703 although they had much lower void

Contents. Further work,beyond the scopc of this program, would be required to

make these three resins more acceptable for boron ansi graphite prepregs.

Skybond 709 L.nd F1 5077 were rejected because their matrix deperste1t0

properties (90' flexure and interlaminar shear) were poor. The Skybond

7(0c) properties were generally 25-50'0' lower than those for Skybond 703. Thlie

P15077 had very low 900 flexure properties when prepregged with graphite

filament. In addition, both Skybonid 709 and PI 5077 composites using graphite

filwiatnit hiad low 0') flexure properties.

A nwumerical rating system used in the evaluation demonstrated the super-

Jority of the Skybond 703, P13A, and P14707 resin systems. The rating system

i:ý, applied to thle 0" fiexure, 90' flexure, anid interlamixiar shear values at
'V,°i- anid 55Q0j. The boron/polyimide systems are rated I to 7 and the graphite/

pl1yimide systems are rated 1 to 8, where the lowest number reflects the poor-

5
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TABLEI
EVALUATION OF BORON/POLYIMIDE LAMINATES AT WRD

Resin System
Property Temp

(PF) RS RS RS SB SB P1
6264 6270 6271 703 709 P13N 4707

Resin Content 27.60 19.30 18.50 19.10 17,20 34.30 29.30

(% by Weight)

Specific 1.72 2.02 2.01 1.90 1,91 1.80 2.01
Gravity

Void Content 14.70 6.10 7.20 11,80 12.70 6.20 0
(% by Vol.)
00 Flexure RT 111.40 223.00 225.80 220.60 192.40 159,10 206.90

(ksi) 550 89.90 136.60 180.60 134,10 148,00 135.80 196.80

900 Flexure RT 7.90 4.70 5.70 8,40 6,10 8.30 6.80

(ksi) 550 5,90 2,70 3.60 5,10 5.80 5.10 4.20

Short Beam RT 6.60 6.70 6,30 8.30 3.80 5.60 9.80

Shear 550# 9.50 9.00 4.90 10.60 4.20 5.30 7.80

(ksi)

Sihe ~:',:oplas i c Benavioi- GP72-0328.79

TABLE r
EVALUATION OF GRAPHITE/POLYIMIDE LAMINATES AT WRD

Resin System

Property Temp RS RS RS SB SB P1 P1
6264 6270 6271 703 709 P13N 4707 5077

Resin Content 32.10 21.10 33.10 36.40 28,20 38.50 33.90 32.10

(% by Weight)

Specific 1.47 1.49 1.46 1.43 1.43 1.49 1.50 1.47

Gravity

Void Content 6.40 5,20 6.80 7.70 10.00 3.20 4.00 6.40

(% by Vol.)

0O Flexure RT 118.10 24.70 - 158.10 85,70 212.40 177.90 115.50

(ksi) 550 88.30 34.30 29.70 81.80 72.00 146.70 125.20 76.90
900 Flexure RT 4.10 5.10 3.40 5.70 2.10 5.80 1.70 0.90

(ksi) 550 4.60 3.30 3.30 4.30 2.50 4.30 3.40 0.90

Short Beam RT 6.80 9.60 9.50 12.50 5.40 10.70 5.80 6.60

Shear 550 8.70 5.30 5.10 5.80 5.90 5.70 5.10 4.60

(ksi)

GP72-0328-80
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est performance and the highest number indicates superior performance. Usingf

this system, the candidate resins are rated in Table IV. Skybond 703 and PI

4707 were selected for further development and evaluation under this task.

2.2.3 Skybond 703 and PI 4707 Prepreg Development - Prepreg development

consisted of the following detailed efforts for each resin system.

(a) Use of analytical techniques for selection of cure cycles.

(b) Evaluation of prepregging method (hot melt vs. solvent coat resin

application).

(c) Fabrication of boron and graphite reinforced laminates using

selected processing methods.

(d) Evaluation of each material system for mechanical and physical

properties.

Material evaluation was to be performed at both WRD and MCAIR.

Initial prepreg development for Skybond 703 and PI 4707 involved the

application of infrared spectroscopy (IR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

and gas chromatography (cyC) to determine the extent of polyimide resin imidi-

zation, and volatile release and identification during cure cycle. The

analytical data was correlated with prepreg handling characteristics and the

resultant laminate properties (using boron or graphite fibers) to help select

the optimum prepreg fabrication methods.

The infrared spectrums showed increases in imidization with higher "B"

staging temperatures and resultant decreases in the polyamic acid content.

However, these spectrums were of minimal assistance since reactions that

occur during "B" staging could be masked by spectrums of the resin solvents

when using the Beckman IR-7. The TGA plot of weight loss versus increasing

temperature (see Figure 1) is helpful in-identify-ing temperatures at which

large amounts of volatiles are released. In addition, the outgassing products

given off at various temperatures were then identified by gas chromatography.

As a result of the above infrared spectrums, TGA plots, and gas chromatography

studies "A" and "B" stagings and a cure cycle were selected. The "A" staging

is at 195'F for 10-14 hours. The "B" staging is at 200'F for 2 hours. The

cure cycle contains a "stop" at 200-2250F for 2 hours followed by heating

slowly through 250OF to the cure temperature of 3500F for another 2 hours

curing.

The hot melt process was successfully used with both PI 4707 and

Skybond 703 resins, with applfcation temperatures on the drum ranging from

7
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TABLE M
MCAIR EVALUATION OF BORON/SKYBOND 703

Property Test Temperature Strength (PSI)

(OF) Post Cure "C" Post Cure "A"

900 Flexure RT 10,000 9,600
Shear 550 6,200 7,040

Interlaminar RT 12,800 10,700
550 9,300 9,300

Notes:

Post Cure "C" - 2 hours at 4000F, 2 hours at 500
0

F, and 2 hours at 6000F,

Post Cure "A" - Heat to 600OF at 1/4 - 1
0

F/min slow constant rate, Hold at 600°F for 2 hours.

GP72-032S-81

TABLE M
RATING OF CANDIDATE POLYIMIDE RESINS

Resin Numerical Rating S~Total
System Boron/PI Graphite/PI _ ____

Skybond 703 25 33 5E
P13N 17 37 54
P14707 25 23 48
PS 6264 18 28 46
RS6270 17 20 37
RS 6271 20 14 34
Skybond 709 18 12 30
P15077 - 13 13

GP'2-032P-82
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Sample: XAxis Y-Axis Run No.-Date 7-13-70

Temp. Scale.100 0 C Scale 20 mg Operator
Skybono 703 Inch Inch Heating Rate 5-

Min

0 (Scale Setting x "VShift .________ Inch Arm. Vacuum

Size- 11 Mg Suppression 0 mg 1 Sec
Time Constant

100

"A' Stage at I195'F

60

Weight -mg

40

1 7/0 Cl(350F) 316°Cl(600°F)
20

0_
0 100 200 300 400 500

-r, 0 C (Corrected for Chrornel Alumel Thermocoupies)

FIGURE 1
TGA CURVES ON SKYBOND 703 POLYIMIDE RESIN

'LINKl'•| | |



.t0"P to 2100 F. The hot melt application method is necessary becuatse of the

lw solvent content remaining in both resins after the "A" staging process.

7he handling characteristics of the prepregs were satisfactory since tack

was apparent when prepreg was pressed against itself. T.e draping charac-

teristics were also satisfactory so that contoured configurations could

be fabricated without difficualty. WRD established boron/SB703 and graphite

SB703 laminate cure cycles that resulted in acceptable mechanical properties.

The void content was typically 3-5 percent and resin content was 27-35 weight

percent.

WRD experience with the P14707 polyimide resin was less successful.

The reproducibility of mechanical properties was a continual problem for

both boron and graphite reinforced laminates, and resin precipitation during

zhe cure cycle could not be controlled.

WRD supplied MCAIR with boron/PT )1707 and 'Nodmor IT graphite/Pi7 ,T)0

prepregs for evaluation, and 15 ply laminates were made with each prepreg

using the WRD recormnended cure cycles. The boron/F1 4707 laminate was

excessively thick (.008 in/ply) as a result of very little resin bleei duri.•.

cure. It also exhibited resin precipitation. The graphite/Pi L707 ,ar.41.ate

-t v-ut:ud .0095 - .0103 in.,/ply (also too thick) and the resin did nroz wet

conpletely through the graphite tow, with delamination as the result.

:;either of the laminates was considered satisfactory for mechanical pcerty
tec ting.

7:.e better performance of tihe $3703 resin with bo" ' boron aiul gra'i'

resin'ted in more effort expended on its development <.ban o01. !ii'.7O7 aeVcit-

-:en-. Table V shows a comparison, of SB703 and Fi N7 rre:'reg/lami-nate

.:rcv-e:'t5s developed at WRD,

bcron/SB703 - IACAIR and WED, however, weru not obtaining consistent

lmtinate results with boron/SB703., Whereas WERD reported accertable mecnan

_roerties and consistent fabrication results, MCAIR did not succeed in fabri-

cating acceptable laminates using material from the identical batcn alui

-rccss cycle, It was suspected that the prepreg was changing with i4ereas

crage time at MCAUii even thouglh it was packaged with dessicant in heat sea1.

._astic bags. To resolve these problems two approaches were investigated,

* ir:;t, a[ optimum "B" stage had to be established that would sufficien*tly

~};i ~n 1 " T .,-V,, ;ý.t ~ri h ropreg w&_-' bc

e'.;'•=.>tea to determine if a low flow (mini-flow) type of prepreg would pericrix

tnan the high flow prepreg.

10
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TABLE"

WRD POLYIMIDE COMPOSITE DATA

00 Flexure 900 Flexure f Shear

Mateial (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

RT 550°F RT 55C°F RT 550°F

Boron/Skybond 145.6 4.4
703 237.1 5.1 7.5

188.2 5.6 7.3
245.4 7.5 10.2
164.8 4.9 8.4
204.6 9.6 11.1
216.5 8.6 13.0
172.6 7.1 12.8
204.6 6.9 11.3
161.7 138.1 8.0 4.9 13.5 8.6
248.1 13.4
225.4 14.3

Boron/Pi 4707 6.1 8.1

122.7 6.9 8.8
271.0 7.7 10.5

6.6 6.0
204.2 9.9 7,3

1.5 3.5
190.0 4.9 9.1
165.6 8.7

00 Flexure 900 Flexure Interlaminar
(ksi) (ksi) Shear (ksi)

@ RT @ RT @ RT

G aph ite/Skybonld 173.0 5.0 10.3

703 151.3 6.7 10.1
172.1 6.8 11.3
162.4 6.7 12.7
160.4 7.2 11.7
200.0 10.0 11.2

Giaphite/PI 4707 3.4 6.9
165.2 3.2 7.4
159.0 5.8

6'1 /2-032H 64
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Wnter analysis of the boron/SB703 prepreg by the Karl Fisher method

oveviled that prepreg "B" staged 1 hour at 200%F (or less) had variable water

c2:itent vs. time. However, prepreg "B" staged 2 hours or more at 200'F

exhibited considerable water content stability. Figure 2 shows a comparison of

prepreg water content vs. time. The 2 hour at 200OF "B" stage stabilized tie

prepreg, but did so at the expense of prepreg handleability. It was decided

however, to proceed with Boron/SB703 prepreg "B" staged 2 hours at 2000F at

some sacrifice of prepreg tack to obtain the desired reproducibility.

To investigate a mini-flow system, prepreg was manufactured by WED

with 30 percent instead of the normal 38 to 40 percent of total resin

solids, and "B" staged 2 hours at 200IF instead of I hour at 2000 P. It was

intended that this prepreg would flow very little, arid the resin cotent

would be approximately correct since 28 to 30 percent is reouired1 if- tue

cured lwainate to obtain a thickness of 5.0 to 5.5 mils/ply. i'r,.reg "2"

staged 1.5 hours at 2000F with 30'5 resin solids content. was a]isu i, fac'uce-i.

Lmninates fabricated with prepreg "B" staged 1.5 hours at 20], dit nhot apca,

any better than prepreg "']" staged 1 hour at 200°i,. Lainiratt:s lauricate

witii prupreg "h" -- staged 2 hours at 2000F consis,,,t -. 1 _v C,. i ,: •' - -.

There was no evidence of ,sin p~recinitatio,. or VOl.- ft;.; t,..': W&.i

r,,sirL bl,.ud irto the bleeder cloth. 'Table VI s1smarize.: tu7'.

:cclt ardical projOerties of lumi LaL. s' fabri :.u , b'• g "-I "'" "at .. a0_'"0 :,'f.

'Ic-" Pu .ults wit ii the minli-I'low boi'oi/ VT 03 1 ,' , ' were 2u" iL,. a'i

it wvas s,2iluctad for further use Oh this ,re',',. T-"

sciected was "b" stag•eud 2 hour.; at 200)1` after hot attci4 L p.- 1.i', w-f

30 porcent of total weight reAsin soliis. 'Yh. cur,- ey c ecct wlts

I' Lill vacuumi ard he at to ,)00°i', hold for 1 Iour hJai, 4 L.-_,° ,

I 1,uur and apply 100 psi, hcat to Y)Y50 and hold 2 heur".;'U-tcu.'- wc.5

a :littuat up to 600`1,' with a. U 15o01u" },oei U,.. '. It. ,I•.w. tf. :.

l'. mIcfCil*•c•c lt] ],roipertio,5; j.11 additloll to co is ' cI ., 01'1 a j '. . lL.
'.' , ec/vr/bond 703 - 1.A]i': eva(lua.ted sevCraLl baltclVs uo :hod ]

-:8 . , t-/,k' ~ 'bo,. 703 tlefreg witht Wrd recond ,d ct Vre cyc A , lan rates..

2 ,4', o '01 ',.eooeltable thi. ekne c': of .007 inch/ply. NieC hltricu. c ,Lrope ,ity
. . ,-. 3 . 4.,- , . 4•, .J .i 4~ t.;,. Cr... ,,t4 ; L I* • - , ' w L(L [ r:l..,.. 2lt: ,o .t

, : : .':.r" hear, Th( cure cycl. f ;lected wa:,:

1"
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TABLE •L
MCAIR/WRD DATA FOR BORON/SKYBOND 703 LAMINATES

Average
Laminate Test ValuesPrepreg Resin Ts

Solids Content and Remarks Resin/Void Temst lx 90 lx ha
ContentVi Temp 00 Flex 900 Flex Shear

C net(ksi) lksi) (ksi)

30% Made with 2 hr at 28.3/2.1 RT 242.1 10.0 12.4
200OF "B" stage 550
prepreg. No resin

precipitation.

103.0 6.1 10.7

38% Made with 2 hr at 37.6/2.4 RT 258.1 9.4 12.7
200°F "B" stage 550 109.5 6.1 8.9

prepreg. No resin

precipitation.

38% Mace with 2 hr at 39.5/2.6 RT - -- 13.2
200°F "B" stage

prepreg. No resin
precipitation.

32% Made with 2 hr at 35.3/3,5 5!0 - - 8.8
200°F "B" stage
prepreg. No resin

precipitation.

30% RT - - 13.9

550 - - 4.0"

Thur rnoplastic Behavior GPc 2 059 3 2

1 h



'00"F undor full vacuum and hiold Ihour.

!;a., to' .`iY I" and apply 100 psi.

QKn'-dl nu hca tilug, to 350'0 F and hold L) hours.

1'o3t. cure by heating slowly to 600%' and holding- for 6 hiours.-

c k I ~u'vo' zesdata generOJatoed ajt M',Cj'lh 101'gapito/h0.

TABLE M
GRAPH ITE/SKYBOND 703 MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

Pae N.Temp 00 Flexure 900 F lexure I Interlaminar
PaelNoFTm (ksi) (ksi) Shear (ksi)

1023 AT 105.0 10.4 11.1

6550 25.8 1.8

1116 A T - 10.3 T.3

550 - 2,1

1117 RIT - 63.3 9.6

550 - 1.A 4.0*

1124 A T 189.0 7.1 9,7

--- 550 103.6 .G .

*Thermnoplastic b~ehavior GP72-0328 .94

A VA 11 vI or~ 01 11 gs I u CJ7Lp tUr at u iSt r'5 ttýi it t: It~ 't":

oom ~ ~ ~ i c(u ia,;ýF - , 1,1ulo t V I~ 0 ,ýýO and ""I.2 ""'t, 11uc1.!_

1'!0t 1Ia1:1 Ovalj uat-i (la. All the Ct ain sv , X0- t.o.' I '>-i ";,n

~In ',Wt-1- tilt' !:uypcrlted fi lmi typyj T ihese" ailtesi "v's W11", eval Ua-tu, t

',)50 11 ful E:jetaI-t~o-11i taL, eK it-inycm orc , an~d/or cogetaoibci r-to-~

061A) bniga iCa~louls. 'irlCe it was; ifliti:allyy 1'1anneo to 1, val eV.u,,Lu

* .''ra~ t. swswi odh bt- iuia; after a 500 hour. soalý at 550,,it was z3 es~

uvadL-Lak Zndh.i±svktjs ulicdu thie same conditionsjý. All subCeqjut~n aJ_',loiv(,

C IS i vs.1 LS all Z'V(jtCraL 0' of t leas~t5 pien

TiW C011u[(2l'CiLaL.1y available s3upportud filmi udhesýLivt yes gve aifatr

lor ms!tul -to-metal (or metal-to-compo;i tu) type apjdi catioxis ,bu

* .ti l 2;. in-to)-honelycomlb eur(o results shIowed pour Jiillet i ug . As; a leudge
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,u. Continued poor performance of the commercially available polyimide

.'. im •ives, MCAIR and WRD initiated development of a polyimide film

odcsive based on the SB703 resin used in the prepreg studies.

2.3.l Honeycomb Core Bonding - FM-34, Metlbond 840, P15505 and the

.. I. SB703 were evaluated for honeycomb core bonding capability. Figure 3

shows the lack of filleting of the commercial adhesives, and the improved

filleting obtained with the SB703 adhesive developed at MCA1P. The commercial

adhesives were cured per the vendor's recommended cure cycle and with the

apyropriate vendor recommended primer. The Fý1-34 evidenced slightly better

filleting Metlbond 840 or P15505, but still, when used to bond HRE[-327

polyird.ide core plate shear specimens, it resulted in premature failures in

the adhesive rather than in the core as expected. Flow studies were performcd

with both the commercial adhesives and MICAIR developed Sd703 adhesive to d,-t,-r-

mine when optimum flow occurs. Utilizing this information, the cure cycles

for the candidate adhesives were modified and an attempt was made to boncd

aluminum sheet to alluminum honeycomb to investigate flow and filleting. The

MCAIR EB703 polyimide adhesive and FM-34 were then selected for honeycomb sanl-

wich panel bonding studies. The MCAIR SB703 adhesive had the best filleting

characteristics but its void content was excessively high and reesulted in

lower properties. At this stage, development of the 213703 adhtesivt was

tran'sfeerred to WhD from MCAIR where more adhesive manujjacturing ti,-c o.logy

was available. it was then designated WED SB703 anld was used in cc'(un-t.ion

wits either B3R-34 or, an ,1'703 resin primer. Additional otfudies o' tihe F'.-

adhesive resulted in improved flow properties through cure cycIe ne::i'iouatiol,

wod cnanging the M1-34 primer application method.

The B11-34 primer was selected based on lower apparent void content

aild bAtter honeycomb core wetting characteristics. FlatwisL: tension specimens

we-re fabricated with F14-34 and WED S13703 (specimens are shown in Figures 4

a:. :5) and tested at room temperature and at 550 0 F with either no expesuru

or after a 500 hour soak, at 5500F. Table VilI shows the values obtained.

'li::e FI.-34/BR-34 system was selected for use in the program because it exhibitea

azieuate Pon••d strengths and is a readily available commercial product.
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FIGURE 3
SANDWICH BONDING COMPARISON OF POLYIMIDE ADHESIVES

(Before Improvement,)

GP 72-03211 90
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FIGURE 4
SB703 POLYIMIDE ADHESIVE FLATWISE TENSION SPECIMEN

7ý c

FIGURE 5

FM-34 FLATVVISE TENSION SPECIMEN
(After Improvements)

GP72-O328-89



TABLE
POLYIMIDE ADHESIVE HONEYCOMB FLATWISE TENSION DATA

Flatwise Tension (psi)
Adhesive System Exposure Condition RT 550°F

WRD SB703/SB703 Nore 745 401
Primer 500 hrs @ 550°F 318 287

WRD SB703/BR-34 None 797 385
Primer 500 hrs @ 550°F 427 328

FM-34/BR-34 None 568 308
Primer 500 hrs @ 550°F 174 275

GP72-0328-93

2.3.2 Metal-tn-ý,etal Adhesive - Primary and secondary" bonded boron/

polyimide - titn A -. i double lap shear specimens illustrated in TigIure 6

were evaluatrd 'u 550°F for selection of an (metal-to-metal type skin to

edgemember) adhesive bonding. FT4-34, Metibond 84o, P15505 and the !MCATP

SB703 were all selected as candidatesN for evaluation. The primary bonded

specimens consisted of the test adhesive sandwiched between boroll/poliiide

prepreg and 61ki-4V titaniu.m sheet, and cured pcr the boron/pwuyinide pre-

preg cure cycle. The secondary bonded specimens bad the test adhesives

bond boron/polyimide laminates Go 6A1,-4V titanium using, the adhesive cure

cycle. All specimens were post cured to 6000 F using the boron/polyimide

cycle or The commercially recormnended adhesive cycle, depending on whether

the specimens were primary or secondary bonded.

Initia.l scieening consisted of tests at room temperature and 550 0 F. 2

Adhesives that successfully passed these tests were tested further by exposinf 7

specimens to 100 hours or 500 hours at 550°F prior to test at 550%'. Table IX /
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TABLE IX
DOUBLE LAP SHEAR STRENGTH OF CANDIDATE POLYIMIDE ADHESIVES

550OF 5500 F 550°F
Adhesive Type of Bond RT (30 min) After 100 hrs After 500 hrs

@ 550°F @ 550 0 F

Metlbond 840 Secondary 4325 2135 2750 2580

Primary 3820 2055 2015 1975

FM-34 Secon, j 4910 1525 2370 2380

Primary 1505 870 - -

PI 5505 Secondary 2750 1930 -

MCAIR SB 703 Secondary 3450 1675

Primary 2320 1205

GP72-0328-96

- 6.0 in. (Typ) 0,20 in.

-8 Ply Boron/Polyimide
0.50 in. (Typ)

0.063 in. (Typ)

GP72 0328 113

FIGURE 6
DOUBLE LAP SHEAR SPECIMEN

X
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"-its ihe data developed for all the adhesives. The Metlbond 840 adhesive was

supterior tIo the other candidates and was selected for further use on the

program. The FM-34, although not quite as effective, was considered the

back-up adhseive for secondary bonding applications.

T-Peel specimens per Federal Specification MMM-A-132 were fabricated and

tested using the three commercial adhesives plus the SB703 polyimide adhesive.

The adhesive was sandwiched between two 0.010 inch thick by 1.0 inch wide

by 12.0 inch long sheets of 6AI-4V titanium. FM-34 and Metlbond 840 both

resulted in low values at 75 0 F and 550°F when compared to currently used

high temperature epoxy adhesives. Values at 750F were 2.0-4.2 lbs/in. (peel

initiation) and 1.5-1.7 lbs/in. (peel continuation). At 550'F typical values

were 1.8-3.6 ibs/in. (peel initiation) and 0.5-i1l.2 ibs/in. (peel continuation).

Three specimens were tested for each adhesive for each aonuition.

... 3 (eve Splice Adhesive - The foaming adhesive candidate for ':

sIlice appiications was Bloomingdale F14-29. A potential back-up was murtia..e

layers of F!;-34 or M-etlbozd 1)0 supported film adhesives. A beam s*ear

specimen, shown in Figure 7, was used to evaluate the J"1-29 foaming adhesive.

The first. bean. shearl tests were perfortmed at E.T. and 5KQ0 7 wta .z1' ft

titanium honeycomb core (spliced as shown in Figure 7), titanium. skins,

and Bloomingdale 1, 1-129 polyimi..e core splice adhesive. lilf of tLe six

specimens had an 0.010 inch thicr titanium shim in the bondline . 1"0ese

were includefi to simulate the more difficult edgemember L)ond of honevccra

corce to titwiiumi spiar/ribs. T'le vendor's rcecormuneded cure c,%tc.we was :'oxiowrsI

and addhe:j;, t x'];ajsionl ('2 100 pjercent) was stvi.s factory. 'ic skins were ltc..

bonded to the spliced honeycomb with '1,[-34. in all cases the honeycom.b cerc

failed rather than th1e 1'-29 . Another ,crics of testiS were performed big

3tle highler strength 1!11k1-327 )1.5 lb/ ft honeycoimib col. These tests also cause-d ""

fal lu-re of the Cion, comb core rather titae the 114-29 as des i ored. i naily,

l, lb/ft' stainless steel honeycomb core was used so tUat tne shear

;ti'ntlih of thle 1].-'729 could be established. 'iable X st•]lullarizeo the datta.

re:,eratcd for 11',- 09 evaluation.

21
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Titanium Skins

-3.06. in.n.p-

XX Stainless Steel
G HRH-327 or

Titanium
________Honeycomb

FM-29 Core Splice Adhesive
With or Without Titanium Shim

FIGURE 7
CORE SPLICE ADHESIVE BEAM SHEAR SPECIMEN G238e

*H~~~~ PH3 7 2olim0e3one29624
TABLE X

FM-29 SHEAR STRENGTH DATA

Exposure Beam Shear (PSI)
Honeycomb Core Conditions R.T, 550OF

*Titaiu w!Shim None 126 82

*Titanium w/o Shim None 126 81
*HRH-3- ' Polyimide None 296 240

100 hr @ 5b0°F 300 228

500 hr @ 550°F 263 220

Stainless Steel None 377 291
(12 lb/ft

3)

*All failures in honeycomb - not FM-29.
GP72-0328-68
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., !: :cfb., Coro Evnc L aliltion

,u: types of high temperature core were evaluated in this program:

. 301 stainless steel honeycomb core (4.2 lb/ft3)

1ii 15-7 Inc stainless steel honeycomb core (3.5 lb/ft 3 )

3. 1i-75A titaniuam honeycomfb core (3.5 !b/ft3).

4. IiHii-327 polyimide honeycomb core (4.5 lb/ft3

Kiatwise compression tests were performed at room temperature and at 550°F

af' ter 3.C rin., 100 houi and 500 hour soaks at 5-50'F as shown in Table XI.

i"Latc- shear tests have been performred for the same conditions. The ong

*,t: tests were performed only with honeycomb core materials that looked

pr s.i- irg after initial room temperature and 550'F tests.

The initial I{Rii-327 tests used a core that had not been post cured

or' to t-sting. However, on subsequent tests all PTRH.-27 honeycomb

cur, was post cured to 600 0 F prior to testing. All honeycomb Ianeýs for this

uva.1uutiou were bonded with I,'M-34/BR-34. Modifications to the aazi•civc

aic primer application procedures (as previously discussed) provide adequate

monnycomb core bonding. There werc no adhesive failures while performing

honeycomb core tests.

T'ble Xi shows the test data generated for all the candidate honeycom~b

core materials selected for the program. Figure 8 provides a structural

efficiency comparison of the two leading candidate materials, HIH-327 and

i 11:15-711o (TiIiLoso).

"The-se data indicate the structural advantages of HRH-327 honeycomb core

both couv( shear b:d flatwise compression. The core shear data is the

more significant for structural considerations. The HIRH-327 is also superior

from a machining viewpoint. it can be machined with the same type equipment

a.: aluri~inun honjcomb core, while stainless steel and titanium honeycomb

:,, e s]ecial toolingm and/or machining proceaures. For these reasons

.:::j-27 fiberglass/polyimide honeycomb core has been selected for use in

P~ 3
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3. FABRICATION SCALE-UP AND EVALUATION

introduction

The objective of this task was to demonstrate that large scale struc-

turai elements and panels could be fabricated for evaluation. Fabrication

scale-up and evaluation were planned for the following items:

(1) Optimization of polyimide composite lay-up procedure and cure cycle.

(2) Boron/polyimide-titanium splice joint section fabrication and test

to simulate both the stabilator and edgemember attachment areas,

the primary load transfer area.

(3) Graphite/polyimide channel element for the demonstration of sub-

structure (spars and ribs) fabrication capability.

(4) Joint specimens utilizing titanium boron/polyimide and graphite/

polyimide to evaluate adhesive bonding, mechanical fastening, and

a combination thereof for verification of joint designs.

(5) Large area polyimide composite laminates to demonstrate confidence

in fabricating large area panels and to provide design allowable

specimens.

(6) Large area polyimide composite honeycomb sandwich panel to evaluate

size effects and process control for full depth honeycomb fabrica-

tion.

(7) Polyimide composite sandwich beams which encompass the technology

developments of items (1), (2), and (6).

Considerably more effort was required to scale-up the boron/SB703 pre-

preg for fabrication of thick (40 ply) laminates, item (1), than was origi-

nally planned. As a result of this delay plus the lead time required for1.

component fabrication, the Stabilator Torque Box component (which requires

40 ply fabrication technology) was replaced with an F-15 Wing Compression

Panel requiring, at most, 20 ply fabrication technology. Fabrication Scale-

Up and Evaluation items (2), (4), (5) and (7) were deleted as they were no

longer necessary. Development of 40 ply boron/SB703 fabrication technology

continued along with items (3) and (6) above to complete the requirements of

this task necessary to support the fabrication of both the F-4 rudder and

wing compression panel.

bifficulties were encountered with "B" stage tCmperature control when the

:,roct size was increased from 12 in. x 40 in, used in Task I to 15 in. x 62 in.

,', preprog variability as evidenced by poor thickness/ply control and
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ion of 40 ply laminates was encountered. Changing the "B" stage,

autola@ve culre and post cure oycles resolved these problems after con-

siderable effort, .iesults showed that small 40 ply laminates can be made

vith the selected process that have shear strengths of 12.3 ksi at room

temperature and 6.5 ksi at 550'F. Boron/SBT03 15 ply laminates give

shear strengths of 13 - 16 ksi at room temperature arid 8.6 - 10.2 ksi

at 550°F using the same processing cycle. Scale-up to large panel sizes

has not been demonstrated.

The graphite/SB703 Frepreg system scaled up with minimum difficulty.

Prepreg formability was improved with a light coat of solvent applied imme-

diately prior to lay-up of spar/rib configurations. Graphite/SB703 mechanical

properties were satisfactory with 0' tension strength of over 200 ksi, and
900 tension strain well above 4,000 microinches/inch.

A boron/SB703 skin - HRH-327 polyimide fiberglass honeycomb core sand-

wich panel was bonded with F14-34 to demonstrate sandwich panel bending capa-

bility. The boron/OB'03 skins used were very porous resulting in premature

f.a•ai of the test specimens, However, the adhesive bonding passed DT and

visual inspection after dissection, and the bond line did not fail in any of

the tests. As a result, the adhesive bonding procedures were deemed ac--ept-

able.

3.2 Boron/SB703 Scale-Up and Evaluation

Efforts in this area were directed at resolution of problems that occur-

red during scale-up of prepregging operations and processing difficulties ex-

perienced with 40 ply lainates. The effort i s broken down into the follow-

ing areas:

"o Prepreg scale-up

"o IMaterial/process optimization

(a/ Analytical techniques for material/process control

(b) Optimum prepreg resin content

(c) Pvocessing cycle modifications.

"o Fabrication scale-up.

Two overall considerations in this effort were to: (1) establish fabrication
.j%,i',codues that act_ pruducLion oriented (cycle time, temperature, pressure,

tcu.), and (2) obtain mechanical properties comparable to those of boron/epoxy

at 'oom, tmrperature, with a high retention at 5501,'.
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3.2.1 Prepreg Scale-Up - Boron/SBT03 was used initially for fabrication

of a 3 in. x 6 in. x 15 ply and a 6 in. x 12 in. x 44 ply stepped splice plate

specimen similar in cross-section to the stabilator torque box skin root

splice. These panels were cured with the following cure cycle:

o Apply full vacuum and heat to 200'F

o Hold at 200OF and then heat to 2350 F

o Hold at 235 0 F, apply 100 psi and then heat to 350OF for a 2 hour

hold

o Cool down under pressure

o Post cure 2 hours at 400 0 F, 2 hours at 450 0F, 2 hours at 500 0 F,

2 hours at 550 0 F, and 6 hours at 6000 F.

The prepreg was from batch 121570B-1. The 44 ply panel was delaminated, and

both the 15 ply and 44 ply panels were badly precipitated. The prepreg was

analyzed for resin, volatile, and water content for comparison with a previously

successfully used batch (112970B). That comparison is given in Table XII.

TABLE T

MCAIR PREPREG BATCH ANALYSIS

Total Resin Resin Volatiles Water-PHR
Batch (Solids + Resin Solids (Parts per

Designation VolatileO) -% of Preopeg % Of % of Hundred of
-% of Prepreg Prepeg Total Resin Resin Solids)

1129708 38.0 28.3 9.7 24.5 4.2

1215708-1 34.6 23.8 10.8 31.2 6.4

1215708.2 34.6 25.6 9.0 29.6 5.5

122170B-1 39.6 28.8 10.8 28.0 5.0

122170B-2 39:6 27.9 11.7 29.5 5.4

122970B 34.5 23.8 10.7 31.2 6.5

GP72-0328-95

'I.,_ volatile percent of total resin was much higher for the new batches

(2.0 - 31.250) compared to the 24.5% of batch 112070B. Investigation of the

prep)rug manufacturing operation revealed a change in temperature control

'_a;'ability during the "B" stage operation. The "B" stage operation had

o:uusly been performed in a small laboratory oven (capable of holding

28



". x :.2 .*heetoz) at 200 + 2°F. Whien the sheet size was increased to

i- .:n. x •: in., a larger oven was required. 1he large oven operated at

+ 3__ " when set at. 2000F. This change of "B" stage temperature resulted

i l�s andvancement of the resin and higher volatile retention in the preprobG.

SsefieO of 15 ply panels were fabricated at WRD to substantiate these

fhtulings. "i," stage cycles evaluated were: (1) 200 + 2°F for 2 hours,

(2) 195 + 9°F for 2 hours, and (3) 213 + 10°F for either 1, 2 or 3 hours.

'TOc results are given in Table XIII which compares the visual appearance

and shear strengýth of several test panels. The dcsi ced thickness for these

1panels was 5.0 ,- 5.c miils/ply becaune of stabilator torque box skin splice

arnte tolera•nce' , since the plaans were to utilize existing boron/epoxy tool-

ing.

TABLE T
COMPARISON OF LAMINATES FABRICATED AT WRD

Laminate Prepreg Remarks Shear Strength (ksi)

Number Conditions RT 550

010671D 2 hrs @ 195 + 90 F Proper thickness. 13.3 10.6
Precipitated.

010671E 2 hrs @ 200- 2F Too thick. Good 13.6 11.3

appearance.

010671F 2 hrs@ 195! 90 F Too thick. No test No test
Precipitated.

010671G 6 hrs C)195 +-9'F Voids. Too thick. 12.9 11.6

010771B 2 hrs @213! 10 0 F Too thick. Good 14.6 10.6

appearance.

010771C 3 hrs @ 213+ 10°F Too thick. Excel- 16.8 8.6

lent appearance.

010771F 6 hrs @ 195 90 F Slightly thick. 15.0 6.7
Mild precipitation.

OP72 0328 100
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Asa 1result of this study, it was determined that tight control of "B"

sage 'emperature was necessary. The tightest temperature control (+ 1-2 0 F)

was possible in a 12 ft. x 12 ft. oven at MCAIR, and it was decided to "B"

stage the prepregged material at MCAIR. Individual prepreg sheet packaging

(with dessicant) in seal plastic bags proved satisfactory for the "A" staged

prepreg during shipment and storage at MCAIR. It was then decided that all

future material would be "B" staged at MCAIR to maintain the required tem-

perature control.

3.2.2 Material/Process Optimization - After resolution of the "B"

stage difficulties, 28.0% resin solids content prepreg was used to fabricate

several 15 and 40 ply laminates. Tiwo additional problems were readily apparent.

First, the laminate thickness/ply range of .0057 - .0072 inches encountered

was unacceptable as previously mentioned for the planned stabilator skin splice

plate. Prepreg that started with 28% resin solids resulted in laminates of

32 - 3•4 apparent resin solids content. First the thickness/ply problem was

the result of solvents (e.g., n-methyl pyrrolidone) retained after the cure/

post cure cycle, The titanium splice plate required .0050 - .0056 inches/ply

to meet tooling requirements. Second, the majoriSty of 40 to 44 ply specimens

d,,aninated after either the cure or post cure cycle.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of laminates fabricated during initial scaih-

up of' boron/SB703 prepreg. ",)' depicts a high void content lwainate, ",

shows a delaminated laminate, "C" is a highly precipitated through low void

content laminate, and "D" is considered optinmum for meeting the requirements

of this prof'-am. As the data of Table XIII shows, thore is no clear indication

that static properties are seriously affected oy resin precipitation; however,

effects have not been thoroughly documented and the material suppliers

strongly recommended against a precipitated resin condition.

Tihree different approaches were considered to resolve these two problems:

o Analytically evaluate the polyimide res•in anud prepreg throughout the

manufacture cycle at WEiD and MCAIR to select approximate material

controls

o Vary the resin solids content of the prepreg so that the tLhickness/

1,iy of the curea laminate would be in the acceptable range of 0.0050 -

O.uo06 in.
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"A" - High Void Content

"B"- Delamninated

GP72-03291-47

FIGURE 9
VISUAL COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TYPES OF LAMINATES
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'"- Precipitate Resin

vi

"D" Vitreous fiesin

FIGURE 9
COMPARISON CLOSE-UP OF PRECIPITATED AND VITREOUS POLYIMIDE RESIN (Continued48
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o jlter the processing cycles ("B" stage, cure, and post cure) to I
eliminate the delamination problem and establish satisfactory

pronorties for 40 to 44 ply laminates.

3.2.2.1 Analytical Techniques for Material/Process Control - This effort

was directed at determining how the various ingredients in the polyimide pre-

preg resin affected the laminate processing and which ingredients would sub-

seqaently require improved controls.

Three different approaches were investigated:

o Gas chromatography

o Infrared spectroscopy

o Thermal-gravimetric analysis with mass spectrometry.

in general, the gas chromatography tests revealed that detailed knowledge of'

prepreg constituents and their ratios was of little value in resolving the

processing problems. Only the total volatile content gave indications of' a

value to control the prepreg. Infrared spectroscopy and thermogravimetric

analysis with mass spectrometry were helpful in identifying degree of resin

cure vs. cuze cycle and volatile release patterns during critical portions

of the cure cycle (between 250'F and 350 0 F).

Gas Chromatography - Detailed gas analysis of the prepreg resin was per-

formed throughout the processing cycle at WRD and MCAIR. Variables recorded

were resin solids, resin volatiles, and volatile constituents - water. ethanol

and n-methyl, pyrolidone. Basically, the gas analysis revealed that the start-

ing resin, as supplied by Monsantc to WRD, was well controlled irsofar as

resin solids, resin volatiles, and volatile constituent percentages were con-

cerned. The material did change during the resultant processing, and these

changes were detected and recorded by the gas analysis. Variations occurred

in total resin volatile, water, ethanol, and n-methyl pyrrolidone contents, A

samipling of the data gathered is presented in Table XlV. The "A" stage cycle

ut4ed for all samples in Table XIV is 195`F for 10 to 14 hours at full vacuum.

The "B" stage cycle used was 2 hours at 200'F. This evaluation was performed

on 12 separate WiED batches of borun/SB703 prepreg. Attempts to correlate this

oata with predictions of lazninate acceptability were inconclusive. Other con-

clusions possible from the data are:

o The only prpr-.g !--ariablu that appears t.) influence laminate process-

ability is total resin volatile content.

o "B" stage temperature cycles did not significantly alter the resin

volatile content.
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TABLE=
PREPREG ANALYT;CAL TESTS

RESIN BATCH ANALYSIS

WRD Batch 115

WRD Analysis MCAIR Analysis

As Rec'd, "A" Stage "A" Stage Prepreg "A" Stage Prepreg "B" Stage Prepreg

at WRD Resin 26% 28% 26% 28% 26% 28%

Resin So!ids % 50.1 57.0 25.6 29.4 24.2 26.6 24.0 26.3

Resin Volatiles % 49.9 4320 40.0 3956 40.3 43.0 32.4 32.8

NMP %of Volatiles 70.4 77.5 73.0 73.4 65.8 62.7 65.4 62.4

Ethanol % of Volatiles 25.5 20,0 217.2 209 22.1 21.4 23.5 24.2

Water % of Volatiles - 2 34 5,8 5.0 49 5.7 3.2 2.8

WRD Batch 116

WRD Analysis MCAI R Analysis

S........ ,,As Rec'd. "A" Stage "A" Stage "13" Sae "B" Stage

at WRD Resin Prepreg Prepreg (2 hr) Prepreg (3 hr)

Total Resin 37.8 37.8 34.1 29.3

Resin Solids % 50.1 26.0 26.7 26.9 26.2

Resin Volatiles % 49.9 42.2 40.5 30.1 33.9

NMP % of Volatiles 70.4 79.4 61.4 61.0 57.0
Ethanol % of Volatiles '25.5 17.3 22.1 26.3 23.7
Water % of Volatiles 4.9 3.3 5.0 3.2 3.G

Prepreg Volatiles % 15.3 10.3 10.0

GP72-0328-71
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"o The water content of the prepreg was not a significant prepreg

control factor insofar as curing operations are concerned, although

it did affect prepreg handleability.

"o The ratio between, and total amount of, ethanol and n-methyl pyroli-

done in the volatile content did not have a clear effect on laminate

processing.

"o Volatile release from the laminate during cure was not significulit

until temperatures over 235 0 F at full vacuum were reached.

Gas analysis at MCAIR was performed on the equipment shown in Figures

10 and 11.

Infrared Spectroscopy - Improved infrared spectroscopy analysis nethods

were utilized for polyimide resins, resulting in definition of degree of

imidization from "A" stage through post cure (without interference from

n-methyl pyrrolidone peaks),and volatile content as a function of cure

cycle.

Figure 12 shows several of the spectrograms developed for boron/S'703y.

As can be seen, the relative quantity of volatiles (ethanol and n-methyl

pyrrolidone)does not decrease until the temperature is increased from 275°F

to 340OF under full vacuum. During the "B" stage operation, infrared

spectrograms indicate that the prepreg is changing primarily in degree of

imidization, not volatile content. The imide ring formation is indicated

by the arrow labeled No. 1, while the n-methyl pyrolidone is designated No.

2 and ethanol is No. 3.

From this data, four conclusions are made. First, the volatile contenrt

of the prepreg is controlled by the "A" stage operation. Second, the "B"

stage cycle advances the imidization cycle to control the resin flow during

cure. Third, volatile removal from the laminate occurs at temperatures above

2500F, probably in the range of 2750F to 320F. Fouxth, it is cenl'irmecd that

imidization is continuing into the post cure cycle at 6000 F. This inf'ormation

is useful in selecting a cure cycle for this material.

Imidization advancement data is presented in Figure 13, and it r•vealis

that the bulk of polymerization occurred between 2750F and the end of the

2-1/2 hour hold at 3400F. In addition, it can be seen that polymerization

continued at a nearly constant rate during the post cure, The fact that a

constant absorbance value was never reached indicated that longer post cure

periods would be required to achieve maximum polymerization.
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FIGURE 101
PREPREG GAS VOLATILIZATION EQUIPMENT GP20328 50
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Solvent retention characteristics were monitored by m-asurement of

absorption bands assignable to the solvents in the resin system. The inten-

sity of the 9.4 micron band was used. to measure the ethyl alcohol content, and

the intensity of the 7.1 micron band was used to measure the n-methyl pyro-

lidone (NMP) content. Table XV shows the absorbance values of the 9.4 and

7.1 micron bands as a function of cure time. All traces of detectable solvents

were not removed until after the 500°F interval in the post cure cycle. The

most rapid rate of solvent removal occurred between the 275 0 F and 340OF por-

tion of the cure cycle. Figure 14 shows the infrared spectroscopy equipment

used for this studý.

Thermal-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) with Mass 3pectrometry - The gas

chromatography and. infrared spectroscopy are excellent instruments for

detecting the condition of a irateria' at a steady-state condition. However,

they are not readily adaptable to material analysis is a transient system.

The TGA can be used to plot weight loss at any time during the cure cycle

while the mass spectrometer identifies materials being released. j
Figure 15 is a plot of volatile constituents (ethanol, water, and NuI)

release vs. temperature for a constant heat-up rate of l-3 0 F/min. The TGA

with mass spectrometry and infrared spectroscopy (l.B.) agree quite well

as to the maximum volatile release temperature range (270 - 310 0 F). Tne TGA1

with mass spectrometry is,of course, used as a transient analysis system

while the I.R. analyzed the steady state conditions at various points in the

cure cycle. It should be pointed out that Figure 15 does not represent quani-

tity ratios for various volatiles, but rather only a relative rate of

volatilization over the temperature range shown, in summary, the Figurc 15

data confirms the volatile release information developed by T.R. and it also

indicates that ethanol is a more critical product of reaction than is water.

3.2.2.2 Optimum Prepreg liesin Content - The 28.0% resin solids content

prepreg resulted in laminate thickness of 0.0057 - 0.0070 in/ply after cure,

so it was decided to prepreg material with 22.0%, 24.0%, and 26.05 resin solids

to get the desired 0,0050 - 0.0056 in/ply thickness. Laminates fabricated

with various resin contents were then evaluated for thickness/ply, delamina-

tions and interlaminar shear strength. Table XVI sumzaarizes the results of

22 - 28% resin solids content prepreg evaluation. The 22% and 24% resin

.solids prepreg consistently resulted in 15 and 40 ply laminates that were too

thin, approximately 0.0044 - 0.0049 in/ply. Although the 15 ply laminates
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TABLEXZ
SB 703 SOLVENT RETENTION DATA

CureAbsorbance at Absorbance at
ýCure Schedul 7.1 Microns 9.4 Microns :

(Cumulative) (N-Methyl Pyrrolidone) (Ethyl Alcohol)

As Received 0.095 0.225

1 fir at 200°F- 0.065 0.218 ..

(No Vacuum - "B" Stage)

1 hr at 200°F 0.065 0.218
(Full Vacuum)

1 hr at 275 0 F 0.067 . 0.170
(Full Vacuum)

2-1/2 hr at 34 0 °F Ti ace Trace
(Full Vacuum)

2 hr of Post Ti ace Trace
Cure at 4000F

2 hr of Post Cure at 500OF Not Detected Not Detected

GP72-0593-51
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TABLE XVI
RESIN SOLIDS CONTENT EFFECT ON LAMINATE PROPERTIES

Resin Shear Strength
Laminate Solids T"n Stags Cycle Remarks

Content Ply (mils)
(%) RT 550°F

011971 28 2 hr @ 200°F 5.9 - - Delanminated After
Post Cure

012971 24 2 hr @ 213 + 10°F 5.5 - - Delaminated After
Cure

24 2 hr @ 200°F 5.5 - - Delaminated After

Cure

020271 22 1 hr @ 200°F 4.7 - - Some Voids

1.5 hr @ 200°F 4.7 8.3 8.4 Apparent

2.0 hr @ 200°F 5.3 - -

021171 24 1.75 hr @ 200°F 4.5 8.5 7.9 Laminates All Too
28 2 hr @ 200°F 4.5 8.5 8.5 Thin (15 and 40

(Ply)

26 2 hr @ 200°F 4.8 11.4 9.8 15 Ply Data
4.8 9.5 4.0 40 Ply Data

021871 26 2 hr @ 200°F 5.4 - - Splice Plate
Good
Appearance

28 2.5 hr @ 200°F 6.0 - - Precipated w/Some

Voids

28 3 hr @ 200°F 6.0 - - Precipated w/Some

Voids

022571 26 2 hr @ 200°F 4.7 5.8 7.0 Resin Poor
4.6 6.2 3.7 w/Polymer

28 2 hr @ 2000 F 4.7 7,5 8.1 Precipitation

4.6 7.4 4,3

022871 26 2.5 hr @ 200°F 4.8 - -

28 2.5 hr @ 200°F 4.7 -

GP72-0328-92
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appeIred satisfactory, the resultant interlaminar shear strengths were quite

,particularly at room temperature. The 26% and 28% resin solids prepreg

gzave more encouraging results. The thicknesses varied from 0.0050 - 0.0062

in/ply, which was an improvement over previous measurements.

In spite of the thickness/ply improvement, there was no marked improve-

ment in delamination resistance for 40 ply laminates. The resin content

variation effort was conducted concurrently with the prepreg analysis and there

were indications of prepreg volatile content variability. This was demon-

strated most conclusively by 28% resin solids prepreg 40 ply laminates 021171

and 021871B. Laminate 021171 was 0.175-0.187 in. thick, while laminate

021871B was 0.228 - 0.248 inch thick.

The 26% resin solids prepreg was selected for the remainder of the

program based on experience with it during both this study and the process

cycle alteration study. It has generally exhibited thickness/ply in the range

of 0.0050 - 0.0056 inches.

3.2.2.3 Process Cycle Modifications - Laminates made during the prepreg

analysis and variable resin content studies were fabricated with essentially

the same processing cycle. Slight changes of "B" stage time at 200'F occurred

(2 to 3 hours), and post cure cycles varied between a stepped cycle (2 hours each

at 400, 450, 500, 550, and 600°iF) and continuous, slow heat-up to 600'F and

hold for 6 hours. However, these changes did nut make significant differences

in 140 ply thick laminate acceptability and indications were that processing

cycles changes were necessary.

Initial effort altered the "B" stage temperature and increased the auto-

clave pressure from 100 to 200 psi. "B" stage temperatures of :150O, 235' and
30001' in air and 200'? under vacuum were evaluated. A combination of 3

hours at 215OF "B" stage and 200 psi autoclave pressure gave Lhe best results,

but did not completely eliminate the delamination oi 40 ply s;pecimens. TheCso

processing changes did result in improved thickness/ply conbrol as shown in

Table XVIi. The initial cycle refers to a "B" stage of P hours at 2000F;

cur(. cycle at 100 psi with temperature stops at 200'1,, '301,'., ,and 3500';

a post cure of 2 hour2; each at 400'F, 14510 j1-, 5 0 0 "F and 550Y01, lus 6
ai, U00°F. The altered cycle changed the "B" stage to 3 hours at 21501 7

'a:,, .r; i cycle pressure to 200 psi. Other factors remained constant.
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TABLEX3ZE
COMPARISON OF REGULAR AND ALTERED CURE CYCLE

(Prepreg Batch 021171)

Regular Cycle Altered Cycle

24% 28% 24% 28%

Thickness/Ply -
40 Py Laminate 0.0045 0.0060 0.0054 0.0053

GP72-0328-99

"B" stage temperatures of 235"F and 300'f in an air circulating overn,

and 205'F at 26 - 27 in. 11g. vacuum were not as successful. The 235'F and

300 0 F "B" stage cycles imidized the SB703 polyimide resin too far for ade-

quate interply bonding during the cure cycle. Both laminates had per ply

thicknesses of 0.0065 - 0.0066 inches, which was unacceptable. The laminate

fabricated with the vacuium (26 - 27 in. 11g. vacuum) "B" staged preprec

flowed excessively, was full of voids and thickness/ply was less than 0.005 in.

Parallel studies were initiated to explore better methods of removing

the volatiles during the processing cycle. One approach was to add a cure

cycle hold at 300OF since the volatile load was maximum at that temperature.

A second approach was to fabricate a 20 ply laninate and then bond 10 plies

on either side in a separate fabrication cycle. The third approach was to

complete the entire cure/post cure cycle in the autoclave under 200 psi.

The fourth approach was to lengthen the post cure cycle to 26 hours and evaluate

the influence of vacuum during post cure. iione of these approaches solved

the delamination of 40 ply laminates problem. Table XVIII summarizes the

results.

4
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TABLE'lrr
PROCESS VARIATION EVALUATION

Shear Strength (ksi)Approach Remarks
RT T 550 0F

1, Cure Cycle Hold at 300°F 10.4 3.9 Slight delamination

2. Two Step Fabrication Cycle - - Delaminated

3. Cure and Post Cure in 4.8-6.4 2.6-3.2 Slight delamination
Autoclave at 200 psi

4. 26 Hour Post Cure Cycle 7.4-10.3 5.1 a) 1/2 delaminated

b) 1/2 did not delarninate

G P72.0328-98

The longer post cure cycle offered some encouragement, and, after f
discussions with WRD and Monsanto the following new approaches were tiried:

o Curt cycle that eliminates all steps below 3500 F with pressure

application at approximately 250%F.

o Post cure cycle from 350%F to conclusion of 600'i exposure in 5 to 6

days.

o Deterndine the maximum thickness laminate that can be fabricated

without delamination and with acceptable shear properties.

Direct eat.-Up Cure Ccle - Two laminates were fabricated using the

direct heat-up to 3500F at 3 - 4 0 F/min. with pressure application at 240 -

250%F. The first laminate was made with full vacuum (29 in. Hig.) applied at

room temperature and maintained throughout the cycle. A second laminate

was processed with 5 in. Hg applied from room temperature to 230'F and full

vacuum applied from 230OF to cure cycle completion. In both cases, the resin

flow during cure was excessive and the thickness/ply was less than 0.005

inch.

Extended Post Cure - A longer post cure cycle was evaluated with i5 and

40 ply laminates using the regular cure cycle with 1O61 autoclave -pr-ssure.

it coiisisted of 24 hour holds at eac of 400, 500, and 600 0 F. Both laminates

wre :;atis:factory as evidenced by the Table XIX summary. The 5 day post cur,
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cyclo gave h0 ply laminates with no delaminations. This complete process

'ycle is given in Paragraph 3.2.3 below.

.:-.3 Fabrication Scale-Up - The maximum thickness laminate that (a)

could be reliably fabricated with no delamination, and (b) exhibit shear

strength at room temperature and 550°F comparable to 15 ply data was demon-

strated. The reliability aspect would be established by making 4 consecutive

autoclave runs with 15 through 40 ply panels using the same process cycle

from "B" stage through post cure. Table XX shows the resultant data.

Figure 16 is a visual comparison of a series of 15 through ho ply

laminates fabricated with the extended post cure cycle. The excellent

quality of laminates up to 40 plies thick is visually demonstrated. There

is no significant difference between 15 and 40 ply laminates, except for the

one instance of a 30 ply and one instance of a 40 ply panel that delamninated.

The scale-up of boron/SB703 prepreg involved more effort than originally

anticipated, and the delay in obtaining satisfactory 40 ply laminates neces-

sitated a redirection of Structural Component Fabrication and Test Task.

A thinner skinned wing compression panel was chosen to demonstrate the

technology developed. The detailed analytical tests did not assist directly

in resolving dela-mination problems, but did provide information about char-

acteristics of the SB703 cure cycle. The eventual almost completely success-

ful fabrication and test of 40 ply laminates indicates that the potential

exists to fabricate thicker boron/SB703 structural laminates and components.

The autoclave cure cycle finally selected met the original objective of a

production type cycle. The complete process cycle selected for the F-41

Rudder skin fabrication, design allowables generation, and the P V-I Wing

Compression Panel skin fabrication is as follows:

"B" Stage 3 hours at 215'F

Cure Cycle Apply full vacuum
Heat to 2l5OF and hold 1 hour
Heat to 235°F and hold 1 hour
Apply 200 psi during hold
Heat to 350°F and hold 2 hours

Post Cure Cycle Hold 24 hours each at 400%F, 4500F,
500°1, 550oF and 6ooOF

49
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TABLE MZ
EFFECT OF 5 DAY POST CURE CYCLE ON 15 AND 40 PLY LAMINATES

Property 15 Ply 40 Ply

00 Flexure Strength (ksi) 249.0 @ RT

163.0 @ 550°F -

00 Flexure Modulus (msi) 26.1 @ RT

Shear Strength (ski) 14.7 @ RT 13.5 @ RT

8.2 @ 550°F 7.5 @ 550OF

Thickness/Ply 5.6 5.4

Delaminate No No

GP72-0328-97

TABLEX
RESULTS OF MAXIMUM PANEL THICKNESS STUDY

Panel Thickness (Plies)
Property Set No 15 20 25 30 35 40

Delamination I1 No No No Yes No No
2 No No No No No Yes

3 No No No No No No
S4 No No No No Nlo No

Thickness/Ply 1 5.7 5.4 5.5 - 5.4 5.3

(miG) 2 6.0 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.5 -

3 5.7 5.5 5.5 5,7 5.4 5.5
4 5.5 5.7 5.7 5.5 5.7 5.5

Shear Strength 1 13.8 14.0 13.9 - 13.7 12.3
at RT (ksi) 2 14,7 14.4 14.4 12.6 14.9 -

3 12.8 14.0 15.2 14.6 13.3 12.2
4 12.9 13.3 13.2 12.9 12.0 12.2

Shear Strength 1 8.5 8.6 6.6 - 4.4 4.0
at 550°F (ksi) 2 8.6 7.6 7.7 6.9 7.3 -

3 8.5 8.4 7.8 7.4 7.1 6.5 -/
4 A.3 7.9 8.2 7.8 7.0 7.0

GP72-0328-76
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FIGURE 16

MAXIMUM PLY THICKNESS STUDY (15-40 PLIES)
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3. rG'aPhite/SBT03 Scale-Up

Graphite/SB703 was considered for spar/rib and stiffener type structure.

initially only spar/rib structure with a "C" channel configuration was

lianned, and, as a result, fabrication scale-up was performed with that con-

fig-xati cn only. Both male and female tooling concepts were evaluated as

the F-4 Rudder spar/rib required male tooling (prepreg laid over outside

contour of tool) and the F-15 Stabilator spar required female tooling

(prepreg laid inside tool cavity) for proper dimensional control.. The

i:ale tooled parts did not present any problems whether they were uni-

directional, 00 +45 0 , or all +450 orientation. Female tooled parts evidenced

unacceptable voids in the radii.

The graphite/SB703 prepreg was not sufficiently tacky for easy fabrica-

tion of "C" channels. The typical "C" channel had flanges 1.5 in. wide and

a web 1.5 in. high with .06 in. radii. Prepreg formability was then aided

by spraying with a light, mist coat of solvent n-methyl pyrrolidone and

sandwiching it between two sheets of Mylar for 6 hours minimum. This made

the prepreg very pliable, but the cure cycle had to be modified for removal

of the solvent. The addition of a h hour hold at 1750F and 2 hours at 2000F

with 3 - 5 in. Hg. vacuum to the regular cure cycle resulted in low void,

31.2Z by-weight resin content laminates.

"C" channel sections (both 00 and +45 0 ) designed to simulate the F-4

ro.ýddc spar, were made with the modified cure cycle on male tooling. Tensile

SpeC4 iens were cut from the 0 channel cap sections and tested at room

tcsperature. The values of 210-236,000 psi for one channel and 190-208,000

psi for another channel indicated the acceptability of the graphite/epoxy

spar fabrication procedures. Similar efforts with "C" channels made on

female tooling were not as successful because of voids in the radii resulting

from lack of pressure. When the Advanced Fighter Wing Compression Panel was

substituted for the stabilator, the type of graphite/SB703 structure changed

female tool fabricated spars/rib to male tool produced hot stiffeners.

.Lcrefore, the scale-up efforts for the F-4 Rudder spar was directly applica-

t •o the Wing Compression Panel stiffeners. The hat stiffeners thickness of

•.'-r•t(en t)O, +45° plies had a]ready been demonstrated with a "C" channel.



successful fabrication and test of a male tooled "C" channel plus

c s<ti2factcry properties generated from flat laminates demonstrated the

acp~auility of graphite/SB703 for use on the F-4 Rudder, Wing Compression

Panel, and for design allowables testing. Results of this effort are sum-

::sraize.d ir Table XXI with most of the data presented relevant to cure cycle

developme.,t using the mist coat of solvent addition. Two separate cure

cycles were developed for graphite/polyimide laminates. The first covers

laz^inatcs made without the addition of NNT for handleability:

"o Apply full vacuum and heat to 200°F

" hold at 200'F for I hour

"o heat to 350 0 F; however, when the temperature reaches 250'F

apply 100 psi

"o Iold at 350'F for 2 hours

"o Cool down under pressure.

"The second covers laminates fabricated with the IPIT solvent coat:

o Apply I - 3 in, Hg. vacuum

o heat to 175 0 F and hold 4 hours

o Heat to 20001. and hold 2 hours

o Aq.,lY full vacuum and heat to 350'F; however, when the temperature

reaches 250OF apply 100 psi

o hold at 350OF for 2 hours

o Cool down under pressure.

Th2 pjcst cure cycle for all graphite/polyimide parts consisted of heating

vCAoi 350"i` to 60001- at less than Il,'/min. and holding for 6 hours. It should

bU.- pointed out that this post cure cycle covers parts only up to .125 in.

tick . Thicker: parts would probably require a slower post cure, such as that

used with boron/polyimide.

.'unco id 2anwicii Panel Scale-Up

SAwo .Yoot by three foot polyimide sandwich panel was fabricated to

,, ut'ability of polyii;mide bonding operations. Panel fabrication

u of bonding post cured 6 ply (+45, -45, 0, 0, -45, +45) boron/SB703

i~ ��), ii to HRiki 327 fiberglass/polyimide core using F14-34 polyimiue

I(:c. O post cured sandwich panel, Figure 17, was INDT inspected for

. :'ua ano none were found. Then flatwise tension and edgewise coin-

:". :''2, " JO L-,',;sU wUre machined from the panel, Figure 16. During the
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fabrication of the 2' x 3' boron/polyimide skins, vacuum was lost temporarily

w'ten the cure temperature reached 2400 F. The vacuum system was repaired and

then the skins continued their cure cycle. The skins appeared to have a high

void content. However, since the intent of fabricating the large sandwich

panel was to determine suitability of the bonding operation on large sandwich

panels, it was decided that the skins were satisfactory for that purpose.

Subsequent mechanical property tests did not confirm the bonding operation

since premature failures initiated in the skins for both flatwise tension

and edgewise compression at R.T. and 550 0 F.

Dissection and visual inspection of the panel bond lines showed good

filleting and low void content of the FM-34/BR-34 adhesive system. This

inspection correlated quite well with the LDT. In addition, the skin flat-

wise tension values, although much lower than anticipated ( 100 psi at R.T.),

were still higher than the flatwise tension loads required for the F-4 Rudder.

The primary requirement for high flatwise tension loads had been the Stabi-

lator Torque Box where values to 200 psi at R.T. were anticipated. Therefore,

the two foot by three foot panel was not repeated with more acceptable boron/

SB703 skins.
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TABLE=.

GRAPHITE/SB 703 SCALE-UP LAMINATES/SHAPES

Laminate Configuration Cure Cycle Remarks

1.5" x 1.5" x 15" x 7 Heat to 200°F under full vacuum 0.059-0.063 in. thick, very little resin bleed

ply "C" channel - and hold. Heat to 250°F and but cover plates slipped causing poor

male mold apply 100 psig. Heat to 350 0 F. pressure distribution.

3" x 3" x 11 ply Same as above. 0.075-0.077 in. thick, heavy resin bleed but

laminate qood appearance.

1.5" x 1.5" x 15" x 7 Same as above. 0.048-0.051 in. thick, resin content: 20.5%

ply Specific gravity: 1.26. Results of beam

tension specimens machined from channel

are shown in Table

3" x 3" x 12 ply Same as above. 0.080-0.082 in. thick. Heavy bleed with

laminate appearance good. Prepreg was sprayed

with solvent prior to lay-up. From this

date all graphite/PI prepreg sprayed with

solvent.

1.5" x 1.5" x 15" x 17 Same as above. Prepreg was sprayed with solvent prior to

to 1) (tapered) ply lay-up. Nylon vi.uum bag broke when cure

"C" channel - female cycle reached 300°F; solvent degraded

mold nylon bag.

Same as above except Same as above except added Heavy resin bleed, delaminated in radius

light coat solvent added 1 hour hold at 125 0 F. during post-cure.

3" x 3" x 10 ply Same as above except heat Laminate started bleeding at 140°F; resin

laminate (solvent added) to 2000F under full vacuum, bleed by 200°F was excessive.

3" x 3" x 10 ply Same as above except heat to Resin bleed started when temperature

laminate (solvent added) to 200OF under 2-3" Hg reached 125 0 F,

vacuum,

3" x 3" x 12 ply Same as above except heat 0.085-0.090 in. thick. Resin content: 31.2%

laminate under 2" Hg vacuum to 1 75°F

and hold, then heat to 200OF

and ho!d. Apply full vacuum

and heat to 250oF, then apply

100 psig. Heat to 350 0 F.

1.5" x 1.5" x 15" x 17 Same as previous laminate Resin bleed fair. Cross section of channel

to 10 (tapered) ply showed voids and delininations due to

"C" channel . female poor pressure distribution in female tool.

mold (solvent added)

5" x 4" x 8 ply Heat to 200°F undei 5" Hg and Resin bleed fair. Resin content (Postcured):

laminate (solvent added) hold. Heat to 250°F at 5" Hg 27.9%. Mechanical properties acceptable.

vacuum, apply full vacuum andn

100 psig. Then continue heat

to 350uF.

2" x 4" x 21" x 8 ply Same as above. Hesin bleed lair. Cross section ot channel

"C" channel male good. Beam tension specimens from cap:

rIold (solvent added) (average 3 spec nens) 202,000 psi.

(P12 o0,28 ,
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4. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS/DESIGN

I. I Introduction

The purpose of this task was to design and analyze an F-h rudder, an

F-15 wing compression panel, and an F-15 horizontal stabilator. All of the
above items had already been designed, analyzed, and tested utilizing epoxy

type materials. The analysis/design effort on these structural items utiliz-

ing polyimide materials is presented in the following paragraphs.

4.2 F-h Rudder

The F-h rudder geometry and skin lay-up are shown in Figure 19. The

rudder was designed with the same skin lay-up as used in the previous F-h
boron epoxy rudder. As in the boron/epoxy rudder, a structural analysis was

performed to determine the boron/polyimide skin thickness req ired to satisfy

the strength and stiffness require-monts. In order to determine the effects

of rudder stiffness on the load distribution the rudder was analyzed for the

combined rudder-fin loading condition using the stiffness for four plies at

+L5 degrees. Similar to the boron epoxy rudder, the polyimide rudder is

approximately two times as stiff in torsion as the conventional aluminuxa

rudder. As a result of the structural analysis a single ply was added along

the spar with the fibers perpendicular to the spar and two plies were added

along the drive rib. The single ply along the spar added to react the hinge

and balance weight loads, and to reduce the tranrverse strains along the spar.

"le two plies along the drive rib were added to provide strain compatibility

between the skin anid rib. The leading edge spar is graphite polyimide with

a +L5 degree lay-up. This lay-up was chosen to provide adequate strength com-

bined with relatively low bending stiffness so that fin bending will not

induce excessive rudder hinge loads. Spar size was established primarily

•y stiffness and geometrical compatibility considerations and, consequently,

the strength margins of safety are generally high.

4.] F-15 Wing Compression Panel

The polyimide compression panel is similar to an F-15 composite wing

"zanel. The size of this panel is 14.6 x 24 inches. The panel consists of

"1'' 9-ply boron/polyimide skins (+450, 02 0, 90, 00 +450)T separated by an A

0.]2P7 inch thick polyimide honeycomb core. The two skins in Figure 21 are

-r'lied "-2001" and "-2003". The loaded edge of the panel is reinforced by

,y fncreasinp the face sheet plies from 9 to 13 starting at 5.50 in. I
7-; ths, end of the panel as shown in Section C-C of Figure 21. The HR1h 327
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14 in.

Grpit RH-327

Polyimide Spar Honey-- 6G-
'.: ~60 in. -_

Trailing Edge

.Titanium Fitting

42 in.

Triln Edge

Leading Edge

/2

I3

/ 4 Ply

/ -Ply Orientation

5 1. +450

6. +2503-450

7. +450

FIGURE 19
F-4 POLYIMIDE RUDDER SCALE-UP COMPONENT GP72-o93y.1
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core is replaced by 10 plies (+45', 0 290  2 50 )1-- 2 2' 0 ' --~0 of '

gurn*p! i:e/nolyimide on the loading edge of the panel as shown in Section C-C

o: Fitgure 21 labeled "-2005". The hat-section stiffeners are scarfed at 45

degrees and are bonded and bolted at the corners with radius blocks under

single fasteners. A design drawing for the three stiffeners is shown in

Figure 20. The hat stiffeners consist of a basic 8 ply +450 lay-up that

extends across the entire cross-section. In addition, the cap area contains

9 plies of 0' graphite/SB703 as shown in view C of Figure 20. The stiffeners

are constructed entirely of graphite/polyimide; whereas, the composite wing

design used a hybrid lay-up with a graphite/epoxy as the basic material and

additional boron/epoxy plies in the cap of the stiffener. The stiffness of

the graphite/polyimide stiffener is comparable to the stiffness of the hybrid

stiffener. Since the post cure cycles were different, the technology is not

advanced to the state of hybrid lay-ups of boron and graphite/polyimide.

Hybrid lay-ups of polyimide materials will require and additional development

effort which is beyond the scope of this program.

Referring to Section C-C of the design drawing of the F-15 wing compression

panel shown in Figure 21, eighteen (i8) plies of boren/polyimide (two 9-_.Thr

skins) are used in the skin panel instead of sixteen (16) plies of boron/

epoxy used in the composite wing panel. The composite wing panel lay-up is

slightly unsymmetrical (+450, -450, 0o, 90°, 0°, 00, -45°, +450). Because

of the long post cure times for boron/polyimide it was felt advisable to use

a symmetrical lay-up (+45', 0•, 900, 02, +45°) A structural analysis was
I ~~ P PT

,performed on the wing compression panel indicating an overall increase of 16

nercent in bending- stiffness over that of the previous epoxy panel. Adequate

strenFth levels were established with margins of safety higher t;ian the epoxy

panel. These extra margins of safety were primarily due to the symmetrical

lay-up (one extra 00 ply in each skin) as opposed to the unsymmetrical lay-up

of the epoxy panel.

.4 P-15 .tabilator Torque B•ox

The purpose of this task was to:

a) Establish desiien criteria, load environment, and structural

arrangement for the F-15 stabilator torque box.

oand aodify, asrequrea, analytiLcal j. procedures, e.i...uer

programs, and failure criteria to account for difference encountered

tiiroii•ý the use; of the polyimide resin system.
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FIGURE 22
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(c) Perform a detail design strength and deflection analysis of the

stabilator torque box. Prepare drawings suitable for release to

manufacturing.

The F-15 stabilator torque box geometry is shown in Figure 22. The polyi-

mide stabilator torque box assembly is shown in Figure 23. This figure indicates

areas where rolyimide materials were to replace epoxy materials. Basically,

the epoxy stabilator titanium splice plate remained. the same with boron/polyi-

mide replacing boron/epoxy in the skins and graphite/polyi,'ide replacing

titanium in the outboard spars and closure member. Polyimide honeycomb

core also replaced the aluminum core.

A finite element internal loads and deflection analysis was conducted

to determine the effect of usirg HRH 327 polyimide honeycomb core in place

of the aluminum core used in the production torque box. Results of this

analysis showed that, although the shear stiffness of the polyimide core

"was less than that of the aluminum core, load distributions and deflections

of the polyimide torque box were within 3% of production torque box analy-

tical results.

Design drawings for the torque box were initiated but due to the

laminate fabrication problems, inability to fabricate the necessary thick

section laminates, continued work on the F-15 stabilator was terminated.

Consideration was given to alternate structural comporents to fulfill the

objectives of the HiITAC program. An F-15 composite wing compression panel

was ultimately selected. The fabrication and test effort on this panel is

discussed in SuctLion 6.0 of tnis report. The F-4 boron and graphite/polyi-

mide rudder in fact was maintained and was successfully fabricated and tested,

as discussed in detail in Section 6.0 of this report.



5. DESIGN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

• introduction

The purpose of this task was to establish design allowable strengths

,id elastic constants for design and analysis of polyimide structures by means

of room temperature and 550OF tests of boron/polyimide (Boron/Skybond 703

rrepreg) and graphite/polyimide (Modmor II Graphite/Skybt nd 703 Prepreg)

srecimens in tension, compression, and in-plane shear. A summary of this data

is shown in Tables XXXV through YXXXVIII for boron/polyimide and Tables LI

through LIV for graphite/polyimide. "B" basis strength allowables, as reported

in these tables, were calculated on the basis of ten test points. Elastic

moduli and Poisson's ratio data are mean values. Cure and post cure cycles

ior boron and graph-te /p-ly •.i.-n''d were perform.ed. as ..iscussed in Section .2.3

and 3.3, respectively, and represent a best effort for this program. It is

realized that the long post cure cycle for boron/polyimide adversely affects,

to a certain extent, transverse properties; however, in order to fabricate

acceptable thick laminates the long post cure cyc].e was necessary. Under

this program it was not required to fabricate graphite/polyimide laminates

thicker than 0.125 in.

5.2 Test Methods

5.2.1 Tension - Tension properties have been evaluated by two methods.

Sandwich beam specimens were used to establish room temperature properties

since this method gives high properties with les1s data scatter than the coupon

method. For 550 0 F testing tension coupons were used. Tension design allowable

data was also developed with tension coupons at room temperature to give a

correlation between the sand;ic,,h beam and coupon test mt,,,,. The number of

specimens and configurations tested are presented in Figure 2h. Ten specimens

were uscd to establish the 0 - 90 degree type propertie-, eciuse of statistical

requirements in establishing "B" basis allowables. Approximately one third of

toe -~ecimens were instrl.ýfenttid so that representative stress-strain curves

cu] be established.

7.2.2 Compressonri - Compressiorn properties were also evaluated by two

The sandwich beam metho,.d was used to establish room temperature

"The hroneycomb stabilized edgewise compression method was selected

",e';t.lish 550'F data. Edgewise compression tests were also conducted at "

•.., t~re to give a correlation betv0 -en this method and the sandwich



bw:c; test method. The number of specimens and configurations tested are

:esented in Figure 25. The same rationale holds for the number of specimens

nnd instrumnentation as for the tension specimens, as explained in Paragraph
5.'2.1.

5.2.3 Tn-Plane Shear - Inplane shear properties were evaluated by both

the rail shear and picture frame test methods. Shear properties have been

successfully evaluated for both +45' and (0', 9 0 0) laminates by the rail shear

test method, but this method gives low results for +45' laminates. For this

reason, evaluation of shear properties for a +450 lay-up was attempted by

the picture frame shear test. Two laminates were fabricated and tested by

this method. The shear failure stresses were very low due to stress concen-

,rations in the curnetrs. As a resulu, +q5° shear testing was accomplished by
the rail shear test method. The number of picture frame specimens and con-

figurations for the program are presented in Figure 26. Rail shear specimens

tested are presented in Figure 27.
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Room Temperature Tests

No. of ChannelsSpecimen Filament Fiber No. f Instrumented Instrumentation* Per Measured
Configuration Material Pattern Specimens Specimens Specimen Data

Boron A 10 3 St rain Gages 2 E, /p,
Coupon B 10 3 Double Axis Ftu, c

Coupon Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gages 2 E, p
B 10 3 Double Axis Ftu, c

4 1p Boron A 10 3 Strain Gage I E, en
1 1 B 10 3 Single Axis Ftu

Sandwich C 3 1
Beam

Sandwich Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gage I E, C
Beam B 10 3 Single Axis Ftu

C 3 1

5500F Tests

Specimen Aging Time Filament Fiber No of No. of Channels Measured
Instrumented Instrumentation* Per

Configuration (hrs) Material Pattern Specimens Specimeils Specimen Data

S1/2 Boron A 10 3 Strain Gages 2 E, j.,
Coupon B 10 3 Double Axis Elu, c

Coupon 1/2 Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gages 2 E, A
B 10 3 Double Axis Ftu, c

Coupon 100 Boron A 10 3 Strain Gage3 2 E,
B 10 3 Double Axis Ft, c

Coupon 100 Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gages 2 E, M,
B 10 3 Double Axis Ftu, c

• '"•1in. •'--Composite

•.• Laminated22 in. Skin

Tinsile Coupon Specimen 1.5 in. Fiber Patterns:
"- ~A On

B -900.-
Tension Sandwich C - ij-455, 0n 90"o I

Beam Specimen 2

FIGURE 24 GP72-0 b3 31

TESTS FOR DETERMINATION OF TENSION DESIGN ALLOWABLES
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Room Temperature Tests

No. of Channels
Specimer Filament Fiber* No. of Instrumented Instrumentation Per Measured

Configuration Material Pattern Specimens Specimens Specimen Data

Sandwich
Beam Boron A 10 3 Strain Gages 1 E. E

B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

C 3 1

Sandwich Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gages E, E
Beam B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

C 3 1

Edgewise
Boron A 10 3 Strain Gage 1 E, c

B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

Edgewise Gniaphite A 10 3 Strain Gage I E

_ 10 3 Single Axis cu

5500F Tests

Specimen Aging Filament Fiber* No. of No. of Channels Measured
Time Instrumented Instrumentation PerConfiguration Time Material Pattern Specimens Speimensn Specimen Data•(hrs) Specimens Specimen

I,!

Edgewise
1/2 Boron A 10 3 Strain Gage I E, c

B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

Edgewise 1/2 Graphite A 10 3 Strain Gage 1 E, e
B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

Edgewise 100 Boron A 10 3 Strain Gage I E,
B 10 3 Single Axis Fcu

Edgewise 100 Graphite A i 10 3 Strain Gages 1 E, c

B 10 3 Single Axis

Metal si

2 in. :

• ' •Z "-composite

2 Laminated
0n, .. 5 in. Skin

.,.••22 in.

1 5 in. / *Fiber Patterns:

Edgewise Compression A • 0-

Specimen CompressinnSandwich B - 900

Beam Specimen 2
2 i n.

FIGURE 25 G1P72 0593 30

TESTS FOR DETERMINATION OF COMPRESSION DESIGN ALLOWABLES
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Room Temperature Tests

Specimen Filament Fib* No. of No. of Channels Measured
Configuration Material Pattern Speions Instrumented Instrumentation Per Data

Specimens Specimens Specimen

Picture Strain Gages G
Frame Boron D 3 Rosette Fsu

Picture G Strain Gages G
Frame Iraphite D 3 Rosette Fsu

550°F Tests

Specimen Soak No. of Channels Measured

Sonfigu n Time n F Instrumented Instrumentation Per
Configuration (hrs) Material Pattern Specimens Specimens Specimen Data

Picture Boron 0 3 1 Strain Gages 3 G
Frame Rosette Fsu

I6

Picture G Strain Gages G
Frame Graphite IJ 3 1 Rosette Fsu

Drill 0.50 Die 15/8 Dia. Bolts oad

0. -U+- +_ 0
0 0 Io Q0

o0 0 0 0

7 in. 
-4-45 \ +45

Strain Rosette

o 0 0 0

06e 0-0- 0 o 00
1 745 .745 III 

\- Frame
in.- 

1/25in. -
2.125 in. T*Fiber Pattern:

-• 4.875 in. D - t45o

7i.E - 00, 900

Picture Frame Picture Frame
Specimen Test Setup

GP 72-05g.3.29

FIGURE 26
PICTURE FRAME TEST FOR DETERMINATION OF SHEAR DESIGN ALLOWABLES
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Room Temperature Tests

Specimen Filament Fiber' No. of No. of Channels Measured
Configuration Material Pattern Specimens Instrumented Instrumentation Per Data

Specimens Specimen

Rail Shear Boron D 10 10 Strain Gages 3 G,
F 10 10 Rosette Fsu

Rail Shear Graphite 0 1Q in Strain Gages 3 G
E in 10 Rosette Fsu

5500 F Tests

Specimen Soak Filament Fiber* No. of No. of Channels Measured
Configuration Time Material Pattern Specimens Instrumented Instrumentation Per Data(hrs) Specimens Specimen

Rail Slihear 6oill u I 10 10 Strain Gage 3 G
E 10 10 Rnsette 3 Fsu

Rail Shear Graphite 0 10 10 Strain Gage 3 G

E 10 10 Rosette 3 Fsu
/-

Compression
Load

b/8 o). J 12 1 . -

112 m.R-

3 8 in. dha. 2I1 n.

fBolts in /12 ill. Wrill 1/2 in. die.

'I'Rail Shear---' 6 o-

Rails••

4Co5pression Fier Pattern: 0 -450 .

" I- Lldil E -. 0'i 90° /

Rail 112 n.{K H1

FIGURE 27

RAIL SHEAR TEST FOR DETERMINATION OF SHEAR DESIGN ALLOWABLES
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'- -ronrPolyimide Design Allowables (Boron/Skybond 703)

Test results for tension, compression and in-plane shear tests for

b .• room temperature and 550OF are presented in Tables XXII through XXXIV.

Typical stress-strain curves for all tests are presented in Figures 28 through

-C. A summary of this data is shown in Tables XXXV through XXXVIII. "B'

bas4s strength allowables, as reported in these tables, were calculated

on the basis of ten test points. Elastic moduli and Poisson's ratio data

are mean values.

5.3.1 Tension Design Allowables - Boron/polyimide longitudinal and

transverse tension data are presented in Tables XXII through XXXIV. Representa-
tive stress-st iin rv•r Figuras 2r, ...----.... .

longitudinal tension properties were obtained for this material at room temper-

ature, with approximately 50 percent retention of strength properties at 550'F.

However, the transverse tension properties were not as impressive with strength

values of 5000 psi, and approximately 3000 microinches of' strain. These lcwer

transverse properties are attributed to the long post cure times for boron/

de; .however In ord to fabricate thick laminates tne long post cure

cycle was necessary.
5.3.2 Compression Design Allowables - Boron/polyimide longitudinal and

transverse compression data is presented in Tables XXVIII through XXXII.

Typical stress-strain curves are given in Figures 34 through 38. Room temper-

ature mean longitudinal compression data obtained by the sandwich beam method,

Table XX1II, is similar to boron/epoxy data. However, because of data scatter

the "B" basis data is somewhat lower than boron/epoxy. Tfhis data scatter is

attributed to variations in interlaininar shear properties that wFere obtained

for the two batches of material used to fabricate these specimens. Test data

was also obtained by the edgewise compression method at both room temperature

and 5'50'F. This data is presented in TJobles XXIX, -XKX, and XXXII. Inspection

of tnese test specimens indicated that there were mixed mode failures of shear

and compression. As a result of the evaluation, it is felt that edgewise

es:.hresr ion testing is not suffi cien-s for establishing longitudinal compression

2r.dAg: allowable:s. To obtain ]ongitudinal compression data at 550'F three I

oarc,. iewm specimens were fabricated using high temt-rature honeycomb core.



rs t results are presented in Table XXXI and Figure 36. The specimens

"cxbibized good compression failures with approximately 30 percent retention

pf proceP-Lies at 550 0 F. This is similar to boron/epoxy data at 350 0 F.

5.3.3 In-Plane Shear Design Allowables - The results of the (00, 900)

anjd (+k+5) rail shear tests for both room temperature and 550°F are presented

in Tables XXXIII and XXXIV, respectively. Typical stress-strain diagrams

are given in Figures 39 through 42. "B" basis allowables were established

for (0', 90') and mean data for the (+450) lay-ups.
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TABLE TE[
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUD!NAL AND TRANSVERSE SANDWICH

BEAM TENSION PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic

Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (psi) (p in./in.) (MS)

(Loading at 00)

7-138-1 00 215000

-2 223000

-3 214000 7140 32.0

-4 212000 7210 30.8

-r 219000 7175 32.0

9-158-6 00 233000 7560 32.2

-7 234000 7390 33.2

-8 229000 7740 32.5

-9 220000 7500 32.7

-10 229000 7630 32.6

Mean 222800 7420 32.2
"t " 203900

7-138-1 go0 5120 2370 2.48

-2 5120 2240 2.02

-3 5160 2165 2.27

-4 5115

-5 5075

9-158-1 900 5375 4050 2.06

-2 5536 4900 2.30

-3 5185 2025 3.32

-4 5271 3350 2.70

-5 5261

Mean 5221 3014 2.45
Ftu 13 4884 z

Notes: (1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 28 and 29 for Stress-Strain Diagrams

GP72-0593 21
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300-____
3 -andwich Beam Test

(See Table Xii•LT

250 250 Failure

200

150

100

5O -_ _ _ ___=____

500./
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008

Strain (in./in.)

'FIGU RE 28 GP72-0593-64

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS - STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE
00 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
6.0 Sandwich Beam Test

(See Table X I) Failure
/ (mean)

5.0

"B A,
4.0

0

2.0

1.0

0

0 0.001 0.002 0.003
Strain (in./in.)

FIGURE 29 GP72-0593-65

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS - STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON-POLYIMIDE
90' LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE •EE
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL COUPON TENSION

MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (pi) (W in./in.) (MSI

(Loading at 00)

7-138-1 00 167700

-2 174300

-3 172400

-4 166100

-5 171300

7-158-6 00 196670 6650 30.7

-7 195150 33.1

-8 180480

-9 171440 5460 32.4

-10 178890

Mean 177440 6055 32.0
"Ftu "B" 152336

Notes: (1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 30 and 31 for Stress-Strain Diagrams

GP 72.0593 24
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TABLE
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE TENSION

MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT 550°F 30 MINUTE SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (psil (/u in./in.) (MSI

(Loading at 00)

7-138-21 00 138300

-22 141800

-23 122000

-24 120700

-25 127300

7-158-26 00 120400

-27 125000

-28 122200 4810 27.8

-29 118700 4810 27.2

-30 124000 4450 29.1

Mean 126000 4690 28.0Ftu
"B" 

107600

9-158-1 90g 5600

-2 6030

-3 5545

-4 5680

-5 5410

9-158-6 900 5440

-7 5460

9-163-8 5430 5425 1 .90

-9 5790 8500 1.50

-10 5860 8275 1.63

Mean 5620 7400 1.68
Ftu

"B" 5130

Notus:
(1) Type material Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 30 and 31 for Stress - Strain Diagrams
(3) 00 Coupon Test, 900 - Sandwich Beam Test GP72-0593 22
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II
TABLE XXZ

BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE TENSION
MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT 550°F 100 HOUR SOAK

Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (p in./in.) (MSI

7-138-11 00 117800

-12 120800

-13 122800

-14 123200

-15 123100

7-158-16 o0 127700

-17 134900

-18 124200

-19 136700 5000 32.7

-20 143500

Ft Mean 127500 5000 32,7
"8" 108200

9-158-11 goo 4950

-12 4990

-13 5140

-14 5276

-15 4872

9-163-1b goo 5330

-17 5410

-18 5760 8080 1.55

-19 5750 7800 1.65

-20 5720 7950 1,52

Mean 5320 7940 1.56

"18" 4520

Notes; (1) Type inateriai - boron/Skybond 703

(2) See Figures 30 and 31 for Stress-Strain Diagrams
(3) 00 - Coupon Test, 900 - Sandwich Beam Test GP72-0593 2J
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200 Firoom
Floom •.:-

Coupon Test Temperature
(See TablesX thru Failure

150 "B" (Mean)
150•-

5500 F 100 hr Soak
"- / •,•11550°F 112 hr Soak

O100

50 _ _ _

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0,008 0.010

Strain - in./in.
GP7 2.0593.52

FIGURE 
30

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR BORON
POLYIMIDE 00 LAMINATE

(Boron/Skybond 703)

8

Sandwich Beam Test
(See Tables XI] XXtv , ,xx

550°F

6- 1/2 hr Soak -
STemperature • =,•• 5S0°F

00 oo 100 hr Soak
oC / Failure (Mean)

CL- 4 _ _ _ _

2 "0

0 
""

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

Strain -in/in.

FIGURE 31 GP72-f596-53

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR BORON
POLYIMIDE 900 LAMINATE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE [
BORON POLYIMIDE SANDWICH BEAM TENSION

PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic

Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (psi) (M in./in.) (MSI)

(Loading at 00)

9-158-1 2-4 5° 0 2° 9 0 ]S 129000 8470 17.0

-2 113000 7820 15.9

-3 116000 7980 15.3

Ftu Mean 119000 8090 16.0

Notes: (1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703 GP72-0593-36

(2) Resin content of incoming material
(3) See Figures 32 and 33 for Stress-Strain Diagrams

TABLE XX=

BORON POLYIMIDE SANDWICH BEAM COMPRESSION
PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic

Specimen Orientation
NumberStress Strain Modulus

(Loading at 00) (psi) (p in./in.) (MSI)

9-158-4 1-450 . 02', 90 0 1 S 194000 13030 16.0
-5 176000 10650 17.5

-6 191000 12550 16.2

F Mean 187000 12080 16.5
cu

__________

Notes: 0) Type m-atcrial -Boron/Skybond 703 GP72 0593 37

(2) See Figures 32 and 33 for Stress-Strain Diagrams
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120
Sandwich Beam Test ailure• / / (mean)
(See Table XXVI)

"."o

'el90 -__ Z

60

30

0

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 1010
Strain - in./in. GP72-0G93-62

FIGURE 32
TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE

[±450, 02, 9001S LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
(Boron/Skybond 703)

200
Sandwich Beam Test z' Failure
(See Table XVTII-) (mean)

150 A ,-

U,ion

50

i.

0 0,003 0006 0,009 012 0015

Strain. in./in. GP72-0593-63

FIGURE 33

TYPICAL COMPHIESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE
[±450, 02, 900] S LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SANDWICH

BEAM COMPRESSION PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (AL in./in.) (MSI)

7-138-11 00 334000 10220 32.7

-12 313000

-13 306000 9250 32.0

-14 304000 9450 32.7

-15 310000

9-158-14 00 422000 13000 33.0

.15 435000 14250 33.0

-16 455000 14100 32.7

.17 404000 12600 32.5

-18 374000 11625 33.0

Mean 365700 11845 32,7

"1" 226200

7-138-6 900 26200 11536 2.22

-7 26250 13580 3.06

-8 24000 14420 2.16

".9 23700

-10 22400

9-158-9 go0 15140

-10 21650

-11 17450 11270 2.53

-12 15290 7300 2.07

-13 15820 11125 2.61

Mean 20790 11539 2.44
"B" 

10280

Notes: (1) Type material -- Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 34 and 35 for Stress-Strain Diagrams

GP72 0b93-3b
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400
Sandwich Beam Test
(See Table XXVI,[1

Filure300 (mean)
300

x 'B

(J
100

0 - -
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012

Strain (in./in.) GP72.0593-60

FIGURE 34
TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS - STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR

BORON POLYIMIDE 00 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(BORON/SKYBOND 703)
40

Sandwich Beam Test
(See Table XIXV•])

30

o
•-- hFailure

CL 20 •

10

0'

0 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016
Strain (in./in.)

GP72-0593-61

FIGURE 35
TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR

BORON POLYIMIDE 900 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(BORON/SKYBOND 703)
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TABLE XXIX
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE EDGEWISE COMPRESSION

MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (M in.lin,) (MSI)

9-162-1 00 134677

-2 134409

-3 133333

-4 132796

-5 132258

9-162-6 00 138172

-7 123656

-8 116398 1950 37.8

-9 127554 3085 37.0

-10 96774 2700 41.5

F Mean 127000 2575 38.8

"B" 97930

9-158-1 9g0 32640

.2 32060

-3 34850

-4 31180

-5 33090

9-158-6 900 33680

-7 33820

-8 34560 9216 4.73

-9 33820 9258 4.50

-10 38090 8470 5.37

Mean 33780 8981 4.86
"CU "B" 29350

Notes: (1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 37 and 38 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP 12-0593-88
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TABLE=X
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE EDGEWISE COMPRESSION

MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT 550°F 30 MINUTE SOAK . .:

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)StestriMous

(Loadingd atr 00) (psi) (p1 in ./in .) (M SI)(Loading at 0°)

9-162-11 00

-12 48790

-13 63978

-14 48062

-15 48450

9-162-16 0 39478

-17 46124

-18 53100 680 43.2

-19 55600 1650 41.5

-20 52000 920 28.5

F Mean 50620 1083 37.7
"8" 33930

7-158-11 900 16350

-12 17320

-13 16800

-14 16060

-15 16000

7-158-16 900 15880

-17 16650

-18 15500 10360 2.24

*19 12059 12740 0.946

*20 13295 13160 1.26

Mean 15590 12087 1.50
"B" 11724

(1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 37 and 38 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP72-0593-33
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TABLE =XXI
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL SANDWICH BEAM

COMPRESSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA AT 550°F 30 MINUTE SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Ela~tic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (Deg) (ps Stra/i M s

(Loading at 00) (psi) (/ in./in,) (msi)

8-163-1 00 110,100 3350 30.0
-2 118,900 4130 30.0
-3 91,800 4000 28.0

Fcu Mean 107,000 3830 29.3

Note: (1) Type Material -Boron/Skybond 703 GP72 0593 89

200
Sandwich Beam Test

150
550'F

0 30 mm Soak
0
C) Failure

' 100

50

0 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0,0040 0.0050 0.0060 0.0070

Strain - in./in.

FIGURE 36 GP72 0593-84

TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE
00 LAMINATE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE m-
BORON POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE EDGEWISE COMPRESSION

MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA 550°F 100 HOUR SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (psi) (/j in./in.) (MSI)

(Loading at 00) p

9-162-21 00 53495

-22 47984

-23 40457

-24 44355

-25 56586

9-162-26 00 54167

-27

-28 (3) 19.6

-29 (3) 18,1

-30 (3) 18.9

Mean 49510 (3) 18.9
"Fcu "B" 30570

7-158-21 90g 15910

-22 16740

-23 15530

-24 15940

-25 16820

7-158-26 900 15180

-27 14880

-28 13941 8120 1.35

-29 12235 9870 0.932

-30 14235 10290 0.913

Mean 15140 9427 1.07
FI"Fu "8" 11860

(1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703

(2) See Figures 37 and 38 for Stress - Strain Diagrams
(3) Honeycomb core buckled invalidating failure points GP72-0593-34

iG
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Edgewise Test
(See Tables XX IX, XXX) Ro

Temperature

150
Failure

100

5055'

0
0 0.005 0.0010 0,0015 0.0002 0.0025

Strain - in./in.

FIGURE 37 GiP72 0593-82

TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR BORON POLYIMIDE
00 LAMINATE

(Boron/Skybond 703)

40 IRoomn

Edgewise Test epvir

(See Tables XX IX thru XXXII1)Tmearu

/ FaIu~re
30 -W{ean)

S20____

550'F

10 Z /130 min Soak

10

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012
Strain in./in.

FIGURE 38 GP72 0593 83

TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR BORON POLYIMIDE
90') LAMINATE

(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE 'EEE
BORON POLYIMIDE RAIL SHEAR MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

FOR 00 - 900 LAMINATE

Failure Failure Elastic
Semen Tem t Stress Strain Modulus
Number Temperature (psi) (/p in./in.) (MSI)

9-158-1 Room 9972 54000 0.810

-2 Temperature 10072 78000 0.700

10530 62200 1.020

-4 10050 37300 0.850

-5 10169 47000 0.810

9-158-6 Room 10390 88000 0.892
-7 Temperature 11036 57700 0.892

-8 10193 46700 0.810

-9 10072 41000 1,020

-10 10580 60000 1.140

Fsu Mean 10310 57190 0,894

"B" 9346

9-158-1 5500F 6490 41400 0.430

-2 7060 34800 0,285

-3 5180 24800 0.350

-4 5790 35200 0.350

-5 6310 40800 0.430

9-158-6 550 0 F 5220 35600 0.430

-7 6940 37500 0.430

-8 6120 33000 0.420

-9 5530 36200 0.340

-10 6000 (3) (3)

Mean 6060 247400 0,385
"8" - 4520

Notes.,: (1) Type material - Boron/Skybond 703 GP72-0593-32

(2) See Figures 39 and 40 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

(3) Strain Gauge Failed in Run

9].
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9

C

3

U __________

0 .012 .024 .036 .048 .060
Strain - in./n.

GP72 0593 58

FIGURE 39
TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE

00 -900 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
(Boron/Skybond 703)

Rail Shear Test
(See Table XXXITI) / Failuie

Weac~n)

C)6--/I
C)
1

.i; 4

CIL

0 0.012 0.024 0.036 0.,048 0.060

Strain - in/in. GPt; 05,93 59n

FIGURE 40
TYIAL c-j An fTnr -TPI D' "' A FVOR BORON POLYIMIDLE

I I I NJ .Jy IL .7p wi-3 E 0LrIuJ~J I n Ii

00 - 900 LAMINATE AT 550OF
(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE XXKJ•
BORON POLYIMIDE RAIL SHEAR MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

FOR ±450 LAMINATE

Test Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Stress Strain Modulus
Number Temperature (psi) (P/ n./in.) (MSI}

9-163-1 Room 60,600 10,900 7.30

-2 Temperature 57,900 10,600 8.60

-3 46,990* 7,980* 7.93

Fsu Mean 59,250 10,750 7.94

9-163-4 550°F 44,420 (3) (3)

-5 41,120 10,550 8.8

-6 43,260 9,600 6.2

Fsu Mean 42,930 10,080 7.5

Notes: (1) Type mat'rial -- Boion/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 41 and 42 for Stress - Strain Diagrams
(3) Strain gauge failed at start of run

0P72 0593 41

"Specimen hole delamina1ions invalidated failure points.
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60• "Rail Shear Test

(See Table 
33 

1= )

. 30ic
15

0 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.0120 0.0150
Strain -in,/in. GP 72-0593-78

FIGURE 41
TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE

+450 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(Boron/Skybond 703)

60

Rail Shear Test

(See Table )

45Failure

0
C)

x
• 30

15 _ _ _ _ _ _ _____

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

Strain - in/in,

GP72-0593 79

FIGURE 42 " 4
TYPICAL SHEAR, '-,,_,,, STR aSS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR BORON POLYIMIDE

+45° LAMINATE AT 550°F
(Boron/Skybond 703)
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TABLE 
r

BORON POLYIMIDE/SKYBOND 703
LONGITUDINAL "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWABLES

Room 550°F 550°F
Property 30 minutes 100 hoursemperature SOAK SOAK

Ftu 203900 psi 107600 psi 108200 psi

Fu 226200 psi 33930' psi 30570 psi

E 32.3 msi 28.0 msi 32.7 msi

V 0.31 0.30 0.19

Notes: (1) Elastic Constants are Mean Values GP72 0593 45

*Mean value = 106950 from sandwich beam test (Rei. 1able XXXI)

TABLE

BORON POLYIMIDE/SKYBOND 703
TRANSVERSE "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWABLES

550°F 550oF
Property 30 minutes 100 hours

Temperature SOAK SOAK

Ftu 4880 psi 5130 psi 4520 psi

F Cu 29350 psi 11720 psi 11860 psi

E 2.45 msi 1.68 msi 1.56 msi

Notes: (1) Elastic Cons.Lant is Mean Value GP 12 0593 46

S. ...... , II -,) 5
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TABLE

BORON POLYIMIDE/SKYBOND 703 00-900 IN PLANE
SHEAR "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWARLES

Room
Property Temperature 550°F

Fsu 9346 psi 4520 psi

G 0,894 mis 0.385 msi

Notes: (1) Elastic Constant is Mean Value GP72 0593-43

TABLE x !I
BORON POLYIMIDE/SKYBOND 703 t450
IN PLANE SHEAR MEAN TEST RESULTS

Property Room 550OFTemperature

Fsu 59250 psi 42190 psi

G 7.94 msi 7,5 msi

GP72-0593,44

96
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5.4 Graphite/Polyimide Design Allowables (Modmor II Graphite/Skybond 703)

Tension, compression, and in-plane shear properties for both room temper-

ature and 550 0 F are presented in Tables XXXIX through L. Stress-strain curves

are also presented in Figures 43 through 55. A summary of this data is shown

in Tables LI through LIV. "B" basis strength allowables, as reported in these

tables, were calculated on the basis of ten test points. Elastic modulus and

Poisson's ratio data are mean values.

5.4.1 Tension Design Allowables - Graphite/polyimide longitudinal and

transverse tension data are presented in Tables XXXIX through X=II. Representa-

tive stress-strain curves are given in Figures 43 through 47. The sandwich

beam average ultimate longitudinal tensile strengt. at rootn temperature,

vresented in Table XXXIX, is 21 percent greater than the corresnondinr coupon

value, presented in Table XL. The sandwich bear, "B" basis ultinate lonritudinla!

tensile strength at room temperature is 32.5 percent rrenter thin the ....

ponding coupon value as presented in Tables XX\XIX, and XL. The "" calcuilntF

for coupon "B" basis ultimate longitudinal tensile strenrth at roon temnr.a-

ture (see Table XL) is low because of the scatter present in the test 'i•ry.

The sandwich beam average ultimate transverse tensile strength value,

presented in Table XXXTX is 390 percent greater than the corresponding coupon

value, presented in Table XL. These coupcns did nct exhibit good tension failures.

For this reason all 550OF transverse tension data was develcred by the sandwich

beam method as presented in Tables )MI and XLII.

5.4.2 Compression Design Allowables - The sandwich beam aver'age ultimate

longitudinal compressive strength presented in Table XLV 1',s 75 percent: greater

than the longitudinal edgewise average ultimate compressive strength, Table XLVI

at room temperature. Test data obtained from longitudinal edgewise compressicn
test presented in Tables XLVI through XLVIII were much lower than expected.

Representative stress-strain curves are presented in Figures 51 and 52. inspect-

ion of the test specimens indicated that there were mixed mode failures of shear

and compression. As a result of this evaluation, it is felt a edgewise ccn-

pression testing is not sufficient for establishing longitudinal compression

design allowables. The room temperature longitudinal sandwich bear "F" basis

ultimate compressive strength is 65 percent greater than the longitudinal edge-

wise "B" basis ultimate compressive strength (Table XLV and Table XLVI. Typical

stress-strain curves are shown in Figures 49 and 50.

The sandwich beam averare ultimate transverse compressive isreth is !!-

cent less thatn the edgewise average ultimate transverse compresrivo strenrth nt

97
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-- 'r: ,erperature. The sandwich beam "B" basis ultimate transverse compressive

tý renvth is approximately the same as the edgewise "B" basis ultimate transverse

,',,rn.pressive strength at room temperature, Table XLV and XLVI. Therefore, good

agreemant was obtained between the two test methods for transverse compression.

Summary design allowables are presented in Table LI and typical stress-strain

curves are shown in Figure 52.
5.4.3 In-Plane Shear Design Allowables - The results of the (00, 900)

ani (+4h5) rail shear tests for both room temperature and 550°F are presented

in Table XLIX and L, respectively. Representative stress-strain curves are
given in Figures 53 through 55. These values for graphite/polyimide are approx-

imately 30 percent lower than graphite/epoxy in plane shear values (15000 Psi)

at room temperature. In-plane shear allowables are presented in the su=rary

tables (Table LIII and LIV).
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TABLEmi
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SANDWICH BEAM

TENSION PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

SpciemOientateo Failure Failure Elastic
Speimn OietatonStress Strain Modulus

Number (degrees)
(Lodig t 0) (psi) (pu in./in.) IMSI)

6-131-1 00 216000 9466 21.4

-2 205000 8560 23.1

.3 201000

-4 218000

6-132-6 00 210000 8050 25.2

-7 218000

-8 218000

-9 204000

-10 213000

Mean 213000 8692 23.2
F tu 1113 193800

6-134-1 900 9250 4430 1.88

-2 9475 4655 2.22

-3 10350

.4 9075

-5 9350

6-135-6 900 10148 4520 1.98

-7 10620

*8 10500

.9 10150

-10 10000

F tu Mean 9890 4535 2.02

"13" 8580

Notes: (1)1 lype Material - MODMOR 11 Graph ite/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 43 and 44 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP72 OE593 48
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2-50

Sandwich Beam Test
(See Table XJE) '

2lFailure
200 (Mean)

150
x

T 100

50

0--
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012

Strain n./in.
GP72-0593- 76

FIGURE 43
TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE

POLYIMIDE 00 LAMINAT'E AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
(MODMOR ]T/Skybond 703)

16

Sandwich Beam Test
(Sea Table XXXIX)

12 -

Failure
• x _ 0 3 (Mean)

4 -8"

0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 I

Strain - in./in.

FIGURE 44 G7-537

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE-"

POLYIMIDE 90u LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERAJ UHL:
(MODMOR ]H/Skybond 703)

100
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TABLE XL
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE

COUPON TENSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE _ _ _

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (ps Strain M s,

(Loading at 00) (psi) (p in,/in.) (MSI)

6-133-1 00 176000

-2 186000

-3 186000

-4 185000

-5 180000

6-134-6 00 151000 9240 17.3

-7 190000

-8 160000 9170 17.15

-9 179000 9700 18.7

-10 169000

Mean 176200 9370 17.7
"8" 

146600

6-131-1 goo 4570

2 4080

6-133-3 2530

4 2060

b 1660

6-133-6 900 1960 1950 1.05

7 2100 1980 1.14

8 3040 2890 0.98

9 820 1210 0.58

-10 2480 1370 1.20

Mean 2530 1880 0.99
Ftu

"8" 7"

Notes: (1) Type material - MODMOR nTGraphite/Sky bond 703
(2) See Figures 45 and 46 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP72-0593 42
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TABLE XLI
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE

TENSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA
AT 550°F 30 MINUTE SOAK

Laminate
Sc ninati Failure Failure ElasticS pecim en O rientatio nSt e str iM o u sNubr(ere)Stress Strain ModulusN um ber (degrees) ( s)O n/ n)( S

(Loading at 00) (psi) (/ in./in.) (MSI)

6-133-11 00 167000

-12 180000

-13 166000

-14 164000

-15 167000

6-134-16 00 167000 7950 20.1

-17 176000 8400 22.8

-18 163000 5936 28.0

-19 174000

-20 167000

Mean 169100 7429 23.6Ftu "B" 
156000

6-131-1 goo 4190

-2 4570

-3 4280

-4 4500

-5 4140

6-131-6 go0  4240

-7 4560

-8 4400 4800 1.16

-9 4280 5500 1.07

-10 4280 4700 1.23

Mean 4340 5000 1.15
"B" 3980

Notes: (1) Type material - MODMOR ]U Graphite/Skybond 703

(2) See Figures 45 and 46 Stress-Strain Diagrams

(3) 00 - Coupon Test, 900 - Sandwich Beam Test GP72-0593-23
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TABLE XLII
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE

TENSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA
AT 550°F 100 HR SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (M in./in.) (MSI

6-133-21 0 157000 8470 20.4

-22 156000 8240 20.5

-23 153000 6890 21.2

-24 171000

-25 159000

6-134-26 0° 166000

-27 170000

-28 152000

-29 167000

-30 169000

Mean 162000 7867 20.7

"'B" 144700

6-131-11 go0 4360

-12 4380

-13 4770

-14 468C

-15 4280

6-131-16 900 3940

-17 4110

-18 4270 5800 1.13

-19 4170 3825 1.27

.20 4230 4500 1.20

Mean 4340 4708 1.20 /Ftu
"1" 3981

Notes: (1) Type material- MODMOR Il Graphite/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 45 and 46 Stress-Strain Diagrams
(3) 00 - Coupon Test, 900 - Sandwich Beam Test

GP72-0593 50
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200 I Room

Coupon Test 30550F Temperature

(See Tables X L thru XLII) 10. O aiur
S~oak Failr

150(Mean)

x

50

0
0 0.002 0.004 0,006 0.008 0.010

Strain -in./in.
GP72-0593.80

FIGURE 45

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR GRAPHITE POLYIMIDi- 00
LAMINATE

(MODMOR II/Skybond 703)

12

Sandwich Beam Test
(See Tables 1L thru XLII) Faiure

(Mean)
""8"

Qo FIT.

xCL

'a e S• 55°°(1ean)r

r(Mean)

3

550 /12 hr

0 0.002 0.004 0,006 0.008 0.010

Strain - in./in. /

FIGURE 46 GP72-0593-81

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE 900
LAMINATE

(MODMOR II/Skybond 703)
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TABLE XLIII
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE SANDWICH BEAM TENSION

PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 0 0) (psi) (O in./i (MS)

6-131-1 [t450, 02 , 900]S 92500 8995 10.2

-2 101000

-3 99000

FtU Mean 97500

GP72-0593-39

TABLE XLIV
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE SANDWICH BEAM COMPRESSION

PROPERTIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 0° (psi) () in/in.) (MSI)

6-131-4 45Q, 02°, 900 S 72500 8750 8.45

-5 68200

-6 68400

Fu Mean 69700

Notes: (1) Type material - MODMOR ]IGraphite/Skybond 703 G1P72-Ob3 40

(2) See Figures 47 and 48 for Stress-Strain Diagrams

v J~



90 j Filure(Mean)
Sandwich Beam TestFl (

(See Table X III)

80

60
x

. 40 -

20-

0 _

0 0,002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0,012

Strain r./in.

FIGURE 47 GP72 0593 72

TYPICAL TENSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE
POLYIMIDE [±450, 0, 90O] S LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(MODMOR 11/Skybond 703)

80 -__

Sandwich Beam Test "1
(See Table X =JL_, Failure (Mearn)

60

40

20
0 I A

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012
Strao in./in/ .

FIGURE 48 GP72 0593 73

TY rI.- I C .' ...... OMn RLSSI ON S' TRrSS coST R A I N DAGRovl . . 0FR • AP1 41...T. ,-,

POLYIMIDE [±450, 00, 90 0 ] LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
(MODMOR IT[/Skybond 703)
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TABLE XLV
GRAPHITE POLIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SANDWICH BEAM

COMPRESSION PROPERTIES AT ROOM TFMPERTURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Spec men Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (/i in/in.) (MSI)

6-131-11 00 178000 9015 21.6

-12 163000 7797 22.6

-13 166000

.14 177000

-15 164000

6-132-1 00 203000 10150 21.8

-17 199000

-18 173000

-19 173000

-20 188000

Mean 178300 9034 22.0
FCu.. ."B"U 144900

6-134-11 900 19900 11608 1.13

-12 20200 11485 1.17

-13 18000

-14 19300

-15 18700

6-135-16 9g0 19450 11515 1.18

-17 17510

-18 18250

.19 19880

-20 18750

Mean 18990 11536 1.16
F

"B" 16880

Notes: (1) Type material - MODMOR T1Graphite/Skvbond 703

(2) Seu Figure• 49 d,,d 50 fui Sii•-Strdin Diagrams

GP72 0593 41
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250

Sandwich Beam Test

(See Table X]V)

200 - _

150 • F~ailure (Mean)

x

/100

50 O

0

0 0.002 0,004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012
StlilIl Ifn./ml.

FIGURE 49 GP72 0593,74

TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOH GRAPHITE
POLYIMIDE 00 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(MODMOR Il/Skybond 703)
25 4

Sandwich Beam Test
(See Table X[V)

20
40, Fai1lu e

(Mcall )
0 BJ ..

o 15 "

C,.

S10

0 0.002 0.004 0006 0.008 0.010 0.012
Strain in./m.

FIGURE 50 GP12 M9n3 1!,

TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE
POLYIMIDE 900 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(MODMOR fI/Skybond 703)
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TABLE XLVI
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE
EDGEWISE COMPRESSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees) (psi) (/u in./in.) (MS)

(Loading at 00)

6-133-1 00 101500

-2 97300

•3 97300

-4 114000 6030 18.7

-5 112000 7000 19.2

6-135-6 0 101100

-7 99500 5680 19.4

-8 100000

-9 97400

-10 98500

Mean 101800 6237 19.1
"B" 

87500

6-134-1 9g0 21000 16500 0.70

-2 21600 19040 0.650

-3 22300 21000 0.695

-4 20600

-5 21000

6-135-6 90g 18300

-7 24700

-8 22800

.9 21100

-10 19000

Mean 21240 18850 0.681

"B" 17000

Notes: (1) Type material -MODMOR !l Graphite/Skybond 703
(2) See Fiqures 51 and 52 for Sti ess - Strain Diagrams

GP 2 O.' 3 2H
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TABLE XLVII
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE
EDGEWISE COMPRESSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

AT 550OF 30-MINUTE SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus
Number (degrees)

(Loading at 00) (psi) (im in./in.) (MSI)

6.133-11 00 61600

•12 65300

-13 64500

-14 68500 2870 25.8

-15 65000 2855 21.4 .

6-135.16 00 59600

-17 61400

-18 70600

-19 60300

•20 62500 2790 20.4

Mean 63880 2838 22.5
"B" 1855500

6-134-11 900 11(,00

-12 10600

-13 10400

-14 9600 11300 0.875

-15 8800 16950 0.810

6-135-16 90g 10600

-17 10600

-18 10500

-19 10300

-20 9500 15630 0.820

Mean 10180 14630 0,835
FJ"Cu " 8610 

-'

Notes: (1) Type material MODMOR I" Graphite/Skybond /U3
(2) See Figures 51 and 52 fur Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP71 0593 26
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TABLE XLVIII
GRAPHITE POLIMIDE LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE
EDGEWISE COMPRESSION MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA

AT 550°F 100-HOUR SOAK

Laminate Failure Failure Elastic

Specimen Orientation Stress Strain Modulus

Number (Loadingdegreat 0) (psi) (p in./in.) (MSI)

6-133-21 0 44400

-22 48600

-23 41700

-24 57200 2850 21.4

25 55500 2625 19.8

6-135-26 0 47300

-27 50600

-28 51500

-29 50000

-30 51600 2bOO 18.7

F Mean 49800 2658 20.0

"B" 38900

6-134-21 9g0 10000

-22 10250

-23 9750

-24 9450 165t0 0.835

-25 9650 14450 0.810

6-135-26 90) 10350

-27 9350

-28 10800

-29 9250 22500

-30 9500

FCu Mean 9835 17810 0.822

"B" 8700

Notes: (i) Tyliu ni•ietl - MODMO1, l, Grmphite/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 51 and 52 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

GP72 o01r)3 2:,
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100 Edgewise Test Room Failure

(See TabIesX 1=thruu XL=) Temperature (Mean)

8• 0 _____80 ~ ~550OFA 0B

30 min Soak
S60

x

40 100 hr Soak

20

-

0 .001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007

Strain - in./in. GP72-0593-54

FIGURE 51
TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR GRAPHITE

POLYIMIDE 00 LAMINATE

(MODMOR fi/Skybond 703)

24 Failure
Edgewise Test (Mean) No. 6.134 2

(See Tables Ki thru X•] ) "' I
Room
Temperature

CLO 30 m in -Soak
550

0
0 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 .024

Strain - n./in.
GP72 0593 55

FIGURE 52
TYPICAL COMPRESSION STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS FOR GRAPHITE

POLYIMIDE 900 LAMINATE
(MODMOR n3/Skybord 703)
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TABLE XLIX
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE RAIL SHEAR MECHANICAL

PROPERTY DATA FOR 00 - 900 LAMINATE

Specimen Test Failure f Failure Elastic

Number Temperature Stress Strain Modulus
(psi) (,a in./in.) (MSI)

6-131-Al 10780 43000 0.629

-A2 10780 46500 0.629

-A3 8430 20250 0.700

-A4 11020 45600 0,700

-A5 Temperature 11130 32000 0.723

6-134-A6 10060 40800 0,795

-A7 10850 31000 0.795

-A8 10790 36400 0.795

-A9 Room 8300 22600 0.733

-A10 Temperature 10320 35800 0.636

Mean 10250 35400 0.713
"B" 7800

6-131.1 550°F 6283 29570 0.354

-2 7094 34800 0.418

-3 5717 35600 0.357

4 5680 27600 0.284

6430 43200 0.284

6-134-6 550(F 5570 35400" 0.568

-7 7320 44000 0.568

-8 6510 46000' 0.460

-9 6320 40000' 0.350

-10 5960 39000' 0.720

Fsu Mean 62930 37500 0.436

"B" 4910

Notes: (1) Type material MODMGR T[ Oraphite/Skybond 703
(2) See Figures 53 and 54 for Stress - Strain Diagrams

"Values are extrapolated due to instrumentation failure.

G(P12 0593 u,
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Rail Shear Test
(See Table X

10 Failure•(Mean)

x

•4

2/

0

0 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050

Strain (in./in.)
FIGURE 53 GP72-0593-56

TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS - STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE

POLYIMIDE 0O - 900 LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
(MODMOR ]E/SKYBOND 703)

Rail Shear Test

(See Table = ) Failure

6 t(Mean)

5 I __

4 •

2 y-

1 _ _ _J

0 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050
Strain (in./in.)

FIGURE 54 GP72-0593-57

TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS -STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE
POLYIMIDE 00 - 900 LAMINATE AT 550°F

(MODMOR U/SKYBOND 703)
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TABLE L
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE RAIL SHEAR MECHANICAL

PROPERTY DATA FOR ±450 LAMINATE

Failure Failure Elastic
Specimen Test Stress Strain Modulus

Number Temperature (psi) (/u in./in.) (MSI)

6-131-1 Room 40,200 10,300 7.80

-2 Temperature 41,800 12,900 5.00

-3 33,600

Fsu Mean 38,500 11,600 6.40

6.131-4 550 F 21,600

-5 (3)
-6 (3)

Fsu Mean 21,500 (3) (3)

Notes: (1) Type material - MODMOR U Graphite/Skybond 703

(2) See Figure 55 for Stress - Strain Diagram

(3) Rails Detached During Test Invalidating Instrumented Specimens (3P72-0593-87

+-



40
Rail Shear Test
(See Table L)Q ailure

w' (ean)

30

C)

x

6 20

10'

0
0 .003 .006 .009 .012 .015Strain - in./in.

GP 72-0593-66

FIGURE 55

TYPICAL SHEAR STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE t450
LAMINATE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

(MODMOR fI/Skybond 703)

TABLE LI

GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE MODMOR II/SKYBOND 703
LONGITUDINAL "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWABLES

Room 550°F 550'F
Property Temperature 30 Minutes 100 HourSOAK SOAK

Ftu 193,800 psi 156,000 psi 144,700 psi

Fcu 145,000 psi 55,500 psi 38,900 psi
E 23.2 msi 23.6 msi 20.7 msi
v 0.33 0.21 0.20

Notes: (1} Elastic Constants are Mean Values GP72-0593-49
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TABLE LII-
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE MODMOR II/SKYBOND 703
TRANSVERSE "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWABLES

Room 550°F 550°F
Property T t 30 minutes 100 hour

emperaure SOAK SOAK

Ftu 8,600 psi 4000 psi 4000 psi

Fcu 17,000 psi 8600 psi 8700 psi

E 2.02 msi 1.15 msi 1.20 msi

E c 0.681 msi 0.835 msi 0.822 msi

Notes: (1) Elastic Constants are Mean Values GP72-0593-91

TABLE LIII
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE MODMOR II/SKYBOND 703 00-90)

IN PLANE SHEAR "B" BASIS DESIGN ALLOWABLES

Property Room 550OFProperty Temperature55°

Fsu 7800 psi 4900 psi

G 0.713 msi 0.436 msi

Notes: (1) Elastic Constant is Mean Value GP7 ,593-92

TABLE LIV

GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE MODMOR II/SKYBOND 703 +45.
IN PLANE SHEAR MEAN TEST RESULTS

Room
Property Temperature 550°F

Fsu 38,500 psi 21,500 psi

G 6.4 msi msi

II
*Rails Detached During Rail Shear lest GP72-0593-93

Invalidating Instrumented Specimens

117
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6. COMPONENT FABRICATION/TEST

o.. I Introduction

The purpose of the component fabrication/test task was to demonstrate the

adequacy of polyimide materials for use in aircraft structures. An F-4

polyinide rudder was successfully fabricated and tested to failure. The

fabrication of the F-15 horizontal stabilator torque box had to be discon-

tinued because of difficulties encountered in fabricating thick boron/polyi-

mide laminates. In its place, an F-15 composite wing compression panel was

fabricated and static tested to failure.

The F-h polyimide rudder is shown in Figure 56 indicating dimensions,

and material utilization. NDT techniques (ultrasonic "C" scan and radio-

graphy) were very helpful in defining acceptable rudder compnnent/asserblies.

The rationale for sulecting the F-4 rudder was based on potential for scale-op

to primary assembly structures, and the attractivu opporuinity for 00%?: 1s0Z.

between the polyimide rudder aid the earlier F-4 natal a, _k borcn/epocxy r....rer_:-

u.2 -F-4 RHoder o:-.br'cation/Test

The F-4 polyimide composite rudder was fabricated with borcn/S'S03

skins, graphite/SB703 spar/rib, and }PRH-327 fiberglass pleyimice hcneycornb

core. Polyimide adhesives were used for '150" capabiiity. Variai aity of I......

boron/SB703 Frepreg required several skin fabrication cycles to octai:- two

acceptable skins. HUL (ultrasonic "C" scan and radiogra.i-, was very heluo

in defining acceptable components/assemblies. rThe graphl e/2h70• '-ar 'auboica-

tion and ruuder bonding operations were purform.ed withiout difficulties.

L.2.1 Graphite/SB703 Spar Assembly -The grapihitc/T si:ar (se,
Figure 52) was successfully cured and post cured in the firs' atum• using

the processing cycle as outlined in Suction 3. The prepreg, ay-u s uscd t:.e low

boiling point pyrolidone solvent to improve handleability ar-i tack for tn-c "U"
channel spar shape. Figures 57 al.d 58 show the spar/rib ready for care ano

after cure respectively. The spar passed all quality control tests, and

destructive testing of control specimens. DestrucLive, test results of control

spucirmens are given in Table LV.

,"
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14in.

HRH-327
Graphite Honeycomb

Polyirnide Spar

60in.

-railing Edge

Titanium itting

k__42 in.

Leadng Ege-Trailing Edge
Leading Edge- ,

/4 Ply ,
(+~t450)2

4 1

/ 4Pl

/Ply Orientation

, •'• •2, +250

/ 3,-45
gBoo 25064.0"7 5.-450

" 0 6. +250 7'7. +45° z

FIGURE 56
F-4 POLYIMIDE RUDDER SCALE-UP COMPONENT GP72-0593-1
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TABLE LV
GRAPHITE POLYIMIDE SPAR QUALITY ASSURANCE

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Process Control Test Tamperature Required Minimum Test Result

Interlaminar Shear R.T. 8,000 psi 12,950 psi

Interlaminar Shear 550°F 5,000 psi 7,670 psi

00 Flexure R.T. 170,000 psi 199,000 psi

00 Flexure 550°F 110,000 psi 130,000 psi

GP72-0523.122

Following spar cure and post cure as established in Section 3, secondary bonds

of the titanium fittings and titanium hinge fittings to the spar were performed,

followed by the bond of the titanium fairing to the spar (see Figure 56).

Metlbond 840 adhesive was used in all bonds. Quality assurance control speci-

rriel bonds,. performed with the spar bond, were acceptable per Table LVI. A

photograph of the completed spar assembly is shown in Figure 59. The completea

spar assembly was ultrasonically C-scan inspected and x-ray inspected and no

defects were found.

TABLE LVI
QUALITY ASSURANCE RESULTS OF GRAPHITE

POLYIMIDE SPAR ASSEMBLY BONDS

Condition Test Temperature peiicetion Test Result
MI nimum

Ti Cleaning Coupon Single Lap Shear R.T. 2250 psi 2640 psi

5500 F 1000 psi 1840 psi

Ti Hinge & Rii Bond Single Lap Shear R.T. 2250 psi 3150 psi
550°F 1000 psi 2173 psi

Ti Fairing Bond Single Lap Shear R.T. 2250 psi 3005 psi
550OF 1000 psi 2025 psi

Note; Metlbond 840 adhesive used in all bonds. . 7 4

122
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L¾2.2 Boron Polyimide Skins - The first set of boron polyimide skins

was cured and found to be excessively porous. Following tests of the

process control panel (see Table LVII) fabricated with the skins, the skins

were rejected because of failure to meet minimum specifications. The

principal cause was excessive "A" stage advancement of the prepreg used to

fabricate these skins. As a result of this experience, further controls

were established for the "A" stage operation such as time, temperature,

vacuum and agitation speed.

The fabrication of a second set of rudder skins appeared at first to

be successful. The completed skins (Figure 60) had acceptable resin dis-

tribution and no porosity was visible. Fifteen ply quality assurance

specimens, fabricated with the 4-to-7-ply skins, yielded acceptable test

results per Table LVIII. Both sets of skins were fabricated per P.S. 14224

(Appendix).

TABLE LIM

BORON POLYIMIDE SKIN (FIRST SET)

QUALITY ASSURANCE PANEL TEST RESULTS

Process Control Temprature* Specificiation Individual
Test Minimum Test Results

0o Flexure All at R.T. 190,000 psi 68,000 psi

97,600 psi

202,000 psi

Interlaminar Shear 11,000 psi 7,800 psi

6,4 psi
7,1t00 psi

"550°F tests not performed because of poor R.T. results.

GP72-0328-109
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TABLE LI

BORON POLYIMIDE SKIN (SECOND SET)

QUALITY ASSURANCE PANEL TEST RESULTS

Yost Temperature Spec Minimum Average
Property OF psi Test ResultsOF psipsi

00 Flexural Strength R.T. 190,000 226,000

550'F 155,000 200,000
Interlaminar Shear Strength R.T. 11,000 11,800

550°F 6,000 8,080

GP72.0328-108

The skins were machined, Figure 61, and then ultrasonically C-scan

inspected for delaminations, C-scan of one of the skins, Figure 62, showed

it Lo be acceptable, while C-scan of the second, skin, Figure 63 showed that

the skin was delaminated. Plugs were machined cut of the skin to confirm

the delaninationS. Visual examination of the plugs, showed thAt. 'plugs, taken

from areas which the C-scan showed delaminations were indeed delaiinated,

and the plug taken from an area which C-scan showed no dtilaxninatlons was

not delaminated. Figure 64 shows photomicrographs of two of the delaminatei

plugs and of the undelaininated plug. Additional pluFs were machined from

deianinated and undelaminated areas of the skins accordizng to the C-scan.

Correlation between the flatwise tension results with- the liugs ald C-scan

result': was excellent, as shown in Table LIX.

TABLE LI[

FLATWISE TENSION RESULTS OF PLUGGED

BORON POLYIMIDE RUDDER SKIN

Percent Delaminated Flatwise Tension Strength, psi

66 395
33 685

0 1385
0 1420
0 1040
0 1205
0 1460
0 1470

GP72-032B 106
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. • Section A,

+450 Ply4,"D irection

G -'

-IIle

f Section B,

-~Direction
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FIGURE 63 GP72-0593-1 15

C-SCAN OF DF.LAMINATED BORON POLYIMIDE RUDDER SKIN
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Plug No. 3 Delamnination is Between Plug No. 1 Delamnination is Between
-450 Ply and ~O Ply. +450 Ply and -450 Ply.

Plug No. 2 No Delamniniation,

FIGURE 64
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF BORON POLYIMIDE PLUGS MACHINED

FROM DELAMINATED RUDDER SKIN GP72-0593-107
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A third skin (needed to complete the set of two required for a rudder)

was fabricated and it successfully passed IIDT. Fifteen ply quality assur-

ance specimens fabricated with the skin yielded acceptable test results,

Table LX.

TABLE LX

BORON POLYIMIDE SKIN (RT4IRD SET)

QUALITY ASSURANCE PANEL TEST RESULTS

Test Specification Average

Property Temperature Minimum Test
Resultso F p si

00 Flexural Strength R.T. 190,000 270,000

550°F 155,000 224,000

Interlaminar Shear Strength R.T. 11,000 11.800

550°F 6,000 7,380

GP72 0328-107

6.2.3 Bonding of Rudder Assembly - The Hili-327 fiberglas- polyii.l

core was cut into five pieces for bonding into tl,Lu rudder assei:.bly, a!;d

Verifilm check was performed to determine uniform bonding pressuro between

spar assembly, core and bottom skin bonding surfaces. 'hie saine processing

was utilized as explained in Section 3 of this report. The fiberglass

polyimide core was then primed with BR-34 primer and dried at 4000F. Place-

ment of this core into the rudder assembly showed that the core had shrunk

2 inches in the spanwise direction, during the 400 0 F drying operation. It

was suspected that this honeycomb core had not been post cured to 60001.

by the supplier. Another possible explanation for the core shrinkage was the

low density and relaxation characteristics of the core material. The shrunken

fiberglass/polyimide core, Figure 65, was replaced with a larger piece of

core which was post cured, primed, dried, and cut to size.
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FIGURE 65
FIBER GLASS POLYIMIDE CORE ON RUDDER SUBASSEMBLY SHOWING AMOUNT

OF SHRINKAGE OF CORE DURING 400OF CORE PRIMER DRY OPERATION
C3P72-0693- 108
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The bottom boron polyimide skin bonding surface was lightly grit blasted,)

and then the bottom skin, core and spare assembly were bonded in an auto-

clave. ý,. .±iity assurar-ce bonds, performed with the rudder assembly bond,

yielded results shown in Table LXI.

TABLE LXt
QUALITY ASSURANCE RESULTS OF BOTTOM SKIN-CORE-SPAR ASSEMBLY BOND

Specification
Process Control Test Temperature Minimum 'rest Result

(psi)

Lap Shear, Ti-Ti R.T. 2250 2090

550OF 1000 2145

Flatwise Tension, Skin-Core R.T. 400 345

550oF 75 165

GP72-0593-1 20

14etlbond. 840 and F14-3 1 4 adhesives were used for skin to spar (lap shear)

and skin to core (flatwise tension), respectively. All three of the room

temperature flatwise tension specimens failed in the skin to flatwise tension

block bond line, arid not in core -to skin bond line. Of the three ',50'F

fia~\hise tension specimens, two failed in the skin to flatwise tension block

bond line and one specimen failed in core to skin bond line. The lap

shear specimtens, as sh~own in~ Table LXI , we-rc mrachined into dog bonesý

inadvertently arid. failures occurred in mretal and not in the adliesive.

The trailing edge o1 r~iie bonded subassembl-y was then filled with, 1,1-29

foam adhiesive ano. cured. After post cure (8 hours total, including 2 hours

cycle at 600'F) of the subassemably , the fiberglass polyiraide core on the

bonded subasc-errnbly was rr~achined to the correct height as shown in Figure 60.

Pi Verifilmr check of thei~ tuop s.kin to rudder as3semably was then accomplished.

htrtheý top boroni/poly iraide skin was lightly grit blasted anid the top of

::ecore on th~e rudder s;ubas-semrbly was primed and dried, the top skin wasý

bLn led to the rudder subtassembly in wt autoclave. The bondeo rudder assemiibly

atrpost cu~re i5 shown il, Fig'ure 67.
C.2h LLY i~s~ctoncj F-4 Hedder Assembly - The F-4 rudder

as'muywas- uli4rascnii caily scrC" sei~n!spcctcid, and radiogrraphically

z aru 'Alie :::; --: Asc mail uIiboloi.o in r.Skin to ldmilt) (-

a ; u ao.a (-eW d:jr::.v,~ iii t ik core- to udgeIrieIýmber bond:; . 11,
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FIGURE 67
F-4 POLYIM IDE RUDDER C -53
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Ii:ut.,lohl areas of either bondline voids or thick primer and/or adhesive

in the core to skin areas were detected. Three coupons were cut from

selected areas of the rudder to determine what the NDT was indicating.

Jhýon in Figure 68 are the three areas where three coupons were cut to

evaluate core to skin bonds. The selection of areas from which these

specimens were taken was based on NDT results and locations which would

have a minimum effect on the rudder load carrying capability. The

specimens were visually inspected and then tested in flatwise tension.

Visual inspection of these specimens showed a thick adhesive build-up.

Table LXII shows the results of the flatwise tension tests. All specimens

failed in areas other than in the skin to core bond. Therefore, the skin

to core bonds were concluded to be adequate and NDT results were taken to be

indications of thick primer and/or adhesive rather than of unbonded areas.

TABLE LXII

POLYIMIDE RUDDER FLATWISE TENSION TESTS

NDTA F Flatwise

Specimen NDts Failure Tension Failure RemarksNo. Results Load Stress FiurRerk
(Ranking) (Ib) (PSi)

1 1 280 - Core Split; No Bond Failure

2 2 1450 462 Skin Delaminated; No Bond
Failure; Core Was Starting
to Split

3 3 1180 376 Skin Delaminated; No Bond
Failure

A• GP72-0593-1 21

A 1 best to 3 worst.

R•epair of F-4 Rudder Assembly- The skin to edgemember unbonded areas

a•; indicated iLn Figure 62 were repaired using a hypodermic needle to

apply the adhesive, Areas of the rudder from which the flatwise tension

ý.•/cCnmens were taken were also repaired using boron/polyimide patches.

.•,:crepair procedures were similar to those used to repair boron/epoxy
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i..25 F-4 Rudder Test - The polyimide rudder was subjected to 4001

design limit load (4640 pounds) without catastrophic failure. An inspection

of t"ie rudder at the end of the test indicated that a small area of tile

skin was delaminated at the lower-forward corner of the rudder. Strain

gage data indicates ;at this delamination occurred at approximately 240%

design limit load. The F-4 rudder is a torsional stiffness (GJ) critical

structure. Therefore, the skin gage required for stiffness considerations

results in an over strength structure. Consistently with these results, the

boron/epoxy rudder met stiffness requirements and was capable of sustaining

loads of 380 - 410 percent of design limit load.

(a) Rudder Test Setuj - An F-4 static article aft-fuselage, inciudirzg

the vertical fin, was mounted on a rigid backup structure at the fuselage

station 515.0 splice (Figure 69). The polyimide rudder was installed on

the vertical fin using production fittings as in a normal service installa-

tion. A fixed length simulated actuator was installed between the ru,"oer

and the empennage assembly to hold the rudder in the neutral position

(aligned with the aircraft centerline). In addition, a lirkage was installed

in the location of the rudder damper. This linkage was adjustea so that it

would react approximately one half of the rudder hinge moment and tire fixed"-

length simulated actuator would react the other half.

Neoprene rubber tension pads were bonded with LCi300 aldhesivu ori thu

left hand surface of the rudder as shown in Figure 70 Tirhc ,uds were

linked through a whiffletree loading system to a hydraulic cylinder.

Pressure was applied to the cylinder with a hydraulic hand ituup. Loads

wcrc neasurod using a :.librated strain link. Strain gaged wtýr bonded bO

botih the left and right-hanud surfaces of the rudder at tire locations shown

in Figure 71. Tension pads in the area of strain gages were trirnu-ied t.)

provide a minimumi of 1/4 inch clearance with the strain gages. Dfui.ction

transaucers were attached to the right-hand surfaces of tire fin Win the

,udder at the locations shown in Figure 72.

(b) Test Procedure - The rudder was loaded to 400%'* design limit

.oaA (4640 pounds). The loading was identical to that of the bor'on/pcoxy

.&duders. -o loads were applie I to tile fin. Loads were applied in in-

' t,; of '20" design limit load up to 1.00% a-nd in incrcmerts of U0

O,'0, above 100%. Loads were applied at a rate not inl excess of 20%

>":I'n imsilt load a ,per 30 suconds. The outputs from tire defle ctblon tranr.:,-

':,'x,; an :te'aill gageus were recorded continuously throughout th(., tb.e;b Lc
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FIGURE 70
RUDDER TENSION PAD LAYOUT AND ULTIMATE LOADS
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FIGURE 71
STRAIN GAUGE LOCATIONS FOR RUDDER TEST
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400,, ,-leign liMit load and back to zero load. Certain strain gages and

deflection transducers were monitored at the various load increments.

(c) Test Results - The rudder sustained 400% design limit load (4640

pounds) without catastrophic failure. An inspection of the rudder at the

end of the test indicated that the skin had a small delamination at the

lower-forward corner of the rudder. Deflection versus load graphs are

presented in Figure 73 through 75. Strain versus load plots are presented

in Figures 76 through 79. The strain data presented in Figure 79 (strain

gages 7A, 7B, and 7C) indicates that the initial skin delamination occurred

at approximately 240% design limit load.

Photographs showing the rudder at no load, 150%, and 400% design limit

load are presented in Figures 80 through 82.

(d) Conclusions - Based on the results of this test, it is concluded

that the F-4 polyimide rudder can satisfactorily react loads to 400%

design limit load without major failure, as a matter of fact, this test result

is consistent with previous tests conducted on the MCAIR boron/epoxy rudders.

For example, the A-32 boron/epoxy rudder had an initial failure at 246%

design limit load. The rib adjacent to the lower hinge buckled and partially

separated from the skin. This failure did not prevent successful continua-

tion of the test to 400% design limit load.
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DEFLECTION vs RUDDER LOAD (TRANSDUCERS 11 THROUGH 15)
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6.3 F-15 Polyimide Wing Compression Panel Falrication/Test

6.3.1 Introduction - The F-15 polyimide compression panel was

fabricated with boron/SB703 skins, graphite/SB703 hat stiffeners and edge

members, and HRH-327 fiberglass polyimide honeycomb core. Polyimide

adhesives were used for 550'F capability.

The fabrication sequence for the compression panel was as follows:

(a) Fabricate two boron/SBT03 skins

(b) Machine the HRH-327 honeycomb core to size

(c) Fabricate the graphite/SB703 edgemembers and hat stiffeners

(d) Bond the HRH-327 honeycomb core to the graphite/SB703 edgemembers

(e) Bond the boron/SB703 skins to the edgemernber-honeycomb core

subassembly

(f) Bond the graphite/SB703 hat stiffeners to the sandwich panel.

For each of these steps appropriate process control tests and NDT were

performed to verify process/component acceptability.

Two of the fabrication operations required several attempts before

parts acceptable for the compression panel could be obtained. Two sets of

boron/SB703 skins and four sets of graphite/SB703 hats were fabricated.

NDT revealed flaws (Section 6.3.4) which were confirmed by photomicrographic

inspection.

6.3.2 Boron/SB703 Skins - Two 14.6 in. (00) x 24 in. x 9 to 13 ply skins

were fabricated with the process described in P.S. 14224 (Appendix), the

same as was used for the F-4 Polyimide Rudder skins. INDT of the first set

sbowed one of the skins to be unacceptable. NDT (ultrasonic "C" scan throuFh

transmission) results are shown in Figure 83. The principal causes for the

unacceptable skin were considered to be (1) slower cool-down rate than re-

quired for the "B" stage cycle, and (2) slower heat-up rate than required

for the cure cycle. These factors could have reduced the resin flow suffi-

ciently to create the voids shown in Figure 83.

Another skin was fabricated with proper heat-up and cool down rates

using the same cure/post cure cycle described above. It was satisfactorj

as evidenced by the ultrasonic "C" scan shown in Figure 84. Process control 7

tests for the two sets Of boron/SB703 skins aru shOwLI in T-ble LXIII.
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TABLE LXIII
BORON/SB703 SKIN PROCESS CONTRvL TESTS

Mechanical Test Minimum Actual Value

Property Temperature Required
(OF) (psi) 1st Set 2nd Set

00 Flexural Strength RT 190,000 202000 241500

550 155,000 167000 185600

Interlarninar Shear RT 11,000 16300 16 00

Strength 550 6,000 7100 7000

GP72-0593-15

6.3.3 HRH-327 Honeycomb Core Machining - The HRH-327 honeycomb core

was machined using a valve stem cutiei in a manne- similar to the machining

of the F-4 rudder honeycomb core. The size was >-4 in. (ribbon direction)

x 24 in. x 0.117 in. high and no difficulties were encountered.

6.3.14 Graphite/PB703 Components; - The compression panel requires 3

..ra.hit../SB703 hat stiffeners and 4 gra-hite/SB703 edgemembers. The hat

stiffeners consist of a basic 8 ply +450 lay up that extends across the entire

cro:ms-section. In addition, the cap area contains 9 plies of 0C graphite/

Z75. This lay-up differs from that used for the fraphite/epoxy hats of

C•iri . - mposite W" nF Program where the 0' plies are boron/epox,.r. }owever,

e of a lack of development effort with hybrid laminates and the
r c in cure cycles between graphite/polyiiide and boron/polyimide

:.":l ded to maintain an all frraphitc/9B703 stiffener. The edgomenbers

....... ted of a 16 pl1 [+115, 059 90],, lay-up. Fabrication of both hat stiffene7rs

,:'r:oreerc required the use of Hylar templat(.; for flat pattern iay,-

rcr latiorn on the tool. H1at stiffener fabrication also required

, r a mist coat of NIT sclvf-nt on the prepreg Just prior to

"the; -ooJ to aid formability. Steel caul plates were -used over
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the lay-up to assist in obtaining more uniform pressure. Perforations

(.06 in. dia.) on 0.5 in. centers permitted volatile removal. The fabrica-

tion was performed per P.S. 14227 (Appendix) and was similar to the process

used for the F-4 rudder spar fabrication.

Visual appearance of the first set of hat stiffeners was not totally

satisfactory. The caul plates left mark-off ridges in the cap and radii.

Figure 85 shows the stiffeners. Subsequent NDT (see Figure 86) indicated

the edgemembers had some voids. NDT also indicated some voids in the hat

stiffeners (s'ee Figure 87).

A second set of hat stiffeners wras then fabricated. The caul plates

were discarded to eliminate the markoff ridges in the radii and cap (both

critical areas). Caul plates had been successfully eliminated for graphite/

• epoxy- hats on the F-15 Composite Wing Program. A second set was laid up

without caul plates, but during the cure cycle the bag broke at a part

temperature of approximately 250 0 F. The part was under full vacuum and 100

psi pressure was being applied at the time of the break. This point of the

cure cycle is very critical as it is the point where resin flow starts and

the rate of imidization increases. The tool was quickly removed from the

autoclave, a new bag installed and an attempt was made to complete the cure

of the parts. However, sufficient resin flow could not be generated fcr

adequate lamina bonding. NDT revealed the parts to have excessive voids

"nd disbonds, which was not unexpected.

A third set of hat stiffeners were then fabricated using the same

procedures as for the second set except that the tool was modified to

eliminate the bag bridging problem. The cure cycle was successful with

good vacuum (29+ in. Hg) being held throughout the critical parts of the

cure cycle. All heat up and cool down rates were within specification

linits. Removal of the hat stiffeners from the tool revealed 3 apparently

oic7eptable narts. NIDT of the hat stiffeners prior to post cure revealed

<:c~len bonds everywhere, except in the cap area. Figure 88 shows the ultrasonic
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"C" scans for the hat stiffeners and Figure 89 shows a photomicrograph of

a cross-section through the hat where NDT indicated a disbond. It was con-

jectured that the problem could have been one of thermal or mechanical strain

where the nine 00 plies are sandwiched between four +450 plies on both top

and bottom.

FIGURE 89 GP72-0593-11

HAT STIFFENER CROSS-SECTION (3RD RUN)

Sufficient graphite/5B703 prepreg remained for a fourlh set of hat

stiffeners. The approach for this set was to maintain the same fabrication

procedures, but to redesJign the cap area of the hat stiffener. The

original and revised lay-up cross sections for the cap are shown in

Figure 90. It was felt that disper.sing the 0' plies among the 45' plies

would reduce the strain concentration where the nine 00 plies had interface

with the 450 plies.

The fabrication cycle was w~thin specification requirements, but again

UDT (after cure but prior to post cure) reveuled disbonds in the cap area.

Li s ho9 s a 5rrfh-'1i. -- r' one of thes hat "tiffenei-s.
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FIGURE 91 CiP72-0592-12

CROSS-SECTION OF HAT STIFFENER USING REVISED LAY-UP (4TH RUN)

SANDWICH PANEL NDT

After fabricating 4 sets of graphite/SB7u3 hat stiffeners, sufficient

time or material did not remain for a fifth attempt. Therefore, the first

vet was selected as the best all-around hat stiffeners available for the

coll%`)wres ion panel. Process control tests for fabrication of this set of

".-,tt stiffeners plus the graphite/SB'T03 edgemembers gave the results shown in

LXV '. 'Tese results coma-,ire very favorably with those generated for

F i-'-4 'Polyi•mide hudder Spar wad are well above the minimum requirements.
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TABLE LXIV
PROCESS CONTROL TEST RESULTS FOR G/SB703 COMPONENTS

Test-
Process Control Temperature Specification Result

Test (o F) (psi) (psi)

Interlaminar Shear RT 8,000 13,400

Strength 550 5,000 6,700 =

00 Flexure Strength RT 170,000 192,300

550 110,000 113,100

GP72-0593-14

6.3.5 Edgemember to Hon~ycomb Core Bond - The graphite/S3703 16 ply

thick edgemembers were bonded to the premachined HER}327 honeycomb core

with the F14-29 Foaming Adhesive per P.S. 14225 (Appendix). cteel

shims were used to underneath the edgemembers so that the honeycomb core

would be .004-.005 in. higher on both tol and bottom than the edgfemembers.

The F14-20 adhesive was cured by heating to 350'F in an air circulating

ovnr awid then holding for one hour. The post cure cycle was thern

completed by heating this subassembly to 600'F slowl,, in n nitrogen

atmosphere. There was no danger of honeycomb core .hrinkare, s'ich as

experienced with the F-h Polyimirie Rudder, because the honeycomb core had

been post cured to 6000 F before machining started. Visual inspection of

.,art after post cure revealed q, satisfactorily/ bonded subrssenibl;y. The

!'•-2ý adhesive process control test gave a core shear strength of 404 psi

at. rotr temperature compared to tile 200 psi required by P.S. 14225,
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L 3.6 Skin to Honeycomb Core Subassembly Bond - After selection of

zwc satisfactory boron/3B703 skins and completion of the edgemember to honey-

oonb core bond, the next step was to bond the skins to the honeycomb core

shbassembly with FM-3h adhesive. Preparations prior to bonding consisted

of (a) lightly grit blasting the boron/SB703 skin bonding surfaces, (b)

apply BR-34 polyimide adhesive primer to the honeycomb core and drying at

40 0 0F, and (c) lightly hand sanding the bonding surface of the graphite/

SB703 edgemembers. None of these operations created any difficulties. The

bond cycle itself was performed in autoclave at 50 psi with cure at 350 0F

per PS. 14225 (Appendix). Post cure was delayed until after the graphite/

SB703 hat stiffeners were bonded onto the panel so that two post cure cycles

could be combined into one cycle. Panel appearance after bonding was satis-

factory, as evidenced by sufficient adhesive filleting at the edge of the

panel. NDT also revealed a satisfactory bond cycle as evidenced by the

ultrasonic "C" scan o-P the panel shown in Figure 92. Thle flatwise tension

and lap shear process control test values are shown in Table LXV. All of

the flatwise tension specimens failed in the specimen to loadin bhiock bond

line, and not in core to skin bond line. Because of' past experience with

this adhesive on the F-4 rudder (Table LXI) and the NDT results as

mentioned above, it was felt that the bond between the core and skin was

adequate.

TABLE LXV
PROCESS CONTROL TESTS FOR SANDWICH PANEL BONDING

(FM-34 ADHESIVE)

Test Specification Test
Mena Temperature Minimum Result
Property (OF) (psi) (psi)

Flatwise Tension RT 400 go*

550 75 91

Single Lap Shear RT 2250 3610
.trungth j 550 1500 1840

"Failures occured in the specimen to loading block
bond line, No specimen failure GP72-0593-13
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6,3.7 Hat Stiffener to Sandwich Panel Bond - The final assembly

operation involved bonding the three graphite/SB703 hat stiffeners onto the

boron/SB703 skin sandwich panel with Metlbond 840 adhesive. 1lat stiffener

placement was dictated by the Engineering drawing, Figure 21. At the

conclusion of the adhesive cure cycle, the entire sandwich panel was then

post cured in a nitrogen filled retort.

The hat stiffeners were prepared for bonding by lightly sanding the

bottom of the flanges with 200 grit sandpaper to remove resin gloss. The

surfaces of the boron/SB703 skins were prepared for bonding by lightly grit

blasting the areas wher the stiffeners are bondcd to the skinz. Mctbon

840 was then placed between the skin and stiffener with an additional

fillet of adhesive placed on the inside radii of the stiffeners-skin inter-

section. Peel fastener location holes were drilled through the hat

stiffener flange and the sandwich panel skin/edgemember. The titanium

plates were located for bonding. The panel assembly was then bagged,

(see Figure 93-) cured and post cured per P.S. 14225 (Appendix) requirements.

The cure cycle basically consists of heating directly to 350°F under 50

psig and full vacuum. The post cure cycle is a stepped heat up from 350'F

to 600'F in a nitrogen atmosphere. Then the peel fasteners were installed.

The lap shear process control specimens were acceptable with the results

shown in Table LXVI. These results are similar to those obtained for the

F-4 Poly.imide Rudder bond cycle. Adhesive filleting was satisfactory. The

completed assembly is shown in Figure 94.

TABLE LXVI

METLBOND 840 PROCESS CONTROL TEST RESULTS

Test Minimum Test

Property Temp Requirement Value
(OF)

Single Lap RT 2250 2480

Shear Strength
(psi) 550 1500 2100

GP72-0593.90
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v.3.8 Compression Panel Test - The polyimide compression panel design

drwi\ngs are shown in Section h of this report (Figures 20 and 21). Loading

!,looks were bonded to the panel for load introduction and slotted pipes

were used on the edges to give a simple supported condition (Figure 95). The

sýecimen was statically loaded in compression in 10% DLL increments. The

panel failed prematurely at approximately 76% DLL with the hat stiffeners

debonding from the panel.

(a) Panel Test Setup and Procedure - The test setup utilized a 400,00o

lb. universal test machine. Machined knife edges wern utilized

to apply axial load to each panel. The test setup is shown in

Figure 96. Strain gauges and linear motion transducers were

bonded to each panel at the locations shown in Figure 97. Load

was applied in 10% DLL increments until failure occurred. Strain

and deflection data were recorded at each loading increment.

(b) Test Results - The panel was loaded in 10% DLL increments. While

going from the 70 to 80 percent DLL increment, the panel failed

with the stiffeners debonding from the panel. Figure 98 shows the

compression panel after failure. At approximately 60 percent DLL

visual inspection indicated that the middle stiffener was starting

to debond and at 76 percent DLL all three stiffeners debonded.

Strain gauges data (Figures 99 and 100) verify the visual

observations. Specifically, strain gauge 17 on the stiffener cap

indicated a loss in strain at 60 percent DLL as the load being

applied to 'the panel was increasing. At the same time gauge 15 on

the panel (stiffener side) indicated a loss in strain while gauge 16

on the opposite side of the panel (moldline side) showed an

increase in strain. This indicates that the stiffeners were starting

to unbond (the stiffener side of the panel was loosing stiffness),

resulting in load being transfered to the moldline side of the

panel. Deflection data is presented in Figure 101.

(c) Conclusions - Until the stiffeners started to debond the poly-

imide compression panel load, distribution was similar to 7
epoxy compression panels tested under the Composite Wing Program.

Although NDT results showed debonds in the caps of the stiffeners,

instrumentation and visual inspection indicated that the problem

was in tne polyimide adhesive bond line of the stiffener to panel.
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Since NDT evaluation was not performed on the hat to panel bond

there could have been debonds in this area. NDT standards had

not been established previously for polyimide materials for this

type bond. Another possible explanation for the adhesive failure

is that because of the long post cure time the polyimide adhesives

became brittle; therefore, there was not strain compatibility

between the hat to adhesive to skin. Additional effort is needed

to further develop the polyimide adhesives and fabrication

techniques. Adhesive shear stress-strain curves are needed to

obtain the adhlesive characteristics as a function of post cure anila

appropriate fabrication techniques need to be established.

16
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POLYIMIDE WING COMPRESSION PANEL TEST SET-UP
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The "High Temperature Advanced Composites" program has demonstrated

that both boron/polyimide and graphite/polyimide structural parts can be

successfully fabricated. The fabrication cycles for the graphite/polyimide

matrix composites were shortened to near epoxy cycle times. The design

allowables for tension, compression and shear properties are also very en-

couraging. NDT (ultransonics and radiography) proved useful in

detecting defects and anomalies in polyimide structural elements.

The F-4 polyimide rudder test was successful as it attained loads of

400 percent design limit load without major failure. This test was similar

to previous tests conducted on the MCAIR boron/epoxy rudders. For example, I
the A-32 boron/epoxy rudder had an initial failure at 246 percent design limit

load. The rib adjacent to the lower hinge buckled and partially separated

from the skin. This failure did not prevent successful continuation of the

test to 400 percent design limit load. The successful fabrication and test

of the polyimide rudder substantiated zhe structural integrity of boron and'II
graphite polyimide composite materials for this type of structure.

However, problems still exist for fabricating complex highly loaded

structures. The polyimide wing compression panel failed at 76 percent DLL

with the hat stiffeners debonding from the panel. The reasons for the early

failure were possible voids in the adhesive bond line, and strain incompatibil-

ity of the polyimide adhesive due to the post cure. Additional effort is

needed to further develop the polyimide adhesives and fabrication techniques.

Adhesive shear stress strain curves are needed to obtain the adhesive char-

acteristics as a function of post cure and appropriate fabrication

techniques need to be established. The material specification controls

need to be further strengthened to insure the attainment of a reproducible

product, batch after batch. Prepreg manufacturing variables and non-similar

quality control tests are areas that must be closely controlled by the user.

The technology must be extended to fabricate reproducible thick section

(30 plies or greater) laminates and structure.
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APPENDIX

PRELIMINARY MATERIALS AND PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS

The Appendix contains the material and process specifications required

for the subject program. They consist of two MCAIR Material Specifications

(MMS) and three MCAIR Process Specifications (P.S.) documents, and are

listed below

o MMS-522, Boron/Polyimide Prepreg Material

o MMS-523, Graphite/Polyimide Prepreg Material

o P.S. 14224, Skins, Structural, Boron/Polyimide, Fabrication and

Acceptance of

o P.S. 14225, Bonded Structure, Polyimide Matrix Composite, Fabrica-

tion and Inspection of

o P.S. 1 4 227, Skins and Substructural Shapes, Structural, Graphite/

Polyimide, Fabrication and Acceptance of

These are preliminary specifications and do not necessarily represent the

final approved form of these documents. They have not been approved by any

Government agency in their present form.
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PRELIMINARY

BORON!FOLYIMIIDE PRE-PREG fATERIAL

1.0 APPLICATION

1.1 This specification establishes the requirements for "A" staged

Polyimide resin impregnated Boron filament broadgood sheet
containing a glass scrim cloth for ease of handling.

1.2 This pre-preg material is to be used for the fabrication of high

performance composite structures over the approximate tenperature

range of -65°F to 550°F.

.?. 0 APPLICABLE DOC(N.JENTS

r.S. 14224 - Skins, Structural, Boron/Polyitride, Fabrication and
Acceptance Of

M3IL-B-N3353, Boron Mor'o2i1at,.ent, Continuous, Vapor Deposited

3. 0 EUR NT

3.] CONSTITUENT fA RERIALS

3.1.2 Boron Filarent -The boron filament shall meet the req;irer.ents
of .IL-B-33373 ( KSAF) Boron ý: nofilament, Continuous, Vapjsr
Deposited.

'i1.,I Polyir.ide Resin - The polyr:.ide resin shall be capal-le of str,;cturra2
application to 15O0 F and perait the pre-pret,, broad~zoods and lawinates
produced from the broadp~oodz to meet tihe requirerents .o: this specificati.o:.

3.1.3 Scrin Cloth - The Class scrii cloth shall consist of Type 10... an.
shall be eontifIuMus for tiie width of the pre-prei-. material.

3.1.4 Batch - A batch is defined as a quantity of boron p3olyrmide broad-
(;oods nanufactured without interruption (normal work siift stoppages
excepted) using po]yiriide resin froom a sinCle batch, boror, filament
from one or wore lots, and without chtAnge of production eqi 2-' eat.

3. 'HYSICAL FROF2PPTIFF 0F FR-R-PREGX ,ATF.RIAL - The "A" stt,~ed pre-proe,:
material shnll meet the physical property reqi:irerents of TanL' I,

ISSUED MMS -52-,2

REVISION A P/POLYaDF PRE-PRioG MATERIAL PAGE 1 OF 11
M RES STANDARD MATeRIAL SPECIFICATION CODE IDENT.NO. 763051
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3.3 PRE-PREG BROADGOODS - The length, width, and number of individual sheets
of pre-preg shall be as specified on the purchase order.

3 .4 FILAMENT SPACING - Spacing between adjacent filaments within the
broadgoods sheet shall be 0.0002-0.015 inch, with the exception that
two (2) gaps of 0.015-0.040 inch are permitted per 3.0 inch width
provided all other provisions are met. The nominal filament spacing
is OO.005 inch.

3.5 BROKEN FILAMENTS - Broken filaments shall not be permitted within 1.0
inch of each other and no more than 5 per 10 feet of length.

3.6 CERTIFICATION - The vendor shall certify that his product meets the
requirements of this specification or take specific exception in the
purchase order. The vendor, by his certification, guarantees that
the polyimide resin formulat4.on is the same as that used in the
initial qualification tests.

3.7 MIECHANICAL PROPERTY OF CURED LAMINATES - The "A" staged pre-preg, when
"B" staged and fabricated into a 6, 7, and 15 ply undirectional laminate
per P.S. i4224, shall be capable of meeting the mechanical property require-
ments of Table II. Failure to meet any of the values of Table II permits
retest for that property only. After the second test, the provisions of

Paragraph 3.11 are in effect.

3.5 UNIFORMITY AND ORIENTATION - Filar.ents in the broadgoods sheet shall
be oriented parallel to each other with the following exceptions. S.nr/e
filament crossovers are acceptable. The width of broaicaoods affected by
one or more filament crossover Froups (one group is two or more adjacent
crossed filaments) shall be less than 0.40 inch. Single crossover groups
between 0.20 and O.40 inch wide shall not exceed 3.0 incres in length and
are to be separated from each other by at least 1ý feet.

3.9 PRE-Pth RELEASE SHEETS - The release sheet backing used on one side of
the "A' staged boron/polyir:ide pre-pre( r:aterial shall be Teflon conted
glass fabric (CHR3TLL or equivalent) and on the other side the release
material shall be a backing sheet which will easily separate fron. the
pre-preg material without resin loss fron. the pre-preg.

\1.l0 DEFECTS DURING USAGE - Defects as defined by this specification found in
the pr(-prej, material after acceptance has been co!%pleted are still cause
for rejection of the unused portion of the bateh. Dof'ects catised by user

a\ imishaidling, ir:proper storame, or expiration o! shelr life are not vendor
responsibility.

3 PRE-PREG FLATNPSS - Boron/polyimide brondwoods shall not: (1) curl
over more than 5% of their width, (2) contain filament bundles, and

(3) have separation of scrim cloth from the remainder of the pre-pre,;.

3.14 REJECTION - Boron/polyimide pre-prep, broadgoods not conforninig L, the
I I requirements of this specification shall be rejected.

MMS- 5 2 BORON/POLYIMIDE PRE-PREG NLATERIAL ISSUED
PAGEF OF 11 Jurnc 19"!

I REVISION A
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2.LALITY ASSURANCE

4.1 VENDOR BATCH CERTIFICATION TESTS - The vendor shall supply certified
quantitative data for the followlig tests with each batch of broadgoods.
In addition, the vendor shall supply data on the ultimate tensilestrength, tensile modulus, and diameter of the boron filaments used in
the manufacture of the broadgoods, The vendor shall send three (3)
copies of the test data to the McDonnell Buyer. The Buyer in turn
shall send two of these copies to Quality Assurance and the remaining
copy to 1"aterial and Process Development Department. The test
methods are described in Paragraph 4.3. The required tests are:

4. .1I Resin Solids content of "A" staged resin prior to pre-pre;gging.

4.1.2 "A" stage pre-preg resin solids content.

4.].3 Total volatile content of resin in "A" staged pre-preg.

4.1.L Infrared spectrogram analysis of "A" staged resin.

4.2 MCDONNELL INCj%:lNG ITNSPECTTON TESTS - The foliowini, tests shall be
perforled at XcDonnel] for each incor,,iný' batch -' broad,'odIs. Tt.e
test methods are described in P'iragraph b .3, eerform. these testv for
each batch or 25OO ft> of prepreg, whichever is smaller.

l-,2,1 "A" stgwe pre-pret- resin solids content.

h.2.2 Total volatile content of resin in "A" stared pre-prc,'.

4.2.3 Infrared spectrogram, analysis of "A" ' tapLed resin.

h.2. 4 Horizontal shear strencth at R.T. snv. 5500.

4.2.5 Longitudinal Flexural Strength and Modulus at R.T. and 55COF.

4.2.6 Longitudinal Tensile Strength at R.T.

4.2.7 Transverse Tensile Strength at R.T.

4.3 TEST METHODS

4.3.1 Resin Solids Content of "A" Sta'ed Resin (.ýrior to

4.3-.1. Weih a dried, tared (to ý;earest 0.OO0 g) frittec cr•-ibe (W-) anl
place the resin sam:dle in1to it.

4.3.,.2 Wil ,h tuie crucible and resin to neare-t 2,000 ,; (W.),

.-3.1.3 heat the crucil']e and resin to ý00')°F at 1-3 0 F,/v.in and hold 1',or I inour.

4.3.1.4 Allow the crucible and resin solids to cool to rooar temperature
in a desiccator and weigh the crucible and resin solids to nearest
0.0001 g (W3 ).

4.3.1.5 Calculate resin solids content as follows:

% Resin solids content 1 0

w2 - WI

ISSUED M -522SJune 19D 1 BORON/POLYIKrDE FRE-PREG MATERIAL pMS - 522 11
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4.3.1.6 Report the arithmetic mean of at least two specimens.

4.3.2 "A" Stae Prepreg Resin Solids and Resin Volatile Content

4.3.2.1 Take duplicatc samples of boron/polyimide prepreg from the same sheet.
Sample size is 2.0 in. x 2.0 in. Weigh one cleaned and dried 150 ml.
Pyrex beaker to the nearest 0.0001 g and record weight as W.,

4.3.2.2 Place a sample of prepreg in the beaker and weigh to the neatest 0.0001 g.
Record as W2.

4.3.2.3 Heat the sample to 600°F at a rate of l-2 0 F/min. and hold for 1 hour.
Cool to room temperature in a desiccator. Weigh the sample to the
nearest 0.0001 g and record as W3 .

4.3.2.4 Weigh a cleaned and dried 150 ml. Pyrex beaker to the nearest 0.0001 g and
record as W4. Take the duplicate sample, place it in the beaker and weih.
to the nearest 0.0001 1,. Record as W5 .

4.3.2.5 Extract the polyiuide resin from the prepre6 with fl, nethyl-pyrrolidone

(M4P) solvent at 100-130OF for 1 hour. Weigh another 150 u.i. Pyrex
beaker to the nearest 0.0001 r and record as Wr. Transfer the resin-18P
solution to this beaker, weight to the nearest 0.0YO1 w, and record as W7 .
Weig:h the beaker with fibers remaining,' to the nearest M.(Yl j and record
as W•.

4.3.2.6 Boil the MdP off the resin-N.P solution by heating to 600 0 F at l-2 0 F/7irn.
and holdinr. for I hour. Cool to roo::. ters-erature ir. a desiccator. WeiCjr.

the remainit-4; solids and record as W,).

4.3.2.7 Calculate the prepreg resin solids as follows:

Preprep Resin Solids (' - WO - W:. (i00)
Content Wý - W4

Resin Total (W) -W " W3  (100)
Volatile Content (W2 - WI) - (Wý'-

Report the arithmetic mxean of at least 3 specimens.

MMS -522 BORON/POLYIfIDE PRE-PREG MATERIAL .ISSUED
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*4.3.S Filamlent Count - The filament count shall be established by
photographing a ).0-2,0 inch wide section of broadgoods.
enlarging to 1OOX and counting the filaments/inch. The
photograph, method may involve radiography.

4.3. Infrared Analysis

ij.3. .1 Place the "A" staged pri-preg resin on a potassium bromide
cell plate.

4.3.4.2 Place the pctassium bromide plate in a Beckman IR9 Infrared
Spectrophoto::eter or equivalent instrument and conduct the spectrum
scan in direct transmission. Set the Beckman IR9 instrument as
follows:

('-'ý Scanning Rate - 80 cm' 1 /min,
(0. Fine gain control setting - 3
(c' Coarse gain control setting - 10
(d) Routine slit control
(e) Period setting - 2
(f) Resolution - 25 ctr-I

4.3.5 Horizontal Shear Strength

4.3.5.1 The specimen configuration and load support method shall be as
specified in Figure I.

h.3.5.2 The specimen shall be loaded with 0.125 inch radius supports at
0.05 inch/min.

4.3.5.3 Calculate the horizontal shear strength as follows:

0.75P
Ps = F , where F. = Horizontal Shear Strength.lb/in2

P = Load, lb.
B = Specimen Width, in.
t = Laminate thickness, in.

4.3.5.4 Report the arithmetic mean of at least three values.

4.3.6 Longitudinal Flexural StrenKth and Modulus

4.3.6.1 The specimen configuration and load support method shall be as
shown in Figure II.

4.3.6.2 The specimen shall be loaded with 0.125 in. radius supports at a
rate of 0.05 in./min.

4.3.6,3 Place a deflectrometer capable of measuring deflection to 0.001 inch
under the span midpoint.

4.3.6.4 While the specimen is loaded record the deflection and load
continuously. Remove the deflectometer prior to failure. Record
the load at failure.

iSSUED -"
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S, tik••

4.3.6.5 Calculate the longitudinal flexural strength as follows: %A

Ft where Ft Fle:;.ual Strength, lb/I 2

W(t) ' P - Load, lb.
L = Test Span, in.
B = Specimen Width, in.
t = Specimen Thickness, in.

4.3.6.6 Calculate the longitudinal flexural modulus as follows:

E B(P1 l 2)- P(3 where E = Modulus, lb/in2

4B(t)(Y 1-Y2) Y - Deflection, in.

4.3.6.7 Deflection data (YI, Y2) are taken at the respective load (Pl, P2 ) data
points. Subscript 1 data is numerically larger than subscript 2 data.
Do not take P or Y data near either end of the curve. Report the
arithmetic mean of at least 3 values.

4.3.7 Longitudinal and Transverse Tension Properties

4.3.7.1 The specimen configuration shall be as shown in Figure Ill.

4.3.7.2 Filaments shall be parallel to the beam length for longitudinal tests and
perpendicular to the beam length for transverse tests. The tolerance on
alignment is ± 10.

4.3.7.4 Calculate the tensile strength as follows:

Ft PA where Ft = Tensile Strength, =b/in2

2B7 c+~ Load, lb.
2 = Specimen Width, in.

T = Opposite Skin Thickness, in.
C - Honeycomb Core Thickness, in.
A = Moment Arm, in.

4.3.7.5 Report the arithmetic mean of at least 3 values.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 MARKING OF CONTAINER - Each container shall be permanently marked with the

following information:

5.1.1 Title, number and revision letter of this specification.

5.1.2 Vendor's name and address.

5.1.3 Date of impregnation.

5.1.4 Size and number of sheets of broadgoods material.

MMS$ OO 1 OYMD - IsUED 7/
PAGE - O2 ! BORON/POLYIMIDE PRE-PRBG MATERIAL 2 Juoc 1973

CODE IDENT.NO. 76301J STANDARD MATERIAL SPECIFICATION j A
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S1.1,'• Resin manufacturer's batch number and trade name.

-ý.I .,D Vendor's pre-preo lot/batch number and trade nare.

5.1.7 CAUTION: Ship and store at or below O°F.

5.2 MARKING OF PLASTIC SHiEET CONTAINERS - Each plastic bagt shall be permanently
marked with the vendor's lot/batch number, sheet number and trade nar~e.

5-3 PACKAGING OF CONTAINER

5.3.1 Package each sheet of pre-preg material in individual sealed moisture
proof plastic bags.

5.3.2 Place silica gel (or equivalent desiccant) ,nside each sealed plastic bag.

5.3.3 The sealed plastic bags are to be packed in an Insulated shipptng
container that will be accepted for safe transportation by common
carriers. Construct the containers so that sufficient room is
available for the dry ice necessary to maintain the temperature
inside the container at or below 0°F for a minimum of three days.

5.5 SHIPPING - The container containing the pre-preg boron/polyimide
broadgoods shall be shipped by air expr'ess fron the vendor to
McDonnell. Upon receipt of the container at McDonnell, it shall
be opened to ascertain that solid dry ice remains in the container.

5 .6 STORAGE AT ?.CDOiF*ML

5 .. 1 i!&wediately upon rcceipt of the material at k&,Donnel!, the pre-jre£
material shall be forwarded to the Lsini; department, rc:.ovod from the
shipping container, and placed in (OF storale.

5. E). 2 The ioaterial info.r.ation on the sh[ppinri, nontaainer (nue i-Lraraph *.I)

shall be recorded with the date of arrival inclidec,.

6.0o NOTF S

Not applicable.

7.0 APPROVED PRODUCTS

Products which have been qualifiec! under the requircente of' th1in,
specification are listed below. Revision of the list will Le made
as nece.:;arn,. The I isntinop of" a product does not relcase the
supplier from cu.cnpliiance with the spdccification req ireret.
Reprodoction or reference to the list for advertoisi, purposen
is exprecoly forbidien.
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SUPPLIERS BROAD- SUPPLIERS NAME
NCAIR DESIGNATION DESIGNATION TAPE GOODS & ADDRESS

NMS-522 Boron/Skybond X Whittaker Research
703 Polyimide and Development
Resin 3540 Aero Court

San Dlcgo, California

NOTE: The accuracy of this method depends upon the care in handling the sample
and the equipment. It is also suggested that the micro traps be connected
with glass tubing and vinyl tubing prior to weighing in order to use
them as a single unit. The traps should be connected with the first trop
approximately 1 inch higher than the second.

P

. 0. 28" .... w* - 0.11"1

P/2 P/2

FIGURE I - HORIZONTAL SHEAR TEST

___A, _:• ____,",.w':A[-. ' 0.0,5"

0. 1
F I ,1!1, t1.)

FIGURE 1- LONGITUDINAL FLEXURE TEST
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1 , ______ .l

NOTES: (1) For 00 tension and compression tests metal skin, is 1 x 22 x
0.090 inch thick (minimum) 6Al-4V annealed titanium. Aluminum
honeycomb is 1.5 inch thick 5052-H39 non-perforated, 1/8 inch
cell - 0.003 inch foil gage (minimum).

(2) For 8 ply thick 900 tension tests: Metal skin is 1 x 22 x
0.063 inch thick 2024-T62 aluminum. Aluminum honeycomb is 1.5
inch thick 5052-H39 non-perforated, 3/16 ich cell - 0.0015 inch
foil gage (minimum).

(3) Boron/Polyimide skin is approximately 1 inch wide x 22 inch x
6 ply thick for the Oa tension specimens and 1.00 inch wide x
22 inch x 8 ply thick for the 900 tension test specimens.

(4) The hr -eycomb core width shall be a minimum of one cell size
(3/16" or 1/8" as applicable) wider on each side than the
boron/polyimide skin and the ribbon direction parallel to the
22 inch direction.

(5) Bond specimens with FM-400 per P.S. 14081 except curing pressure
may be 85 t 5 psig.

(6) Measure and record the metal skin thickness, honeycomb core
height, and the boron/polyimide skin width. Make measurements
in the 4.0 inch center span.

(7) The steel load pads must have length sufficient to overhang the
specimen edges, a minimum width of 0.75 inch, and a minimum radius
of 0.125 inch at edges where they contact the specimen surface.

FIGURE III

LONGITUDINAL (00) AND TRANSVERSE (900) TENSION TESTS
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TEST METHOD

PROPERTY PARAGRAPH REQUIREMENT

Resin Solids Content of "A" Staged 4.3.1 For Information Only
Resin

Pre-Preg Resin Solids Content 4.3.2 25-28% by weight
Total Volatile Content of Resin in "A"l

Staged Pre-Preg 4.3.2 40-43% by weight
Filament Count 4.3.3 208-216 filaments/inch

I Infrared Analysis 4.3.4 For Information Only

TABLE I - PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF

BORONI/POLYIMIDE "A" STAGED PRL-PREG

MECHANICAL TEMPERATURE MINIMUM TEST METHOD
PROPERTY (OF) AVERAGE (PSI) PARAGRAPH

Longitudinal Flexural R.T. 190,000 4.3.6
Strength, psi 550 155,000
15 Plies Thick

Longitudinal Flexural R.T. 26 x 106 4.3.6
Modulus, psi 550 21 x i06
15 Plies Thick

Horizontal Shear R.T. 11,000 4.3.5
Strength, psi 550 6,000
15 Plies Thick

Longitudinal Tensile RT. , * .5.7
Strength, psi
6 Plies Thick

Transverse Tensile R.T. * 4.5.7
Strength, psi
8 Plies Thick

* Values to be__erotiated

TABLE II - MECHANICAL PROPERTY REQUIREMEVTS OF CURED LAMINATES
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PRELIMINARY

M2.B-523

GRAPHITE/POLYfMIDE PRE-PREG MATERIAL

i.0 APPLICATION

1i1 This specification establishes the requirements for "B" staged
Polyimide resin impregnated Type II graphite fiber broadgood sheet.

1.2 This pre-preg material is to be used for the fabrication of high
performance composite structures over the approximate temperature
range of -65 0 F to 550 0 F.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOC-14ENTS

P.S. 14227 - Skins and Substructural Shapes, Structural, C'ap.1tc/Poyi•lde,
Fahrication and Acceptance of

3.0 REQUIRIENTS

3.1 CONSTITUET MATEPIALS

3•.11 Graphite Fiber - The graphite fiber shall be a high strength, intermediate

modulus type and shall have a minimuu tensile strength of 350,000 psi,
a minimum tensile modulus of 35 x 10 psi, no fiber twist, and a nominal
fiber/tow count of 10,000. Tow splices are not permitted. Any sizinrg:
or surfaete finish used shall not be ehanwed without written approval
from MCAIR.

3.1.2 Polyimide Resin - The polyi:i.ide resin shall ic capahle of structural
application to 550°F and permit the pre-preg t;roact-oods and law:inates
produced from the broadgoods to .-,et the requirements of this speci-
fication.

3.1.3 Patch - A batch is defined as a quantity of graphite/polyimide
broadg--•oods ti:anufactured without Interruption (normal wor:z shlif
stoppaFes excepted) usin, polyliidc resin fror. a strvnle batch,
graphite fiber/tow from: one or more lots, an, without change of
production equipment.

3.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PRE-PREq MATERIAL - The uncured pre-prerý material
shall meet the physical property requirements of Tablc I.

ISSUED MM5-523
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._ BROADGOODS - The lenfth, width, and number of individual pieces of
pre-preg shall be as specified on the purchase order. Defect areas
in any individual piece of broadgoods shall be identified by the
vendor.

GAPS - The maximum allowable gap or distance between adjacent tows
shall, be 0.10 inches, as determined with a non-contact measurement
apparatus. More than one gap of 0.075 - 0.10 inches per linear foot,
in any one sheet, shall not be acceptable.

3. SPLICES - Tow splices are not permitted.

3.6 ALICNVI N - The pre-pre,; shall. !: 1eet both of the following alicnment
requirements :

3. The lay' of the tow within the sheet slhall not deviate from a straight
line by more than 1i32 inch ir. a 2I.near foot.

3.,.2 The edg-e of the sheet sala' not deviate from a straight line by more
than 0.010 inch per foot of lcnast.

3.7 PRE-TR R.LE AS.E PAPER - The roluore paper backin, used on the orep
broacymoods shall' e--' adu of a mator.al that perzits separation of the.
broedgoods; fro!: the paper without resin loss fro'- the pre-pro.;, an-

srall not permit the I roa.iroodo to sidft or chanr;e position during
shipment or storage.

• PR'2-l'RSG V.•At,'f.,S - 'The pro-pre;- broadloods shall not cait' ever' 7ore
than TToitsh tidtI.

3-? .ECHANICAL PROP-ERTiEfl OF CUREiD IJV,!J1NATES - The :'eehanical prerert:." requ~re-
ments ef Table II shall be met when testing 4, i- and 11 ply umridire'r trnal
laminates fabrr-ated per P.S. 142227.

1.]0 CE.RTIFICATION - The vendor shall certify that his produbct 'oeets the
reqouiro:.ents of t[:ýt speclfication :-r tahe specific exception in the
purchlase order. The Ln,.:or, y yis I.rrtihication, guarantece that the
po]lYi::1.do resin formulation is tlhe sa.e as that used in the initial
qualif!cation tests.

3.11 DDEFECTS DURING US.G" - Defects as defined ly this specification fo':n.e, in
the pre-pre! ,:.aterlal after acceptance has been completed are sti'! ca1ese
"f'or reJection of the unused portion of the batch. Dc fots cassec: it :ser
wrishandlin , improper stora:,e, or e.Npiration of shelf life are not venier
res, onli li tx,.

3.12 WORKING LIFE - The prepre.: broadtgoods shall be capable of passinL-. the resin

tack test (Para. 4.4.6) end meetin(g the mechanical property requirements of

Table 11 after ,hO hours at 61 to 7T0F.
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3.13 REJECTION - Graphite/polyinide broadgoods not conforming to the
requirements of this specification shall be rejected.

4,0 QUALITY' ASSUBANCE

4.1 MFMDOR BATCH CERTIFICATION TESTS - The vendor shall supply certified
quantitative data for the following tests with each batch of broad-
goods. In addition, the vendor shall supply data on the ultimate
tensile strength, tensile modulus, and diameter of the graphite
filaments used in the manufacture of the broadroods. The vendor
shall send three (3) copies of the test data to the NcD'nnull
Buyer. The Buyer in turn shall send two of these copies to Quality
Assurance and the remaining copy to tnferial and Process Development
Departrmcnt. The test methods are described in Paragraph 4.4. The
required tests are;

li.1.1 Lorngitudinal. flexural strength and m.odulus at R.T,. arid 1': 0 'F. I
4.1.2 Horizontal shear strength at R.T. and 550 0 F.

4.1.3 Pre-preg rosin solids contient.

1.].im Total volatile content of resin in pre-pref.

4.1.5 Infrared analysis.

li.I.( Hcsln Tuck

IL.!.7 Drapnbility

4.2 MCDONNELL INCOMING INSPECTION TESTS - The following tests shall be
perforired at McDonnell for each incoming shipment of broadleods. This
includes different shipments of the same batch of Uroadgoods. The
test methods are described in Paragraph 4.4. Perform these tests for
each batch or 2500 ft- of prepreg, whichever is smaller.

.2.1 Ionj-t dinal flexural strength and modulus at R.T. and -'00F.

4.2._ Horizontal shear strength at R.T. and 550 0 F.

e.2.3 Lonjitudinal tensile streng:th at !.T.

1._2.11 Transverse tensile strength at R.T.

11.2.5 Pre-preg resin solids content.

%.2.6 Total volatile content of resin in pre-prcg.

,.2.7 Infrared analysis of "B" sta4;ed resin,

ISSunE 1971 GRAPHITE/POLYI1IJDE PRE-PREG MATERIAL PAGE 3 OF 13 ,
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"4.2. McDonnell reserves the right to perform any additional tests of
. Paragraph 3.0 as a further means of determining, the acceptability

of incoming material.

4.3 RETEST PROVISIONS

4.3.1 A batch of broadgoods which fails two (2) or more of the specified tests
for vendor certificationor McDonnell incoming inspection shall be
rejected. The rejected batch of broadgoods, however, ;:iay be reworked,
retested and resubmitted.

4;43.2 A batch of broadgoods which fails only one of the specified tests for
vendor certification or McDonnell incoming inspection may be retested
for the failed test only. If the retest fails, then the provisions of
Paragraph 3.12 are in effect. If the retest is acceptable, then the
broadgoods batch is acceptable.

4.4 TEST METHODS - Specimens for destructive tests are to be machined using
diamond tools only. Diamond particule size shall be 120 grit or finer.
Cutting speed is 1800-4000 surface feet per minute at a feed rate of
4.0 inch/min. The following nomenclature is to be used for calcu-
lations of mechanical propertiest

P = Load, lbs.
L = Test Span, inches
B = Specimen Width, inches
T = Metal Skin Thickness, inches
E = Modulus, lbs/in. 2

"fff = Ultimate Flexural Strength, lbs/in. 2

-It - Ultimate Tensile Strength, lbs/in. 2

7 = Shear Strength, lbs/in. 2

Y = Deflection, inches
W .= Weight, grams
C Honeycomb Core Height. inches
t Craphite/Polyimide Thickness, inches

4.4.1 Lonitudinal Flexural Strength and Modulus

4.4.1.1 The specimen configuration and load support method shall be as shown
in Figure 1.

4.4.1.2 The specimen shall be loaded with 0.125 inch radius supports at a rate
of 0.05 in/min.

14.4.1.3 Place a deflectometer capable of measuring deflection to 0.001 inch under
the. span midpoint.
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.4a.4 sle the specimen ls loaded record the deflection and load
ca tinuously. Remove the deflectofteter prior to failure.
Re ord the load at tailure.

14.-.1.5 Ca culate the longitudinal flexural strength as follows:

T'f inI- 5
-. ,Bt

S4.4.1.6 Calculate the longitudinal flexural modulus as follows:

(Pi - P2) (0 3 )

E = �Bt 3 (y, - y2)

4.4.1.7 Deflection data (YI, Y2 ) are taken at the respective load (PI, P2 )
data points. Subscript 1 data is numerically larger than subscript
2 data. Do not take P or Y data near either end of the curve.
Report the arithmetic mean of at least 3 values.

4.4.2 Horizontal Shear Strength

4.A.2.1 The specimen configuration and load support method chall bc as shown
in Figure 2.

4.4.2.2 The specimen shall be loaded with 0.0625 Inch radius supports at
0.05 inch/min. Record the failure load.

4.4.2.3 Calculate the horizontal shear strength as follows:

0.75 P
Bt

1,.L.2.h Report the arithmetic mean of at least three values.

Longitudinal and Transverse Tension Properties

4.4.3 .1 The specimen configuration shall be as shown in Figure 3. This
specimen is used for longitudinal tensile strength and transverse
tensile strength.

-4i..3.2 Filaments shall: be parallel to the beam length for longitudinal tests
and perpendicular to the beam length for transverse tests. The
tolerance on alignment is + 10.

4.4.3.3 The loading rate shall be 0.05 Inch/min. using knife edge supports.

4.4.3.4 Record the failure load for all specimens. Report the arithmetic mean

of at least three values.
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4.4- 3,5 Calculate the longitudinal (00) and transverse (900) tensile strength
as follows

Irt. = Bt(C+ t ±T)

14.4.4 "A" Stage Prepreg Resin Solids and Resin Volatile Content

4.4.4.1 Take duplicate samples of boron/polyimide prepreg from the same sheet.
Sample size is 2.0 in. x 2.0 in. Weigh one cleaned and dried 150 ml.
Pyrex beaker to the nearest 0.0001 g and record weight as W1.

4.4.4.2 Place a sample of prepreg in the beaker and weigh to the nearest 0.0001 g.
Record as W2.

4.4.4.3 Heat the samples to 6000 F at a rate of l-2 0 F/min. and hold for 1 hour.
Cool to room temperature in a desiccator. Weight the sample to the
nearest 0.0001 g and record as W3 .

4.4.4.4 Weigh a cleaned and dried 150 ml Pyrex beaker to the nearest 0.0001 g
and record as W4. Take the duplicate sample , place it in the beaker
and weigh to the nearest 0.0001 g. Record as W5 .

4.4.4.5 Extract the polyimide resin from the prepreg with V1, methylpyrolidone
(W.P) solvent at 100-130OF for 1 hour. Weigh another 150 ml. Pyrex beaker
to the nearest 0.0001 g and record as W6 . Transfer the resin-NMP solution
to this beaker weigh to the nearest 0.0001 g and record as W7 . Weigh the
beaker with fibers remaining to the nearest 0.0001 g and record as W8.

4.4.4.6 Boil the l'ff' off the resin-WvP solution by heating to ,00OF at l-2 0 F/min.
and holding for 1 hour. Cool to room temperature in a desiccator. Weigh
the remaining solids and record as W9 .

4.4.4.7 Calculate the prepreg resin solids as follows:

Prepreg Resin Solids (%) W9 - W4 (100)
Content W5 -W

Resin Total (W) W2 - W3  (1lO)
Volatile Content (W Wl-(W-

Report the arithmetic mean of at least 3 specimens.

MGMS -523 RAPHITE/POLYIMIDE PRE-PREG MATERIAL ISSUED
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Infrared Analysis

11.4.5.1 Place the pro-pre• resin on a potassium bromide cell plate.

4.4,.5.2 Place the potassium bromide plate in a Beckman IR9 Infrared
Spectrophotometer or equivalent instrunMent and conduct the spectrum
scan in direct transmission. Set the Beckman IR9 instrument as
follows:

W(a Scanning Rate - 80 crnl/min.
Fine gain control setting - 3

c) oarse Gain control setting - 10
d) Routine slit control

(e) Period setting - 2
(f) Resolution - 25 cIrl

"' 4.4.6 Resin Tack

SL6.1 Prepare a steel test tool 4.0 in. x h.o in. with Mold Wiz F-57, Axel
Plastics Research Laboratories.

h.L.6.2 Cut two (2) pieces of test material three (3) x four (4) inches long.

4-1.-.63 Condition the tool and pre-preg at room temperature for 30 minutes.

L.I,.6.4 Place the test tool on end in a vertical position and place one ply
of pre-preg on the tool with a squeegee. Remove the separator paper
from the first ply.

L.L.6.5 Place the second ply against the first ply and squeegee for intimate
contact between the two plies.

h.h.6.6 Determine whether the prc-preg material adheres to itself and the tool.

4.14.7 Drapability

1.h.4..l Cut sufficient material to obtain a sample 2 inches lonL by 3 inches
wide maximum.

4.1,.7.2 Bend specimen in the fiber (00) direction over a 1/16 inch radius mandrel.

14.14.7.3 Repeat test for at least three separate samples.

4.L .7.1; Report results as "pass" or "fail". All three tests must pass or material
has failed to meet the drapability requirement.
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Tow Count

",h.5.1 Back light a 3 inch wide section of broadgoods and count the number of
tows in that 3 inch width.

4.4-- Divide that number by 3 and report the tow count as the number of tows
per inch.

4.4.9 Thickness Per Ply - Measure the thickness of the cured laminate in at
least 5 locations, spaced to represent the laminate, with a flat-nosed
micrometer, to the nearest 0.001 inch. Average the readings and divide
by the number of plies. Report as "thickness per ply".

4.h.l0 Reports and Specimen Disposition - One copy of all test results shall
be sent to the Material and Process Development Department. Retain
all specimens a minimum of two (2) weeks after issuance of the test
report. Disposal at that time is at the discretion of the Test Labora-
tory Supervisor.

5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 MAýRKING OF CONTAINER - Each container shall be permanently marked with
the following information:

5.1.1 Title, number and revision letter of this specification.

5.1.2 Vendor's name and address.

5.1.3 Date of impregnation.

5.1.4 Size and number of sheets of broadgoods material.

5.1.5 Resin manufacturer's batch number and trade name.

5.1.6 Vendor's pre-preg lot/batch number and trade name.

5.1.7 CAUTION: Ship and store at or below 0°F.

5.2 MARKING OF PLASTIC SHEET CONTAINERS - Each plastic bag shall be permanently
marked with the vendor's lot/batch number, sheet number and trade name.

5.3 PACKAGING OF CONTAINER

5.3.1 Package each sheet of pre-preg material in individual sealed moisture
proof plastic bags. .

5.3.2 Place silica gel (or equivalent disiccant) inside each sealed plastic bag.

MMS-523 I iSSUED
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5.3.3 The sealed plastic bags are to be packed in an insulated shipping
container/that will be accepted for safe transportation by common
carriers. Construct the containers so that sufficient room is
available for the dry ice necessary to maintain the temperature
inside the container at or below O0F for a minimum of three days.

5,5 SHIPPING - The container containing the pre-preg graphite/polyimide
broadgoods shall be shipped by air express from the vendor to
McDonnell. Upon receipt of the container at McDonnell, it shall
be opened to ascertain that solid dry ice remains in the container.

5.6 STORAGE AT CDOINELL

5.6.1 Immediately upon receipt of the material at McDonnell, the pre-preg
material shall be forwarded to the using department, removed from
the shipping container, and placed in 00F storage.

5.6.2 The material information on the shipping container (see Paragraph 5.1)
shall be recorded with the date of arrival included.

5.0 NOTES

Not applicablc.

1.0 APPRo'= PRODCTS

Products which have been qualified under the requirements of this
specification are listed below. Revision of the list will be made
as necessary. The listing of a product does not release the
supplier from compliance with the specification requirements.
Reproduction or reference to the list for advertising purposes
is expressly forbidden.

MCAIR SUPPLIERS ' BROAD SUPPLIERS NAME
DESIGNATION DESIG1ATION TAPE GOODS ADDRESS

14S-521 Nodmor II X Whittaker Research
Graphite/Skybond 703 and Developvcnt
Polyimide Resin 3510 Aero Court

San Diego, California
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- 4| T-L WAD PADS (TnP)
WEETA L SKINL JA _ _UINW

if ~~ I . GRAPHITE/POLYMBE SKINT _20 1.0"

"22.0"

NOTES: (1) For 00 tension test, the metal skin ix 1 x 22, x 0.090 inch
thick (minimum) 6A1-hv annealed titanium. Alur:inum honeycomb
is 1.5 inch thick 5052-H39 non-perforated, 1/8 inch cell - 0.003
inch foil gage (minimum).

(2) For 900 tension test, the metal skin is 1 x 22 x 0.063 inch
thick 2024-T62 aluminum. Aluminum honeycomb is 1.5 inch thick
"5052-H39 non-perforated, 3/16 inch cell - 0.0015 inch foil
gage (minimum).

(3) Graphite/Polyimide skin is approximately I inch wide x 22 inch
x h ply thick for the 0° tension sgecimens and 1.00 inch wide
x 22 inch x 6 ply thick for the 909 tension test specimens.

(4) The honcycomb core width shall be a rninimum of on, cell size
(3/16" or 1/8" as applicable) wider on each side than the
vraphite/polyimide skin and the ribbon direction parallel
to the 22 inch direction.

(5) Bond specir.ens with Fi.-400 per P.S. 14081 except cnring pressure
may be 35 + 5 psig.

(j) ':casure and record the metal skin thickness, honeycomb core
height, and the graphite/polyimide skin width. Make measure-
mcntb in the L.0 inch center span.

(7) The steel load pads T.ust have length sufficicnt to overhang the
specimen edges, a rrinimu!.i width of 0.75 inch, and a minimum
radius of 0.125 inch at edgen where they contact the speci.en
surface.

FIGURE 3

LOUICITUDINAL (00) AND TRANSVERSE (900) TEN3ION TESTS
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TEST MET'HOD
PROPERTY - PARAGRAPH RD~UIRNEI~r

Rosin Solids Content 4 .4 37 + 3% by weight

Tctal Volatile Content of 4J.4. 40 + -% by weight
R~esin in Fre-Preg

infrared Arialysis 4.4~.5 For information only

4.4.6 Adhere to a vertical surface

Drapability 4.I 7 Shall bend on a 1/.16 i n ch
radius man~rn2 with no
evidence of filamient dama~e

Tow Count As rpecified in ?urchnse Ordcor

Workinc Life at 6r/-75 0F -240 hours T..,' i IR11'

S.tc'race Life at 00F - .2 r~onth.. r:An1:,1n

TABLE 1 - PHYSICAL PRO0PERTY REQUInE2.1ENS OF UNCURED PHE-PHEG I.ATKHIAL

IIECHAMICAL TaPFRATUHE I:TINIIMU TFEST 1,1FT110D

PROPERTY F) AVlE-RAE (F-'-) P rWI;M
L'nn-ittndinal Y~cxira) l.17,0
2-tren!cth, psi 15 110,000

ILoni'tudinal F.e::iiral RI.T. 15 x 2

Io2wpsi55 14 x 106

]!or zontaol Slicur 13.T.

L L~~iuJTc-nsic 11.T. 14

'2:-arnoverre Tenoll.r Rj.T.*

Ttc-n~~Per Ply - Y'r lunfor-.tion.

*Valucr5 to 1), c flC'tia tc(d

T"AiLE" 11 - NECHANJJ AL PROPERTY HEC4JI10--iTS OF' CURED LAI4IX:ATFS
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"PRELIMINARY

FS. 14-.114 FABRICATION

S\IS, STJCTJRAL, BORON/POLYUINDE, FABRICATION Aft ACCEPTANCE OF PROCEMMS

1.0 APPLICATION 0._ 3.2 Metlbond 840 Adhesive Film per MMS-304,
"0.135 t 0.015 lb/ft , Whittaker Corporation, Narmco

1,1 This process specification defines the Materials Division, Costa Mesa, California.
procedures for fabricating boron/polyimide struc- 3.3 Narmeo 800 IT Primer per MMS-304, Whittakertural skins which incorporate a bonded titanium C o n Narmec 0aterials iio CoSta Mesae
splice skin around the periphery. This specifi- Corporation, NIa mco Materials Division Costa Mesa,
cation also pertains to fabrication of flat California.
composite laminates without splice bonded edge 3.4 Permacel No. 02C, Double Sided Tape, 1.0merbers. inch wide, Permacel Tape Co., or equal.

3.5 DK-153 cork dar.-O.5 in. wide, thickness1.2 This specification is effective upon determined by laminate, Armstrong Cork Co.,issue and when specified on an Engineering St. Louis, Fo.Dravin•.,
2.0 PLICABLE ; 3.6 Y-9050 Lead Foil Tape, 3M Company, or equal.

3.7 9151 Vacuum Bag Sealant Tape per MMS-335,
2.1 The follovinC specifications (or docu- pink, 3/32' thick, I" wide, Schnee-Morehead Polymer

ments) form a part of this specification to the Corporation, Irving, Texas.
extent specified herein. 3.8 Mylar Film, Tyrpe A, 0.0015 inch thick,

E. I. duPont Film Division, Wilmington, Dýlaware.P.S. 12030 - Alkaline Cleaning
3.9 Nylon Film, Copran '1.,pe 512-H or SO Goge

P.S. 12045 - Cleaning, Liquid Hone 2, Allied Chemical Corporation, or equal.
P.S. 140S1 - Sandwich Material, Aluminum 3.10 Teflon Squeegee, 3.0 inch x 5.0 inch.Honeycomb - Boron/Epoxy Skin, Fabrication and

Acceptance Procedure for 3.11 Acrylic Plastic Sheet, minimum of 0.125
inch thick, Commercial.

P.S. 14225 - Rudder Assembly, Boron/Polyimide
Skin - Fiber Glass/Polyimide Honeycomb Sandwich, 3.12 Silicone Rubber Liheet, 1/32 inch thick,Fabrication and Inspection of per ZZ-R-765 Class II, Grade 50.

P.S. 20002 - Safety Standards and Information 3.13 Glass Cloth, Style IBI and 1000,on the Use and Handling of Hazardous Materials Commercial.

P.S. 20503 - Calibration Laboratories, Facility 3.14 Teflon Ccated Class Fabric per T.2•-528,and Operational Requirements for Connecticut Hard Rubber Co.; 3TLL Teflon Coated
Fabric, Paliflex Products Company, or equal.P.S. 20509 - Requirements for Class 2 Clean

Rooa 3.15 F:old Wiz F-57 Y:old Release, or equal.
P.C. 21233 - Nondestructive Testing of

Adhesive Bonds 3.16 Ram 225 and Plastilease 331 t-Vold Release,
P.S. d1239 - Coating Thickness 1.,easurement Ram Cherical Company. Los Angeles, California.
F.S. 23ho1 - Certit..ation of Furnaces and 3.17 N4380-10 TFE Coated Class Fabric, 50-54Ter.perature Control Systems for Heat Treating and inches wide, Dodce Industries: CKR 6TB TFE CoatedThermral Processing Glass Fabric, 36 inches wide (miniutun,), Connecticut

Hard Rubber Company, or equal.
e.24S-304 - High Temperature Resistant Structural

Adhesives 3.18 White cotton and rubber rloves.

1TZ-335 - Sealant Material, Vacuum Bag

1.2!.S-522 - Boron/Polyimide Preý-Preg Material

!VS-528 - Glass Fabric, Teflon Coated
3.0 MATERIALS AND/OR SCLUTIONS

3.1 "A" Staged Boron/Polyimide Pre-Preg
.'atera2 •rer PY.S-522, Whittaker Research and
Development, San Diego, California.

P ,S. 1 -22 
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F.S, --'12•L (CONT!NMD) rABRICATION

r. - (PROCEDURES

3.11 Solutions 4,10 Intermediate lcy-up fixture.

(a) Pass-Jell 107-C7, Semco Soles and 4.11 Final lay-up and curing fixture.
Service Inc.

4.12 Dismord cutting wheels and routers with
(b) Nitric Acid 420 Be' (O-N-350), Technical. 200 grit or finer diamond particles.

(c) Chromic Acid (0-C-303), Flake. 4.13 X-acto knives, "pizzn" cutters or
equivalent.

(d) Methyl Ethyl Ketone (TT-M-261),
4.14 Thermostatically controlled heat iron

(e) Deionized water. (150°F maximum).

3.20 Untreated Kraft Wrapping Paper per 4.15 Equipment per P.S. 21239 for measuring dry
1T1-P-268. primer thickness.

3.21 0.050 Inch thick 6AI-5V annealed titanium
sheet per MIL-T-9046, Type III, Composition C
(required for fabrication of finger panels). 5,0 REQUIRDiENTS

4.1 Autoclave capable of 400OF (minimum) 5.1.1 The initial fabrication of any composite
and 200 psig (minimum) nitrogen and/or air preasur- part shall be witnessed by the Material and Process
ized with pressure control capability of + 5 psig Development Department. Fabrication as witnessed by
and a minimum heat up rate of 3

0
F/min. A-continuous Yaterisl and Process Development shall not be changed

temperature recording system and a 50 COW vacuum without notifying Material and Process Development
pumping sysLem capable of maintaining 200 microns or Department.
lesn of vacuum are required. The autoclave must be
certified to P.S. 23401, Class 2C, except as noted 5.1.2 Personnel who fabricate composite parts
in Paragraph 7.1.1. shall be qualified. They must demonstrate, by

passing applicable written and/or practicea proficiency
4.2 Cold trap, capable of condensing all tests, that they possess the skills and knowledwe

volatiles removed by the vacuum pumping system. necessary to ensure acceptable workmanship on the
part to be fabricated. A list of qualified personnel

1.3 Ultrasonic NUT equipment per shall be maintained.
P,S. 21211.4.

5.1.3 The lay-up area shall meet the require-
ments of P.S. 20509 except the temperature shall le

4.1 Air circulating oven with 250OF caps- 65 to 75
0

F and the relative humidity shall not exceed
bility certified per P.S. 23401 Class 3A for drying, the following values.
both cleaned and primed parts. Also, air circu-
latinrj oven with 600

0
F capability certified per

"1.5. 231,01 Class 3C for post curing oomposite parts. * LATJVE -

h.5 0.en, air circulating type, capable of 2
55noF (rinimum), certified per P.S. 23101, Class lB,
for performing elevated temperature tests on process , .
control specimens. S _ _

45 75 75

h.6 Test equipment for testing process control 4 A (0p)

specimens at roon, temperature and 550 F. TEMPERATURE (OF)

4.7 Refrigeration facilities for storing 5.1.4 Thermocouples
pre-prep material, adhesive, and primer at 0 4 100F.

(a) Production Part - A minimum of 4 thermo-
4.8 Liquid honing equipment per P.S. 12015, couples shall be used for each production part.

They shall be located at opposite ends and sides
4.9 Alkaline cleaning equipment per P.S. 22030. of the ptact, and on the 1,onded titanium splice

components or trim area of the laminate as appli-
cable. For production parts of varying thickness,

ISSUED ~SKINS, STRUCTURAL, BORON/POLYIMIDE, FABRICATION & ACCEPTANCE OF PS 42
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rS. 1•.2.2. (COWrIINUD) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

the necessary number of additional thermocouples 5.3.3 Qualified Metlbond 840 adhesive and

nhall be used to insure uniform heating in all Narmco 800 11 primer shall be stored at 0 + 10OF
sections of the part. upon receipt and when not in use. Each shall be

packaged in a manner similar to the supplier's

(t ) Process Control 5peoimens - A single packaging technique. They shall not be removed

hrm~coupl shall Do Placed adjacent to the from their sealed package or container until

process control laminate lay-up. A single thermo- moisture ceases to condense on the package or

couple shall be attached to the center of the container surface.
double lap shear process control panel.

5.3.4 A record shall be kept of the batch and

NOTE: Under no circumstances shall thermocouples roll number of the adhesive and primer batch and

7e placed directly on the surface of the pre-preg container number used in the composite assembly.

lay-up.
5.3.5 Adhesive splice Joints shall not overlap

5.1.5 The leakage rate shall not exceed 0.5 or have a gap greater than 1/32 inch.
inches of mercury per minute when leak checking the
bageed lay-up both in the lay-up room and in the 5.3.6 All personnel shall wear clean white

autoclave, cotton gloves when handling cleaned or primed

unwrapped parts, film adhesives or parts with

5.2 LAY-UP AND CURING FIXT'UES film adhesives applied.

5.2.1 An intermediate lay-ip fixture shall 5.4 PRE-PREC AND LAY-UP
be used to lsy-up the initial half of a composite
la•inate when the laminate incorporates e bonded 5 .4.l The boron/polyimide pre-preg sheet material
titanium splice skin around the periphery, shall be shipped in the "A" stae condition with

Teflon coated glass fabric on one side and plastic

5.2.2 The top surface of the final lay-up release material on the other side. The boron/

and curing fixture shall have a finish of 80 RHR polyimide material shall be packaged in individual

or less. sealed moisture proof plastic bas with enough dry
ice to keep the pre-preg at 0 100 F.

5.2.3 The final lay-up and curing fixture
shall be a minimum of 3.0 inches larger in all 5.4.2 The horon/polyimide pre-preg ("A" stage

edge directions than the dams or joined peripheral and "B stage) material shall be packaged in indi-
'-embers of the structural part, plus ample area vidual sealed moisture proof plastic bags and stored
for the 6.0 inch x 4 inch process control laminate, at 0 * 10

0
F when not in use.

For parts with splice bonded metal components, the
fixture shall also have ample area for the 9 inch 5.4.3 The boron/polyimide pre-preg* ("A" stae

x 10 inch double lap shear process control panel. and "B" stage) material shall remain inside the
sealed rioisture proof plastic bar a minim-um of 30

5.3 ADHESIVE AND BONDING minutes after removal from 0°F storage to room
temperature working area.

5.3.1 Titanium components of the covposite
laminate shall bo cleaned and primed prior to splice 5.414. Butt Joints of the pre-preC material within
bondinr:. Priming shall be accomplished within 8 the composite (end to end type) are not allowed, unless
hours after cleaninC and bonding within 21 days required by the Engineering Drawing.
rI'tcr p'rimin'-:.

5 .4. 5  The edge of anty individual piece of

5.3.2 Each batch or shipment of Metlbond 840 pre-preg material in one layer shall not be placed
adhesive and Mirmco 900 II primer shall be quall- directly over the edge of another piece of pre-pre.

fled upon receipt at MCAIR per '.S-304. These in a previous layer. Joints such as this shall be
materials shall also be requalified prior to their overlapped a t:inimum of 0.5 inch.

isarse according to the criteria established in
;":5-3O4.

p.';. 1h221 ISSUED
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P.S. 1224 (CWTIlNUE) FABRICATION

5.4.6 Cut edges of pro-preg terminating 6.0 PROCEZXp
Inside the laminate shall be unifom and defect
free. 6.1 "B" STAGING BORON/POLYINIDE SmI0S

5.4.7 Where steel dam are used, cut edges 6.1.1 Remove the "A" staged boron/polyimide
of the pre-preg shall be within 0.10 inch of the pre-preg from 00 storage. Keep the pre-preg material

inside edge of the dam. in the plastic beg a minimum of 30 minutes after
removal from the freezer.

5.4.9 Composite laminates without bonded
splice members around the periphery shall be fabri- 6.1.2 Identify the orientation of each ply in
cated a minimum of 0.5 inches oversize on all the composite laminate by marking Mylar templates.
sides for trimming purposes. Identify each template with progressive numbers

(1, 2, 3, 4 . . etc.) as shown on the Engineering
5.4.5 Any individual piece of pre-preg Drawing. Do not use grease pencil.

material in the composit, lay-up shall not be
exposed to room temperature in excess of 240 6.1.3 Remove the "A" staged pre-preg from the
cumulative hours prior to cure. plastic bag and then orient the "A" staged sheet,

sandwiched between Teflon coated glass fabric on
5.4.10 Tools, clamps, etc. shall not be one side and plastic release material on the other

placed on top of the lay-up unless required by side, in the designated direction and cut to the
the fabrication procedure. dimensions of the Mylar templates. Identify each

cut pre-preg ply on the Teflon backing with the
5.4.11 Manufacturing and Quality Assurance corresponding number from the Mylar template.

personnel working on or inspecting the lay-up at
any time prior to the start of the cure cycle 6.1.4 Place the numbered plies of boron/
shall wear clean shop coats and caps. polyimide pre-preg, with the plastic release

sheet removed from the pre-preg (Teflon coated
5.5 PROCESS CONTROL SPECDIMES tlass fabric remains on bottom surface of pre-preg),

nan oven certified to P.S. 23401, Class 3A. Tape
5.5.1 Cleaning control coupons per Figure 1 the pre-preg in place if necessary.

(lap shear specimens used to evaluate the effective- 6.1.5 Place a thermocouple near the pre-preg
ness of cleaning and etching solutions) shall be 6.1e5 Place a t l e near the p e at

fabricated and tested, with test results meeting (sandwiched between CHR 3TLL and Yylar also). Heat
the lap shear requirements in Table II. the pre-preg to 215 + 2°F in 10 to 30 minutes, hold

at that temperature Tor 10 * •5 minutes.
5.5.2 A boron/polyimide process control 6.1.6 At the end of the "B" stage cycle, shut

laminate shall be fabricated and cured at the same off the oven blowers and heater and then open the
time and under the sa vacuum beg as eah pro- oven doors.
duction part. This laminate shall be evaluated
per Section T.O and conform to the mechanical 6.1.7 Remove the "B" staged sheets from the
property requirements of Table 11. oven, place in plastic bags and then reseal the bags.

6.1.8 Store the "B" staged sheets in sealed
5.5.3 One double lap shear process control plastic bags at 0 * 1O0F if not used within 5 hours

panel of the construction illustrated in Figure 2 on the lay-up.
shall be fabricated and cured with each production
part (under the asme vacuum bag) which incorporates 6.2 CLEANING OF TITANIUM SPLICE PLATE (IF REQUIRED)
splice bonded titanium components. This panel
shall be evaluated per Section T.O and conform to NOTE: Fabricate and test cleaning control coupons
the mechanical property requirements of Table IJ. (Paragraph 5.5.1) before bonding parts.

5.6 CURE CYCLE 6.2.1 Solvent wipe the part (titanium splice
skin, finger panels and cleaning control coupons)

5.6.1 The "A" staged pre-preg shall be "B" with .EK to remove grease or oil contamination. Do
staged for 3 hours + 2 minutes at 215 t 20?. not vapor degrease.

5.6.2 A minimum of 29" WS vacuum is required
throughout the pre-preg cure cycle. 6.2.2 Liquid hone the part per P.S. 12045. If

alkaline cleaning will not be performed within 2 hours

5.6.3 Heat up rate shall be 3-40F/min. after liquid honing, protect the part by wrapping
with vax-free Kraft paper.

ISSUED P.S. 122i4
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P.s. 14224 (CONUEtD) FABRICATION
PROCEIURES

6.2.3 Alkaline clean the part per P.8. 12030, 6, 3.,4  Remove the o"3 staged pre-preg from
1Zpe II. Immerse the part immediately in Pasa-Jell O store and keep in the plastic bag a minimum

solution or the part maiy be air dried for 20 minutes of 30 minutes, if necessary. Pre-preg material
maximum prior to immersion in Pa-Jell. may be stored at room temperature overnight if

Sthe remainder is completely used the following
6.2.l Ismerne the part in a room temperature day. However, do not allow the pre-preg material

Pass-Jell solution of the ccposition defined in to be exposed to temperatures over 0 + l0op
STable I for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove and rinse the unneceusarily.

Spart thoroughly in room temperature delonized water.

Check for water-break free surface. If water-break 6.3.5 Remove the Metlbond 80 adhesive (if
occurs, reclean parts from Pars. 6.2.2 to 6.2.1,. required) from 00 refrigeration and allow to warm

Rpm = WALLBATCHI_____BATCHto room temperature. Verify that the adhesive has
* MATERIAL _____ _T__ lAGE DATCH been qualified per IM-304. Record the adhesive

Psa-Jell 107-C7 541 ml. 14,3 Gal. batch and roll number.

Concentrated Nitric 1,163 MI. 30.7 gal. 6.3.6 Proceed with fabrication of the struc-
Acid (•W 3 ) tural composite part per Paragraph 6.4.1 or 6.4.2
Deionized Water 1 gal. 100.0 gal, as applicable, but first make certain (if the

fabrication procedure is per Paragraph 6.4.1) that
Chromic Acid 165 grams 36.5 lbs. the lap shear cleaning control coupons of Paragraph

6.2 have been tested and meet the requirements of
Table II. If they do not, reclean all titanium

TABLE I - PASA-JUL= SOLUTION CO06ITION components of the structural part and again evaluate
cleaning control coupon- per Paragraph 6.2.

6.2.5 the part at 00 to for 306.4 FABRICATION PROCEDURE
minutes in an oven certified per P.S. 23401,
Class 3A. Protect the part by wrapping with wax-
free Kraft paper If Priming is not to be performed 6.4.1 Structural Skins with a Bonded Titaniumimrediately after drying. If priming is not perf Splice Skin Around the Periphery
formed within e hours after drying, reclean the
part Per Paraii aph 6a2. (a) Clean the surface of the intermediate

pa 2.t pr•Ly-up fixture with an MEK dampened cheesecloth,

6.2.6 Apply Narmco 800 II Primer to the Then cover the surface with a sheet of CER 6TB
cleaned metal bonding surfaces to a thickness of Teflon coated glass fabric (or equivalent),
1-2 r/is and air dry 60 •ninutes and then force dry
at 200 + 25dF for 30 minutes I- n -ell ventilated (b) Position the primed titanium splice skin
oven ce~tified per P.S. 23101, Class 3A. Attach assembly on the intermediate lay-up fixture.
thermocouples to surfaces which will not be bonded.

6*3 REPAATIN FO FARICAION(c) Apply a single layer of M~etlbond 840 fill

6.3 PREPARATION FOR FABRICATION adhesive to all exposed titanium surfaces which have
been primed and will be bonded to pre-prer. Follow

6.3.1 Cut n sheet of CH1 6TB Teflon coated the procedures described below using clean white
glass fabric (cr equivalent) to a dimension which cotton gloves at all times.
equals the area formed by the outer perimeter of (1) Cut thl tdhesi
the dams Or titanium splice skin assembly. (1) Cut the adhes .ive to the approximate

e dshape of the surface to be bonded on a table which

6.3.2 Cut a sheet of CHW 3TLL (or equivalent) has been previously cleaned with MEK or equivalent.
release fabric to the same dimensions as the If splice Joints are required, they shall not overlap
CHR 6TB material, Where necestary, splice the CHR or have a Fap greater than 1/32 Inch.
3TL (or equivalent) with an FEP Teflon tape to
obtain sufficient area. (2) Remove the protective wrapping, from

one side of the adhesive film and apply the film
6,3.3 Cut one layer of 181 dry glass cloth smoothly to the primed surface. Tack the film

t) the same dimensions as the CHR 3TLL (or equiva- adhesive in place over 100% of its area using hand
lent) io" every five plies of boron/polyimide pressure. If necessary use a therrmostatically
raterial. Use one extra layer of 181 dry glass controlled heat iron (150OF max.) to aid in tackine
cloth when the 18Y-,•p has two to four extra plies the film, but maintain the temperature of the adhesiveof pre-pret , over multiples of t (i.e., 5, 10, 1o, below 1500F. Trim the film adhesive flush with the0,re-p.e. over itltapered bofon5(i.de. 5,r10, 15, perimeter of the bond Joint surface and then remove

2,etc.). Fi-r tapered boron/polyin.ide parts, thethreangpoeciesetfmteadsv.
number of 191 glass cloth layers will vary with the the remaining protective sheet from the adhesive.
location on the part.

:P.S. 14224 S.P. ISSUED
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P.S. 1142214 (CONTMuZo) 7AI1pJ0M'ONPROClmons

(d) Loy-up the initial half of the laminate
by collating the plies of pro-pron on the lay-up (a) Place the cork dome on top of th CHR 6T9

fixture. Use a warm (14O-l6O0F) iron to momentarily with the outside edge of the dam directly over the

soften and smooth out each layer of the composite outside edge of the CHi 6TB. Make sure all joints
lmntomoving a.ghtly sealed. Make the dams the thickness

nt Keep the rna at all of the expected cured laminate thickness.
taking care not to degrade the pre-pr*ec by over-
heating. Remove the top Teflon backing sheet from
the pre-pret, sheet prior to adding the next ply
of pre-preg. (d) Lay-up the composite laminate by collating

the pre-preg plies on the fixture using the processin,
(e) Place the sheet of CHR 6TB (or equivalent) procedures described in Pnragraph 6.4.1 (d).

cut per Paragraph 6.3.1 on top of the lay-up and
then place a sheet of 1/32 inch thick silicone (e) Complete the lay-up per Paragraph 6.5 and
rubber on top of the bottom release material, fabricate the process control specimens per Paragraph

6.-.3,
(W) Clean the surface of the final lay-up

and curing fixture with an MEK damened cheese- 6.h.3 Process Control Laminate
cloth.

Lay-up a process control laminate on the
(g) Locate the final lay-up and curineg fixture same tuol as the structural part using the processing

oý the surface of the intermediate tay-up fixture procedures described in Paragraph 6.4.2. Lay-up one
by means of the positioning pins. Visually inspect laminate 6.0" x 14.0" x 15 plies with filaments
the lay-up for proper alignment and fit on the parallel to the 6" direction.
final lay-up fixture. If acceptable, turn over
the entire fixture package taking extreme care not
to shift or alter the lay-up in any manner. Again .. 14 ouble Lap Shear Process Control Panel
inspect the lay-up for proper alignment and fit on
the final lay-up and curing fixture. If acceptable, (a) Chem mill both sides of the 0.050 inch thick

slowly remove the intermediate lay-up fixture from annealed 6A1-4V titanium finger panels to provide a
the surface of the final lay-up fixture. Again panel thickness of 0.045 + .005 inches and surface
take extreme care not to damage the lay-up. finish of 125 R•R.

(h) Repeat procedure (c).
(b) Clean and prime the finger panels per

(I) Lay-up the remaining half of the composite Paragraph 6.2 at the same time and in the same

laminate by collating the plies of pre-preg per the manner as the titanium components of the struc-
instructions in Paragraph 6.4.1 (d). tural part.

(J) Attach steel dams to all required areas (c) Fabricate the double lap shear panel per
of the titanium splice skin assembly as illustrated Figure 2 and, place on the same fixture as the
in Figure 3 using Permacel No. 02C double sided structural part.
tape. Make sure all joints are tightly sealed.
Make the dams the thickness IM of the expected 6.5 COMPLETION OF LAY-UP
cured laminate thickness.

6.5.1 Attach thermocouples to the lay-up per
(k) Complete the lay-up per Paragraph 6.5 and the requirements of Pnragraph 5.1.4.

fabricate the required process control specimens per
Paragraphs 6.4;3 and 6.4.4. 6.5.2 Place the top release material (CHR

3TLL or equivalent) cut per Paragraph 6.3.2 over
6.4.2 Structural Parts Without Splice Bonded the completed lay-up and attach to the steel dams

Edge Members . and/or titanium splice skin assembly with Permacel
#02CDo-i•-l-Sf~dd-Tape. -Make sure the CHR 3TLL,

(a) Clean the surface of the final lay-up and Permacel Tape and dam and/or splice skin are in
curing fixture with an MEK dampened cheesecloth. intimate contact.

(b) Place the sheet of CHi 6TB (or equivalent), 6.5.3 Place the correct number of 191 glass
cut per Paragraph 6.3.1 on top of the fixture. cloth layers over the CHR 3TLL (or equivalent) per

the requirements of Paragraph 6.3.3.
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r~s. kn4 tam=) ADRTCATZONP3oCC

6,.5-L Plaee a Hold wit P-.T coa1ed 0.00" (a) At. the conclusion of the Second leak
alur~triwP soet perforated with 1/16 iMh diameter Cho los the autoclave door while matntaintin
holes on 11'2 Inch centers on top of the production 29 a"chel (minima.) ot mercury vacuum on th beUJd
assovilY to mat as I .•oeure plate. place Mold lay-up.
vi, F-57 coated 0.040" perforated aluminum sheets
over each ot the Process control panels. Tape the (d) Apply 900 pot autoclave pressure. Run a
pressure plates to the steel dame to tinure that leak Check per Paragraph 6.6.1(e). A reading of 50
the plates will not ride on the dame during the microns or lose of vacuum and a minimum ranomoter
cure cycle. Place 2-5 layers of style 1000 dry reading of 29 inches of Mg is required.
glass cloth over the top of the lay-np and extend
V.eyom the dam. 6.T CUR SCHZM

6.5.5 Place a single layer of Xylar Type A 6.7.1 Heat the lay-up to 2150? at rate of
on top of the entire lsy-up (i.e., structural part 3-h°F/mtn. under PO" (inimum) 15 vacuum. Hold at
and process control specimens) and extend several 215 100? for 60-70 minutes.
inche" beyo nd the dome and/or splice skin assembl~y.inc.. eynd hedam ad/o p skn .7.2 Raise the temperature to 23507 at rate
The vacuum and static lines shall be located 6of Rai. the temperature to 2a t rat
adjacent to the lay-upe and inside the sealed of 3-407~min. under 29" (minimum) M vacuum. Hold at
edge of the vacuum boa. Seal the vacuum beg to 235 4 10F for 60p-70 minutes; after 15 minutes at
the fixture with 9151 Sealant Tape. 235, start pressurizing the autoclave to 200 -5

psig,
6.5.6 Run a leak check per Paragraph 6.7.) Rase the tempuratura to 350F at rate

6.6.1 (a). of 3-40F/min. under 29' He (rnir-um) vacuum, and

6.5.7 Place a layer of style 1000 dry glass 200 pol pressure.
cloth over the top of the Mylar bar, and then place
o single layer of nylon film on top of the entire 6.7.4 Cool to 125OF or le at rate of 3..OF/
lay-up. Place a vacuum line between the baAs and min. under full vacuum and pressure.
seal the Rlon bag sa described in Para. 6.5.5. J 6.7.5 Record the autoclave temperature and

6.5.8 See Figure 3 and 4 for typical pressure throughout the cure cycle. Also, record
laminate lay-up cross sections. the static vacuum bar, readinr.s every fifteen rinutes.

6.6 1.EAI cH~ 6.8 rosr amm,~

NOTE: When leak checkine, apply vacuum to the 6.8.1 Post Curing Laminates
intrior of the vacuum bag slowly. As the air to 6.8.1.1 Post cure the cured skin(s), process con-
evacuated, make the beg conform to the shape of trol laminate and double-lap shear control panel (If
the lay-up and fixture. Make certain the bag required) in an oven.
does not bridge any areas. 3H. o50.e at

6.8.1.2 Heat the laninates to 350Fa
6.6.1 A leak check is required first in the 3-.I°F/min. Hold at 350 + 10OF for 60-70 min.utes,

lay-uP room and then in the autoclave prior to then heat to 6000 nt rat6'e of 1OF/min., witi}
application of heat to the lay-tp. Conduct these 24 + 1/2 hour holds at 400 + 100F, 1.50 * 100 F,
checks with a mercury manometer or suitable vacuum 500+1 100F, 550 - 100°F nd LO, -* i0oF.

,~,eas follows:
6,9.1.3 Cool down to l150F or less at

(a) Pull 29 inches (minimum) mercury vacuum on 2-30F/min.
the bagei lay-up and close off the vacuum source.
Tuke a pressure reading 2 minutes after isolation
of the system. The maximum allowable leakage rate
is 0.5 inches of mercury per minute.

(1,) Maintain at least 29 inches of mercury
vacuum on the bar.ed lay-up and place in the auto-
clove. Connect the required plumbing (thermo-
Cfples, vacuum and static lines and cold trap)
antd repeat the leak check of the previous parm-
graph.
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6.9 TMM 7.2 EQUIPMENT

6.9.1 Ceneral - Trim the structural part 7.2.1 Instrumentation used to control
andi Process control specimens after reoalfo processes shall be calibrated per P.S. 20503.

the ina la-upandcurng ixtre.7.2.2 Ovens, autoclaves, furnaces and
6.9.2 Structural Part temperature control systems shall be certified

to P.S. 231401. The autoclave shal~l be certified
(a) Parts with a bonded titanium splice skin to P.S. 231401, Class 3C, process control specimen

aroumd the prheydo not rqietrimmillng. testing oven to P.S. 23401, Class 1B, and the
peripery rquireoven to P.S. 231401, Class 3A.

(b) Trim boron/polyimide parts without edge
members wuith a diamond impregnated cutoff' wheel or 7.3 PROCESS C0OTR0L - Quality Assurance
router to the dimensions of the Engineering Dravinr. shall verify confortr.ance to the following:
Use water or carbon dioxide for cooling the diamond
tool, but dio not use any oil based compound. Use()MarasusdhvacrenQalt
200 n'.rit or finer diamond particle Impregnated Assurance acceptance tar affixed which shows date
tooling., and operate at a speed of 1800-14000 SW1 for requalification.
and a feed rate of 3.0 to 5.0 inch/min. depending on
thickness. Shearing the edges of composites to 7 (b Metlbond B140 adhesive and Narmco B00 Il
plies thick, in lieu of diamond tool cutting, is primer are stored In their original sealed shippinz
acceptable if allowed by the Engineering Drawing, Containers at 0 + lOOF until ready for use.

6.9.3 Proceas Control Specimens (c) Applicable process equipment has a
current qality Assurance calibration tag afftxed.

(in) Cut the process control laminate fabri-
cated per Paragraph 6.14.3 into six 14.0" (filament Wd Adhesive is conditioned to ambient
direction) x 0;5" x thickness flexural test specimens temperature in closed containers before use.
and six 0.70" (filament direction) x 0.25" x thick-
ness horizontal shear test specimens. Use a thin (e) All adhesive splices are tutt splices
(0.060 inch or less) diamond tcut-off wheel at 4000 with a maxirum 1/32 Inch Cap.
surface feet per minute (ninimum) and 0.5 inch/ami. )Tet"prtr ntelyu omi
maxcimum feed rate. Attach acrylic plastic back-up ()Tet-peauei h a-pro.i
to the bottom of the laminate with double sided tape. held between 65-75 OF and the relative humidity
Use a 200 Crit or finer diamond tool. in the lay-up room is held within the limits shown

In Paragraph 5.1.3.
7.0 qJALITI ASSURANCE

W,~ D'mring cure there was a rinimum of three
7.1 RAW MATERIAL ACCEPTACE thermocouples functioning at all times.

(h) The top surface of the final lay-up and
T-1.1 EDic, batch of Metlbond 81,0 adhesive curing fixture has a finish of 90 RHR or less. M

and Nnrmco q900 II primer shall be qualified upon
receipt at XCAITI per ?4.S-304. The materials 0i) Titanium splice plate is properly prepared
shall be requalified prior to their usage aecording for bondint, and then Immiediately wrapped in wax-free
to the criteria established In 1043-304. Kraft paper.

,.. Ench batch of boron/polyinilde pre-preg
raterial shall meet the requirements of 10.1-522.

IUSO=h P.S. 1142214
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r'.8. 14•24 (CONTDINu) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

(J) Priming Is accomplished within 8 hours 7.4 STRUCM1RAL AJSSIBLY ACCEPTANCE
after cleaning and bonding within 21 days after
primin. 7.4.1 Nondestructive Testing - Nondestructively

inspect the structural composite part for foreign
(k) All personnel handling cleaned, unwrapped material inclusions per P.S. 21233 and unbonded

parts and/or adhesives through the lay-up operation, areas and/or voids per P.S. 21233, Class 2A.
and all support personnel coming in direct contact
with cleaned parts and/or adhesives wear clean, white 7.4.2 Control Panel Testing
hats and coats, and clean white cotton gloves. 7.14.2.1 Cleaning Control Coupons - Cleaning

(!) The boron/polyimide material is packaged control coupons shall be fabricated per Paragraph
in moisture proof plastic bags and stored at 6.2 and tested per Figure 1 to meet the requirements
0 + lOF when not in use. in Table II.

(n) The boron/polyimide pre-preg material 7.4.2.2 Process Control Laminate - Test six
remains inside the sealed moisture proof plastic longitudinal flexural specimens, three at room
bag a minimum of 30 minutes after removal from temperature and three at 5500 F, in accordance with
O°F storage to room temperature working area. Figure 5. Test six horizontal shear specimens,

three at room temperature and three at 550OF, in
(n) The "A" staged boron/polyimide pre-preg accordance with Figure 6. The specimens shall meet

material with release sheets on both surfaces is the requirements of Table II.
cut with templates in the orientation required.

7.4.2.3 Double Lap Shear Specimens - Perform
(o) The "A" staged boron/polyimide pre-preg double lap shear testing with three rnecimens at

material with tho plantic rloaw sheet removed room temperature and three specimens at 5500F
-from the pre-preg (Teflon coated glass fabric per Figure 2. The specimens shall meet the require-
remains on bottom surface of pre-preg) is "B" ments of Tnble II.
stared at 215 : 20F for 3 hours + 2 minutes.

7.4.2.4 Perform all elevated temperature
(p) No end to end type butt joints (perpen- tests in an air circulating oven. Specimens that

dicular to filament direction) of boron/polyimide are tested at elevated temperatures shall be at
pre-preg material are used within the composite temperature 10 minutes prior to test. The test
laminate unless required by the Engineering specimen temperature shall be controlled to + 50F.
Drawing.

9.0 SAFM
(q) The edge of any individual piece of

pre-prer In one layer is not placed directly 9.1 ORGAIflC SOLVE7TS
over the edre of another piece of pre-preg in a
previous layer, but overlappeda minimum of 0.5 6.1.1 Description - The following solvents
inch. and/or solvent bearing materials are used in small

quantities per this specification.
(r) Cut edges of the pre-preg where steel

dams are used are withn 0.10 inch of the inside (a) ?,.ethyl Ethyl Ketone: A colorless, thin
edre of the dar.. solvent. Flammable and toxic.

(s) Structural parts without splice bonled (b) Narmco 800 II primer: A brownish thin
.ebers around the periphery are fabricated a mini- liquid, flammable and toxic.
r. of 0.5 inches' oversize on all sides for

tri~m n•Z purposes. q.1.2 First Aid - In event of' eye or skin
contamination:

(t) Any individual piece of pre-preg material
not exposed to room temperature in excess of 240 (a) Flush the expozed area with large amounts

o!r.ýlative hours prior to cure. of water.

(u) '.:anufacturing and Quality Ansurance (h) Remove contsminated clothinq.
;ersonnel uorking, on or inspectinp the lay-up at any
*- prior to the start of the cure cycle are wear- (c) Secure first aid.

.- aecn hop coats and caps.

(v) A •.r1..-um of 29" Hg vacuum was kept during the
pr':-prr- ure cycle.

,,, ,; ; •I0S1, STRtUC1TRAL, BORON/P1OLYIMIDE, FABRICATION & ACCUTTANCE OF
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P.S. '.2, (CONT'IEDn ) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

5.1.3 Toxicology - Avoid prolonged breathing (e) Correctly label and maintain the identity
of solvent vapors, of all containers as to their contents.

58.144 Fire Hazard - Flammable solvents are (W) Incompatible Materials: Isolate from
extremely easy to ignite and shall not be used in incompatible materials as specified per McDonnell
the vicinity of smoking, sparks or open flames. P.S. 20002 under both specific and general pre-

cautions.
,.i.5 Hondling and Storage

8.3.2 First Aid -'In the event of eye or skin
(a) Wear Safety glasses (or Cogwles) and contaminations:

rubber Cloves while working with solvents.
(a) Flush the exposed area with large amounts

(b) Do not use solvents in confined areas of water for 15 minutes.
unless specifically authorized, since futies are
generally toxic, flammable, and explosive. (b) Remove contaminated clothinig.

(c) Store and handle solvents in properly (c) Secure first aid.
labelled safety containers.

8.3.3 Pasa-Jell 107-C7 Solution
(d) Dispose of all rags in flammable solvent

areas in special containers used only for this (a) Description: A thin, orange liquid.
purpose.

(b) Toxicology: Liquid contains acid and
9.1.6 NOTE: The preceding are minimum dichrorratewh-ich can irritate and turn eyes and

safety precautions. Persunnel using these skin.
materials should be familiar with the more
detailed precautions provided in P.S. 20002. (c) Fire 1!azard: .'.ay cause ignition when in

contact with flammable or combustible materials.
1.2 NON-SOLVE2T ORGANIC VATEIALS

(d) Stor2&e: Store in original shipping
9.2.1 Description - The following non-solvent containers.

organic materals aare used per this specification.
CAUTION: Do not allow Pusa-Jcll 107-CT or rinse

(u) Metibond 840 Film Adhesive: A Class fabric water containinp Pusa-Jcll 107-C7 to come in contact
supported, grey film. Not a fire hazard, hut is with KEK or other solvents.
toxic.

9.3.4 Nitric Acid - HN0 3

8.2.2 Precautions - The safety precautions

specified in Paragraph 8.1 shall apply to this (a) Description: Transparent, colorless or
naterial with the exception of those precautions yellowish fuminC, suffocating, corrosive liquid.
related to fire hazards.

(b) Toxicology: lNitric acid vapor is hfghly
9.3 ACIDS irritating to the skin, eyes, and mucous membranes.

q.3.1 General Precautions (c) Fire-Hazard: Nitric acid is a powerful
oxidizing agent. Avoid contact with reducing ar.ents

(a) AMid resistant Gloves; aprons, chemical such as alcohol or petroleum solvents, as the 7ixture
'oggles and boots must be worn when handling, hazard- is explosive.
ous chemicals.

8.3.5 Chromic Acid
(b) Use chemicals and solutions onlY as stated

in this specification. (a) Description: Red crystals

(C) Always add acid to water when diluting or (b) Tox.cology: Chrorates attack the skin and
mixing chemicals or solutions. mucous rembranes.

(d) Avoid inhaling vapors. Wear ?KcDonnell
approved respirators when necessary.
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s.s. 14224 (CONTIUED) 
FABRICATION

PROCEDURES

(') Hndln and Stsor&e: Isolate chromates Information pertaining to the technical aspect offrom fla; •bea solvents, an other organic matter this specification can be obtained from N:CAIRsuch as wood, Paper, alcohol and petroleum comipounds Material and Process Developrent Departmentas the nixlure is flammable and explosive. (Dept. 372).

c.0 NOTES 10.0 RIEFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

"O.l Vendors or subcontractors needing this None applicable.
npeoifinatton should direct their request for copies
to the attention of 5 cDonnell Aircraft Company (M.CAIR)
St. Ln:is, Purchasing or Subcontractinrg, as applicable.

PMINmIfJ AVERAGE SPECIMEN MINIMlUMMECNANICAL PROP] (P .I) (ps ) 5_________________________ R.T. 1 •~ N.T. 5 JO°F
LaF Shear Strength (Cleaning Coupon) 2,250 | 1,0OO 2,000 750Double Lap Shear Strength 3,000 2,000 2,750 1,750
O F~exural Strength, Boron/Pclyirmide 190,000 6 15k000 I IO,0)0 , 140,0 , 00' Flexur&.] Modulus, Boron/Polyimide 26.0 x 10 6 21.0 X 106 24.0 x 10' 20.0 x 106
Horizontal Shear Strength I1,000 6,000 i5,OOO ,0OO

TABLE II - PROCESS CONTROL MECHA41CAL PROPERTY RE•UIRD4ENTS

,STWIC A AL, OIFO;/IJXI'D: , LAiICAFTON & ACCrJ'TANC., 5FSi '..•;:: ; 
L.,i i , i. Jr I I
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P.S. 14221 (aosInUM) FABRICATIONrlaOCEgxaES

OFGRIP AREAS AT
LEAST 1.0" LONG

05.0

- - o." j ~THRMOOtnCUL ATrACEIMM POMn.0" " '

NOTES. (1) snecirens are 6W1-41' annealed titanium. 0.015 * .M05 x 1.0" x 6.0".
CIfan and prime pnr Section 6.0 of this speciwfication with the
production parts that will he bonied with the npecimcns.

(2) Apply Hetlbond 8140 adhesive and cure per Section 6.0 of this
specification.

(3) Use self-aligning grips and load at f00-700 lbs/min.

(4) Six (6) specir..,n.s r-.quired. Test three (ý) at roor, temperature
and three at 550 ± 5or after holdinct at te-'per.turc for 10 min-
utes. Heat specimens in air circulating oven only.

(5) Calculate lan shear strength as follows:

p Mhere r. . Lap Shear Strength (psi) 7r.
"A P - Failing Load (lb)

A = Bond Line Area (in2)

7!IJUtE I - TIAP SHEAR SPEC4IM AND TEST (MLEANING CONTNOL COUPON)

:J';t

P.CE 1274 S1W, STRUCTURAL, BORO/POLIMMIDE, FABRICATION & ACCEPTANCE OF IU
REVISION

CODE IDErT. WO.7630] PROCESS SPECIFICATION
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P.S 10. (Co0erI~usD)FARCTO

0.r

FlIMi'2 PLY LAY-UP

NOTES:

(1) Width of specinen ie 0.5 inch.

(P) Load the specimen with 0.125 inch radius supports at a rate of 0.05 in./min.

(3) Place a deflectometer capable of measUring deflection to 0.001 Inch under the span midpoint.

Q.) While the specimen is loaded record the deflection and load continuonslý. Remove the
deflectometer prior to failure.

(5) Run 550or temperature test in air circulating oven, holding at 5500 for 10 sinutes prior to test.

(6) Calculate the ultimate flexural stren•th as follows:

F - Flexural Strength, psi

F - ,where P P Load at failure, lb.
Vt L = Test span, 3 in.

W = Specimen width, in.
t - Specimen thickness, in.

(7) Calculate the flexural modulus as follows:

E - FlexuralI modulus, psi

E ----.--- , where P - Load at failure, lb.
4w(t

3
)y L - Test span, 3 in.

u Specimen width, in.
t - Specimen thickness, in.
Y - DeflectLon, in.

FIGURE 5 - ONITuDINAL FLEXUjRE SPDcDAEN AND TEsT

P.S. 14224 ISSUED
PA(rF !(, O 17 SKINS, STRLUMU AL, BORONINOLY3IDE, FABRICATION & ACCMANCE OF PEVISION
COE IDENT. NO"7630 PROCESS SPECIFICATIONsfOl. _
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'•, i,,-. (COrrINUED) FABRICATION

1 rFIFTEEN PLY LAY-UP

(i) Width of specimen is 0.25 inches.

(2) Load the specimens with 0.12.5 inch radius supports at a rate of 0.05 in./min.

Run 550OF temperature test in air circulating oven, holding at 5bO0°F for 10 minutes prior to test.

(W) Czaculate the interlaninar shear strewgth as follows:

F = Interiaminar shear strerngth, psi

F where P Lnadnt failurve, lb.
vt = Specimen width, in.

t Specimen thickness, in.

W1GURE o - INTERLANINAR SHAR SPEChN¶FE1 AND TEST -----

l'|CPAII!" , . , t. 1. APPROVED
Manufacturing

Ai' HV.DAI'l' ROVqh_________________

Engineeringý al ity A.;surince

A} 110OW UD_________________________ APPROVED ________________________
AFPRO, EngineeriAg 

Safety and Medical
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PRELIMINARY
SP.S. 14225 

FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

BONDED STRUCTURE. POLYINIDS MATRIX COMPOSITE.
FASRICATION AND INSPECTION OF

1.0 APPLICATZON 3.0 MATERIALS AND/OR SOLUTIONS

1.1 This process specification provides 3.1 PRODUCTION MATERIALS

procedures for the fabridation and inspection
of both the P-4 Polyimide Composite Rudder and 3.1.1 Boron/polyimide skins fabricated per

the r-lS Wing compression Panel. P.S. 14224 and the Enqineerinq drawing.

1.2 This process specification is effective 3.1.2 Graphite/polyimide spar and upper closure

upon issue and when specified on an Engineering (for budder). and hat stiffeners (for Wing Compression

drawinq. Panel) fabricated per P.S. 14227.

a
3.1.3 HRII-327 polyimide honeycomb core per MMS-

705, 3/16* cell, 3.0 lb/ft3, Hexcel, Grand prairie,

Texas.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMEMTS 3.1.4 Titanium rib, hinges and fairing and steel

rib per the Engineering drawing.
2.1 The following documents, of the latest

revision, form a part of this specificationt 3.1.5 Metlbond 34 supported film adhesive per
MMS-304, 0.135 0.015 Whittaker Corporation#

P.S. 12030 - Alkaline Cleaning Materials Divisfon, Costa Mesa, California.

P.S. 12045 - Cleaning, Liquid Hone 3.1.6 FK-34 supported film adhesive per MMS-304,

Bloomingdale Rubber Department, American Cyanamid

P.S. 14224 - Skins, Structural. Boron/Polyimide, Company. Havre de Grace. Maryland.
Fabrication and Acceptance Of 3.l7 FM-29 unsupported foaminy adhesive per

P.S. 14227 - Skins and Substructural Shapes. MKS-304, Oil inch thick, dloomingdale Rubber Department,

Structural, Graphite/Polyimide, Fabrication and American Cy'anamid Company, Havre de Grace, Maryland.

Acceptance Of
3.1.3 Marmco 300 1I primer per MMS-304, Whittaker

P.S. 20002 - Safety Standards and Information Corporation, ftarmco Materials Division, Costa Mesa,
on the Use and Handling of Hazardous Materials California.

P.S. 20503 - Calibration Laboratories, Facil- 3.1.9 aR-34 primer per MMS-304, 80% solids,

ity and Operational Requirements for Bloomingdale Rubber Department, American Cyanamid
Company, Havre de Grace, Maryland.

P.S. 20509 - Requirements for Class 2 Clean
Room 3.2 AUXILTARY MATERIALS

P.S. 21206.3 - Radiographic Inspection of Honey- 3.2.1 boron/polyimide 6 ply panels fabricated
comb Assemblies and Composite Structures per P.S. 14224 with ply orientation of 0. .45, -45, -45,

.45, 0*. Used for skins on control panels.
P.S. 21211.4 - Ultrasonic Inspection of Honey-

comb Assemblies and Composite Structures 3.2.2 HRH-327 polyimide honeycomb core, 3/16"
cell, B lb/ft

3
, Hexcel, Grand Prairie, Texas.

P.S. 21233 - Nondestructive Testing of Adhesive

Bonds 3.2.3 Methyl ethyl Ketone (MEC), Federal Speci-
fication TT-M-261.

P.S. 21239 - Coatinq Thickness Measurement
3.2.4 -Materials and solutions for alkaline

P.S. 23401 - Certification of Furnaces and cleaning per P.S. 12030, Type III.
Temperature Control Systems for Heat Treating and
Thermal Processing 3.2.5 Materials for liquid honing per P.S. 12045.

MMS-304 - Hiqh Temperature Resistant Structural 3.2.6 Pasa-Jell 107-C7, Semco Sales and Service

Adhesives Inc.

MI'S-335 - Sealant Material. Vacuum Bag 3.2.-7 Nitric acid 421 Be. (0-N-350), Technical_.-...

M45-528 - Glass Fabric, Teflon Coated 3.2.8 Chromic acid (0-C-303). Flake.

MMS-705 - Core Material, P'olyimide Honeycomb. 3.2.9 Aluminum sheet, 0.040" thick.
Jfiqh Temperature, Glass Reinforced

3.2.10 Deionized water, Commercial.
Fedetal Specification TT-M-261, Methyl Ethyl

Ketone for Use in Organic Coating

IZSSUEO BONDED STRUCTURE, POLYIMZDE MATRIX COMPOSITE, P.S. 14225
FABRICATION AND INSPECTION OF

RrVISION Pa e 1 of 13
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P.S. 14225 (Continued) FABRICATIONPROCEDURES

3.2.11 2,?M 641, Verifilm, Glass Supported. .075+ 4.4 Oven, air circulatinq typo, capable of
.005 lb/ft, green, American Cyanamid Company, Dlooi- 550'1 (minimum), certified per P.s. 23401, Class 11,
ingdale Department, Havre do Grace, Maryland. for performing elevated temperatrue tests on process

control specimens.
3.3.12 CHR 3TLL Teflon Coated Glass Fabric

per *IS-528, Connecticut Hord Rubber Company, TX1050 4.5 Mechanical property test equipment for
Teflon Coated Glass Fabric, Pallflex Products testing process control specimens at room temperature
Companyl or equal, and 5501r.

3.2.13 Mylar film, Type A, 0.0015 inch thick, 4.6 Refrigeration facilities for storing ad-
E. I. DuPont Film Division, Wilmington, Delaware, hesives and primers at 0 + 10"?.
or HS-6262 film, Noland Paper Co., Los Angeles,
California, or equivalent. 4.7 Liquid honing equipment per P.S. 12045.

3.2.14 Wax-free Xraft paper. commercial, 4.8 Alkaline cleaning equipment per P.S. 12030.

3.2.15 White cotton gloves, commsercial. 4.9 Bondinn fixtures which permit direct fluid
pressure on at least one side of the assembly and

3.2.16 200 grit or finer sandpaper, comoercial. allows even heating of the assembly from both top
and bottom. The maximum thermal expansion allowed

3.2.17 Glass cloth, Style I000, commercial. for the bonding fixture is 7.0 x 10 6 in/in/.F over
a temperature range of 70 to 600"F.

3.2.18 9151 Vacuum Bag Sealant Tape per MMS-335,
pink, 3/32" thick, I" wide, Schnee-Morehead Polymer 4.10 Diamond cutting wheels and routers.
Corporation, Irving. Texas.

4.11 Thermostatically controlled heat iron
3.2.19 P-211 tape, or equal, Parmacol Tape (150"? maximum).

Corp., New Brunswick, New Jersey. or equivalent.

.. 2.20 N-moi'hyl pyrrnlidone solvent.

3.2.21 Y-9133 Mylar Tape, 3M Co., St. Paul,
Minnesota. 5.0 REOUIRr.MENTS

3.2.22 Lab coats and hats, DuPont Tyvek dis- 5.1 rENRPAL
posables or Dacron cleanables.

5.1.1 The initial fabrication ,f any composite
part shall be witnessed and approved in writing hy
the Material and Process Dnvelopment Department.
Fabrication as approved by Material and.Process
Development shall not be changed without written

4.0 EOUIPMENT approval from Material and Process Development Depart-
mont.

4.1 Autoclave certified to P.S. 23401, Class'3C
except the workincy zone of the autoclave shall ox- 5.1.2 Personnel who fabricate composite parts
tend to within 3 inches of the wall and 20 thermo- must demonstrate by passing applicable written and/,
couples which continue to function during the entire or practical proficiency tests, that they possess
certification procedure shall be the minimum number the skills and knowledge necessary to ensure accep-
re4uired to certify the autoclave. The autoclave table workmanship on the part to be fabricated. A
shall also be capable of 600oF and 85 psig with list of personnel qualified to the above requirements
pressure control capability of + 5 psig with nitrogen shall be maintained.
and/or air atmosphere, and a minimum heat up rate of
3*F/min. Pressure gages are required to monitor 5.1.3 Thermocouples
autoclave pressure and pressure build-up in the
vacuum bag throughout the cure cycle. (a) Production part - A minimum of 4 ther-

mocouples shal] sedOr each production part.
4.2 Vacuum pumping system and vacuum gage to They shall he located at opposite ends and sides of

perform leak checks inside and outside the auto- the part. For production parts of varying thickness,
clave. the necessary number of additional thermocouples

shall be used to insure uniform heating in all sec-
4.3 Air circulating oven with 250"F capability tions of the oart. When the number and location of

certified per P.S. 23401 Class 3A for drying both thermocouples has been established using the above r -

cleaned and primed parts. Air circulating oven with criteria, a sketch shall be made and used for each
400*r capability certified per P.S. 23401 Class IA successive part.
for bonding the spar assembly. Also, air circulating
oven with 600-F capability certified per P.S. 23401 (b) Process control specimens - A minimum
Class 3C for post curing composite parts. of one thermocouple shall be placed adjacent to each

process control panel. A single thermocouple shall
be attached to the center of the lap shear process
control panel.

i
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5.1.4 Cleaninq control coupons (teat spoci- 5.3.4 Qualified Metlbond 840, PM-29 and FM-34
mens used to evaluate the effectiveness of cleaning adhesives shall be stored at 0 + lO0 upon receipt
and etching solutions) shall be fabricated per and when not in use. Each shalT be packaged in a
Figure I to meet the R.T. requirements in Table I. manner similar to the supplier's packaging techniqUe.
Parts cleaned at the same time as the cleaning con- They shall not be removed from their sealed package,
trol coupons cannot be used in the assembly until after removal from refrigeration, until moisture
cleaning control coupons pass Table I requirements. ceases to condense on the package surface.

5.1.5 Extreme caution must be exercised through- 5.3.5 Qualified Narmco 800 II and BR-34 adhe-
out the fabrication sequence to prevent damage or sive primers shall be stored at 0 4 10-F upon re-
contamination to any individual material used in ceipt and when not in use. The prTimer container
the assembly or the completed assembly. shall not be opened or the primer mixed, after re-

moval from refrigeration, until moisture ceases to
5.2 MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENTS condense on the container surface.

5.2.1 Cleaning, priming and oven drying opera- 5.3.6 A record shall be kept of the batch and
tions shall be performed where there is no fume pro- roll number for each adhesive used in any indivi-
ducing machinery or combustion engines in the imme- dual composite part. A recorl shall also be kept of
diate area. In addition, the presence of these the primer batch and container number.
fumes shall be minimized in the cleaning, priming
and oven drying areas by performing these operations 5.3.7 Adhesive splice joints shall not overlap
in areas which are completely enclosed or isolated or have a gap greater than 1/32 inch.
from the surrounding shop area. Sufficient make-up
air shall be introduced to maintain a slight posi- 5.3.8 All personnel shall wear clean white
tive pressure. Doors shall be kept closed when not cotton gloves when handling cleaned or primed
in use. unwrapped parts, film adhesives or parts with film

adhesive applied.",7.2 The assembly arca shall meet the require-
ments of P.S. 20509 except the temperature shall be 5.3.9 Manufacturing and Quality Assurance per-
65 to 75'F and the relative humidity shall not sonnel working on or inspecting the assembly at any
exceed the following values, time prior to the start of each cure cycle shall

wear clean shop coats and caps.

15 - 5.3.10 An acceptable verifilm check shall be
run prior to bonding the bottom and top skins to the

%RELATIV. 7n _ assembly.

IIU;tDITTY '5 - 5.3.11 The thermal lag between the top and
65 - bottom skins can be a maximum of 30*F.

60 - 5.3.12 The quality control specimens bonded

-5 with the assembly shall meet the requirements of55 "•. Table I.

is

5.3.13 Qualification and quality control

TEMPERATURE (IF) testing at elevated temperature shall be accom-
plished in an air circulating oven.

5.3 ADHESIVES AND BONDING

5.3.1 Titanium components of the composite
laminate shall be cleaned and primed prior to splice
bonding. Priming shall be accomplished within 48 6.0 PROCEDURES
hours after cleaning and bonding within 21 days
after priming. 6.1 PREPARATION FOR BONDING - Perform the oper-

ations listed in this paragraph when specified in
5.3.2 Boron polyimide skins shall be qrit Paragraphs 6.2, 6.3 and 6.5.

blasted prior to bonding. The grit blasted surface
shall have a dull, matte surface but shall not re- 6.1.1 Preparation of Titanium Parts for Bondin_
move all the resin and expose boron fibers.

NOTE: Fabricate and test cleaning control coupons
5.3.3 Each batch or shipment of Metlbond 840, (Paragraph 5.1.4) before bonding parts

FMX34 and FM-29 adhesives and Narmco 800 II and
BR-34 primers shall be qualified upon receipt at MCAIR 6.1.1.1 Solvent wipe the part with MEK to re-
to meet the requirements of Table I. These materials move grease or oil contamination. Do not vapor
shall be requalified prior to their usage if more dogrease.
than 90 days have elapsed since the materials were
qualified. This requalification shall be good for
90 days.
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6.1.1.2 Liquid hone the part per P.O. 1204S. l.l..1 Oven dry the air dried part at

if alkaline cleaning will not be performed within 2 200 + 256F for 30 minutes in a well ventilated Oven

hours after liquid honing, protect the part by certTfied per P.O. 21401, Class 3A. Attach therso-

wrapping with wax-free Kraft paper. couples to surfaces which will not be honded. If

several parts are involved, attsch thermOcouples to

6.1.1.3 Alkaline clean the part per P.S. 12030, parts at onoositesnds of the rack. Start dry time

Type lIl. Immerse the part Immediately in Pasn-Jell after coolest thermocouple reaches the required tamr-

solution or the part may be air dried for 20 minutes oraturo. Record timp versus temperature data for
maximum prior to immersion in Pasa-Jell. the part.

6.1.1.4 immerse the part in a room temperature
Pass-Jell solution of the composition defined below NOTV): The use of thermocouples may he wlaived after

for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove and rinse the part W-riatt cycle has been ostablishned for the pnrticu-
thoroughly in room temperature tap water. Follow lar ovin used.
with a thorough room temperature deionized water
rinse. Check for water-break free surface. If 6.1.1.11 Protect the oven dried part from con-
water-break occurs, reclean the part per Pars. 6.1.1. tamination and bond within 21 day's after comroleation

of the oven drying operation. If the part is not

bonded within 21 days consult Material and Process

MATERIAL SMALL BATCH! LARGE BATCH Development.

Pas.-jel1 107-C7 544 ml. 14.3 gal. 6.1.2 Preparation of Boron/Palytiiido Skin
for Bondineq

Concentrated Nitric 1i1d3 ml. 30., qal. 6.1.2.1 Clean the bcron/polyimide skins i-.edi-

Acionized water Id1 gal. 100.0 gal. ately prior to bonding by grit blasting with 220 grlt
or finer particles at a line pressure of 15-20 pas

Chromic Acid 165 arams 36.S lbs. holding the noz2le 8-12 inches from the part.
ETREME CARE So TI1AT THr RrSIN IS NOT prMOVEr, !',;':'-Ly.

(1sa sand, glass beads or aluminum oxide particles. xev.p
the grit blastlng nozzle (or the part) mrct.'L. o.A!tl•,

.during this operation. Continue until the bcron,'polyt-
6.1.1.5 Dry the part at 100 to 150-r for 30 min- mide surface takes on a dull, gray, matte oappearance.

utes in an oven certified per P.S. 23401, Class 3A.
Protect the part by wrapping in wax-free Xraft paper 6.1.2.2 Remove from the grit blasting facility
if priming is not to be performed immediately after and rinse with tap water.
drying. If priming is not performed within 48 hours
after drying, reelean the part per Paraqranh 6.1.1. . .1.2.3 Force dry at 175 * 251F for 30-45

minutes. After the drying operation, wrap the
6.1.1.6 Make sure the Narmcn Ro0 II primer is boron/polyimlde skin in clean, wax-free kraft pap,ur.

at room temperature before opening the container Handle only with clean cotton gloves fro., the start
or mixing the primer. Record the primer batch and of cleaning through complution o- all :on,*in, ocer-
container number. ations affectince that iparticular skin.

6.1.1.7 Aijtate or stir the Narmco 900 11 6.1.3 Preparation of t'rahate'/Polyim.,l| Con-
adhesive primer by mechanical means to insure a posets for Aonding
homoeIeneous mixture. Do not use primer containing
lumps or indication of gqelation. 6.1.3.1 Sand the bondino surface' of the i:raphtte`

6.1.1.9 Blrush apply a smooth uniform film of polyimide components with 140 to 200 :,:rit sandpaper.

Narmco 800 11 adhesive primer on all surfaces of
the part intended for bonding. A dried film thick- 6.1.3.2 Clean the sanded surface with a olean.
ness of 0.001 to 0.002 inch is required. Check the rag dampened with clean M7:K. If 'hee-ec'l'lt ii used
thickness by thickness measurements of the dried rinse cheesecloth with mrK before use.
film per P.S. 21239.

6.1.3.3 Allow the leoaned surfaeo to air try
6.1.1.9 Rack the primed part in such a manner for a minimum of 30 minutes.

.as to avoid contamination of any surface intended
for 1'ondinq. If several parts are involved, also 6.1.4 Preparation of Fiber ,lass/Po1v.mi,_
provil, for adequate ventilation between the parts. Core for nondTin,
Air dry the primer a minimum of bO minutes at room
temperature. 6.1.4.1 Dilute the IIN-34 primer as follows:

lIR-14 primer 100 1parts by volum.,
N-Methyl l'yrrol idono 1NMI'' ..5 parts ly volu:me

P.f. 1422' I IINDI11 ,TR'C'TriRP,, POLYVMIDf MATnIX t'OMIOStTr, ISVI|'I
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6.1.4.3 Apply a heavy brush @oat, 0.002 to 6.2.9 Post-oure the lap shear panels as followe"

0.003 Inch t ritke s @1 -34 primer to the fiber glass/
poDyImide 0eof, bnrushia in four directions to Plac in an outoolavo or other suitable C10060

&a&oetain that a thorough oaat or primer is applied container and purge with nitroqen.

to the *Ore.

6.1.4.3 Air dry the primer a minimum of 30 Heat to 340-3604 at 1-4/min.

Watiutea. Then ovn dry as followt Biold at 340-36001 ior 10-40 minutes

Heat to 210-2307P and hold for 30-40 minutes. fleat to 3110 0at 3-44F/ifLn.

Heat to 400-420OF at 5-10r/min.
Hold at 400-420OF for 40-50 minutes. Ilold at 190-410*F for 6M-7fl minutes

6.1.4.4 Wrap the primed core in wax-free Kraft fleat to 440-4607r at 1-4ao/min.

paper untitl ready for use. Hold at 440-460OF for 60-70 minutes

6.1.5 Preparation of Steel Rib for Bonding hosat to 490-5107P at 3-4"P/min.

6.1.5.1 Liquid hone the bonding surface of

the steel rib per Paragraphs 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.1H2. h~old at 490-5107r for 60-70 minutes

6.1.5.2 Dry the part at 100 to l50'P for fleat to 565-!5*F at 1-41T/min.

30 minutes in an oven certified per P.S. 23401,
Class ]A. Hold at 565-585"P for 110-120 minutes

6.2 BONDING OF SPAR SUB-ASSEhRLY Cool to 125'P or less at 3-4-P/min.

6.2.1 Install the titanium drive rib and upper 6.2.10 Test the lap shear panplS oar Paraqranh

balance weight skins. qraphite/polyimide spar and 7.4.2.
upper closure, steel rib, and the three titanium
hinge fittiangs on the bonding lia per the Engineoring
drawing. Fasten the bonding Jig clamps and -heck for 6.3 BONDING OF SPAR ASSEMBLY

uniform and complete contact of the bonding surfaces. 6.3.1 Install the spar sub-assemblY on the bondinc

6.2.2 Disassemble the sub-assembly, clean and jig and then fit the core insert and the titanium

prime the titanium drive rib, upper balance weight fairinq on the spar suh-assembly. Fasten the bonding

skins, three titanium hinge fittings and six lap jig clamps and check for uniform and complete con-

shear specimens (Figure 1) per Paragraph 6.I.I. tact of a11 bondinq surf.aces. DisassCmble and clean
the details.

6.2.3 Clean the bonding surfaces of the
qraphite/polyimide spar and upper closure per Pars- 6.3.2 Clean and prime the titanium fairing

graph 6.1.3. and six lap shear specimens (Fiqure 1) per Para-

nraoh 6.1.1.

6.2.4 Clean the steel rib per Paraqraph 6.1.5. 6.1.
6.3.3 Prime thu polyimide core insert per

6.2.5 Place one ply of Metlbond 840 adhesive Paragraph 6.1.4.

on the bonding surface of the drive rib, spar, skins,
upper closure, rib and three hinge fittinqs and then 6.3.4 Place one pcr oi Fe-29 adhesive on the

assemble on the bonding jig per the Engineering bondinq surface of the core insert and one ply of

drawing. Fasten all bondinq jig clamps and check for Metlbond 840 adhesive on the bonding surface of the

complete and uniform contact of all bonding surfaces. titanium fairing and assemble on the spar sub-assembly
per the Engineering drawing. Fasten all clamps on the

6.2.6 Assemble 6 single lap shear specimens bonding jig and then check for complete and uniform

per riqure 1. Insert the specimens in a bonding liq contact of all bonding surfaces.

and set the pressure at 60 pat. 6.3.5 Assemble 6 sinqle lap shear specimens per

6.2.7 Attach one thermocouple to the titanium Fiqure 1. Insert the specimens in a bondinq jia

drive rib, one thermocouple to the graphite/polyimide and set the pressure at 60 psi.

spar and one thermocouple to one of the lap shearspokmas.6.3,6 Attach one thermnocouple to the titanium

specimens. fairinu and one thermocouple to one of the lap

6.2.1 Bleat the assembly and lap shear speci- shear specimens.

mans in an oven as followse 6.3.7 Hpat the assembly and lap shear speci-

Heat to 140-160"F at 3-4*F/min. mans in An oven per Paragraph 6.2.8.

)told at 140-1600r for 120-130 minutes 6.3.0 Post-cure the lap shear specimens per
roel to l25or or less at 3-4°r/lmin. P ,uA 6.p.9.

P9rair~ph 6.2.9.
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6.3,9 Test the lap shear specimens per 6.4.10 Place one layer of FM-29 adhesive On
Paraeraph 7.4.2. the edge member bonding surfaces of the core.

6.4 BONDING OF BOTTOM SKIN AND CORE TO SPAR 6.4.11 Locate the core on the assembly per the

ASSEMBLY Engineering drawing, splicing the core with rM-29
adhesive.

6.4.1 Cut one piece ot Verifilm 641 to the
size of the bonded assembly. Place a sheet of 6.4.12 Place a 0.040 in. aluminum sheet (per-

0.0015 in. thick Mylar on each side of the Verifilm forated with 1/16 in. diameter holes on 1/2 in.
641, and extend it 0.25 in. beyond the edge of the centers) on top of the assembly to act as a pressure

Verifilm 641. The Mylar coated Verifilm is hereafter plate. Assemble 6 single lap shear specimens per

referred to as Verifilm 641. Figure 1, a titanium skin-fiberglass/polyimide honey-

comb core splice test panel per Figure 2, and a

6.4.2 Put the Verifilm 641 film on top of the boron/polyimide skin - fiberglass (polyimide honey-

bottom skin where the adhesive would normally be comb core flatwise tension panel per Figure 3 on

placed and then place the skin on the bonding fixture, the surface of the bonding fixture. Place a minimum

Place the spar assembly and the honeycomb core over of six thermocouples on the assembly. Place one
the Verifilm 641 in the same position relative to the thermocouple on each quality control panel, one

bottom boron/polyimide skin as required by the thermocouple on the tool. and three thermocouples as
Engineering drawing. Cover the honeycomb with per- near the bond areas to the assembly as possible
forated aluminum sheets and build up edgemember areas without contaminating areas to be bonded and about

so that autoclave pressure is evenly distributed on equally spaced from each other. Install style 1000
the Verifilm 641. Bag the assembly with Mylar film dry glass cloth over the lay-up, mdking it especially

using fiberglass to prevent the Mylar from being heavy in areas where vacuum lines are located and
punctured by the assembly. Attach thermocouples to where metal parts may puncture the vacuum bag.

the assembly prior to bagging. Place a sheet of vacuum bag material, Paragraph
3.2.10, over the entire lay-up and seal to the

6.4.3 Pull an 8-10 in. Hg vacuum on the bag and bonding fixture with 9151 Sealant Tape. Pull
correct any leaks. Place the assembly in the auto- 27-29 in. Hg vacuum on the assembly to check for any
clave at 8-10 in. Hg vacuum and check for any leaks. bag leaks. Correct any leaks found.
Correct any leaks found. Pressurize the autoclave to
50 ÷ 5 psiq. Vent the bag to atmospheric pressure 6.4.13 Place the bonding fixture in the auto-

wheF 5 psig autoclave pressure is reached. Heat the clave and attach the thermocouples, vacuum lines and
autoclave to 290 + 101F at 3.0-4.0*F/min. Hold at static lines to the connections inside the autoclave.
temperature for 60 + 10 min. and cool down under Pull 27-29 in. Hg vacuum inside the bag and check
pressure to 125*r oF less at 3-4*F/min. for any leaks. Correct any leaks found. Close the

autoclave and pressurize to S0 + 5 psig. Heat the
6.4.4 inspect the Verifilm 641 for imprint sub-assembly per Paragraph 6.2.19, maintaining full

of the core. Verify that the Verifilm 641 has not vacuum plus 50 psig autoclave pressure until 125*F
left a residue on any assembly components. If there is reached during the cool down. Record the auto-
is any residue, remove it with an MEK dampened clave pressure and all thermocouple readings every

cheesecloth. 15 minutes from the start of autoclave pressurization
to assembly removal from the autoclave.

6.4.5 Clean the boron-polyimide skin per

Paragraph 6.1.2. 6.4.14 Remove the sub-assembly and quality
control panels from the bonding fixture. Handle

6.4.6 Prime the fiber glass/polyimide core only with clean cotton gloves until completion of
per Paragraoh 6.1.4. all bonding operations.

6.4.7 Clean the bonding surfaces of the 6.4.15 Prime the honeycomb core in the trailing
araphite/polyimide spar and upper closure per Pars- edge per Paragraphs 6.1.4.1 and 6.1.4.2.
araph 6.1.3. 6.4.16 Chop FM-29 adhesive into small pieces

6.4.8 Heat tack FM-34 adhesive on the bottom and loosely fill into the core trailing edge as
skin bonding surface which will mate against the specified on the Engineering drawing.
c'ore. Place the bottom skin on the tool and locate
pronerly. Place one ply of Metlbond 840 adhesive 6.4.17 Place a sheet of CHR 3TLL release cloth,
on the edgemember to skin bonding surface of the then one ply of 1000 dry glass cloth, a 0.040 in.

soar assembly. aluminum sheet (perforated with 1/16 inch diameter
holes on 1/2 inch centers), and finally metal weights

6. 4 .Q If the Verifilm 641 check per Paragraph (to prevent the foaming adhesive from moving the
6.4.1 through 6.4.4 showed a need for one additional aluminum sheet) over the core surface filled with
ld7er of adhesive, place a layer of Metlbond 840 FM-29 adhesive.
and/or rM-34 adhesive, as applicable, in the appro-
priate place(s). Requirement for more than one 6.4.18 Cure the primed core and FM-29 adhesive
e.xtra ply of adhesive is subject to Engineering per Paragraph 6.1.4.3.
disposition. Record areas of more than one layer of
a'Wesive for later use in analysis of HDT results. 6.4.19 Post-cure the quality control specimens

and the rudder assembly per. Paragraph 6.2.9.
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6.5 CORE MACHINING 6.7 WING COMPRESSION PANEL

6.5.1 Machine the honeycomb core to the correct 6.7.1 The Wing Compression Panel is fabricated
height and shape as designated by the Engineering using the same fabrication and quality assurance
drawing. Be careful to prevent contamination, procedures as the F-4 Polyimide Composite Rudder.
especially with oil, of any area that still requires The only difference occurs in the timing of several
bonding. Contaminated surfaces are subject to of the fabrication procedures.
Engineering disposition. 6.7.2 The fabrication sequence is as follows:

6.5.2 Vacuum clean the sub-assembly to remove
all loose chips and dust. 6.7.2.1 Machine the HRH-327 honeycomb core to

the dimensions of the Engineering drawing and per the

6.6 BONDING OF TOP SNIN TO SUB-ASSEMBLY requirements of Para. 6.5, and prepare for bonding
per Para. 6.1.4.

6.6.1 Assemble the verifilm 641 sheet per
Paragraph 6.4.1. Place over the top of the bonded 6.7.2.2 Prepare the graphite/polyimide spacer
sub-assembly, and align it so that areas that are to blocks for bonding per Para. 6.1.3.
be bonded are covered with Verifilm 641. 6.7.2.3 Bond the graphite/polyimide spacer

6.6.2 Place the top boron/polyimide skin in blocks to the periphery of the HRH-327 honeycomb core
place, and bag the assembly using Style 1000 dry with FM-29 adhesive per Para. 6.3 and the Engineering
glass cloth bleeder and a Mylar bag. Seal the Mylar drawing.
bag to the tool with 9151 Sealant Tape. 6.7.2.4 Prepare both boron/polyimide skins

6.6.3 Repeat Paragraph 6.4.3. for bondinq per Para. 6.1.2.

6.6.4 Repeat Paragraph 6.4.4. 6.7.2.5 Bond both boron/polyimide skins to the
graphite/polyimide edgemember - HRH-327 honeycomb

6.6.5 Prime the honeycomb core per Paragraphs core subassembly with FM-34 adhesive per Para. 6.4
6.1.4.1 thru 6.1.4.3. and the Engineering drawing. Ultrasonic NOT per

P.S. 21211.4.
6.6.6 Clean the graphite/polyimide bonding

surfaces of the sub-assembly per Paragraph 6.1.3. 6.7.2.6 Prepare the outside surface of the
boron/polyimide skins and the bottom surface of the

6.6.7 Clean the top skin per Paragraph 6.1.2. graphite/polyimide hat flanges for bonding per Para.6.1.2 and 6.1.3 respectively.

6.6.8 Place tho bonded sub-assembly on the

bonding fixture in the proper location. 6.7.2.7 Bond the graphite/polyimide hats to the
boron/polyimide sandwich panel with Metlbond 840

6.6.9 Place one ply of Metlbond 840 adhesive adhesive per Pars. 6.2 and the Engineering drawing.
on the edgemember to skin bonding surface of the Ultrasonic NDT per P.S. 21211.4.
spar assembly. If the Verifilm 641 check per Para-
graph 6.6.1 through 6.6.4 showed a need of one 6.7.8 Perform all pertinent process control
additional layer of adhesive, place a layer of Metl- tests as required by Pare. 6.1 through 6.6.
bond 840 in the appropriate place(s). Requirement
of more than one extra ply of adhesive is subject to
Engineering disposition. Record areas of more than 7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
one layer of adhesive for later use in analysis of
NDT results. 7.1 RAW MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE

6.6.10 Heat tack FM-34 adhesive on the core 7.1.1 Each batch of Metlbond 840, FM-29 and
bonding surface. If the Verifilm 641 check per ?M-34 adhesives and Narmco 800 II and BR-34 primers
Paragraph 6.6.1 through 6.6.4 showed a need for shall be tested and accepted per Table I.
one additional layer of adhesive, place a layer of
FM-34 adhesive in the appropriate place(s). Require- (a) Acceptable material shall have a dated
ment for more than one extra ply of adhesive is Quality Assurance acceptance tag affixed which shows
subject tb Engineering disposition. Record areas date for requalification.
of more than one layer of adhesive for later use in
analysis of NDT results. (b) The materials shall be requalified prior to

their usage if more than 90 days have elapsed since
6.6.11 Locate the top skin in its proper place the materials were qualified. This requalification

over the subassembly. Hold in place with Mylar tape, shall be good for 90 days.
or equal.

7.2 EQUIPMENT
6.6.12 Repeat Paragraph 6.4.12 (no aluminum

sheet required). 7.2.1 Instrumentation used to control processes
shall be calibrated per P.S. 20503.

6.6.13 Repeat Paragraphs 6.4.13 and 6.4.14,
and then post-cure the quality control panels and 7.2.2 Ovens, autoclaves, furnaces and temper-
the assembly per Paragraph 6.2.9. ature control systems shall be certified to P.S.

23401. The bonding oven shall be certified to
P.S. 23401, Class 1A, the autoclave to P.S. 23401,
Class 3C, the drying oven to P.S. 23401, Class 3A,
and the testing oven to P.S. 23401, Class 1B.
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P.S. 14225 (Continued) FABRICATIONPROCEDURES

7.3 PROCESS CONTROL - Quality Assurance shall 7.4 STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLY ACCEPTANCEverify conformance to the following: 741 Nondestructive Testing

(a) Materials used have a current Quality
Assurance acceptance tag affixed which shows date (a) X-ray inspect per p.s. 21206.3. qUality
for requalification. level per P.S. 21233, Class C, for node bond separa-

tion.(b) Matlbond 840, PM-29 and F1-34 adhesives
and Narmco 800 11 and BR-34 primers are stored in (b) X-ray inspect per P.S. 21206.3 and
their original sealed shipping containers at 0 e 10F ultrasonic inspect per P.S,. 21211.4, quality level
until ready for use. per P.S. 21233, Class C. for voids between core and

edge member and voids between the core-to-core bond.
Cc) Applicasle process equipment has acurrent Quality Assurtnce calibration tag affixed. (c) X-ray inspect per P.S. 21206.3 and

ultrasonic inspect per P.S. 21211.4, quality level
(d) Adhesive is conditioned to ambient per P.S. 21233, Class C, for voids between skin to

temperature in closed containers before use. edge member bond and voids between skin to core bond.

(e) All adhesive splices are butt splices (d) Defects found by NDT are subject towith a maximum 1/32 inch gap. Engineering disposition.

(M The Verifilm 641 does not leave a resi- 7.4.2 Control Panel Testing
due that was improperly cleaned from the assembly.

7.4.2.1 The spar sub-assembly bond and the spar
(g) Deficiencies shown by the Verifilm 641 assembly bond each requires six (6) lap shear speci-

prefit check are corrected. mens per Figure 1 to be fabricated at the same time
as the production assembly. These specimens shall

(h) All materials are properly prepared for be fabricated with the same adhesive batch and curedbonding and then immediately wrapped in wax-free at the same time as the production assembly. The
kraft paper. lap shear specimens shall be tested per Figure I to

meet the requirements of Table I.
(i) All personnel handling cleaned, un-

wrapped parts and/or adhesives through the layup 7.4.2.2 Each sandwich assembly bonding opera-
operation, and all support personnel coming in tion requires process control test panels to bedirect contact with cleaned parts and/or adhesives fabricated at the same time. These panels are to bewear clean, white hats and coats, and clean white fabricated with the same adhesive batch and on thecotton gloves. same bonding fixture as the production assembly. The

following specimens are required for each sandwich(j) The grit blast operation on the boron/ assembly bond:
polyimide skins results in a dull, matte surface,
but does not remove all resin and expose boron (a) Six (6) lap shear specimens per Figure 1fibers. to meet the requirements of Table I.

(k) Cure pressure was maintained at 50 + 5 (b) Six (6) flatwise tension specimens perpsi autoclave pressure and 27-29 inches of Hq Figure 3 and Figure 4 to meet the requirements of
vacuum. Table I.

(1) Cure temperature was 350 + l0'F, and (c) Six (6) honeycomb core shear specimensthe heat-up and cool down was at a rate of 3-4*F/min. per Figure 2 to meet the requirements of Table 1.

Wm) During cure there was a minimum of three 7.4.2.3 Perform all elevated temperature teststhermocouples functioning at all times, in an air circulating oven. Specimens that are
tested at elevated temperatures shall be at temper-(nW Cure time didn't start until all thermo- ature 10 minutes prior to test. The test specimencouples reached minimum temperature and was a total temperature shall be controlled to + 5*F.

of 110-120 minutes long.

7.4.2.4 Failure to meet thc requirements of(o) Assembly was cooled to 125*F or less Table I will require Engineering disposition of the
under full pressure. bonded assembly cured with the specimens. All use of

the adhesive batch shall cease until the adhesive 4s(p) Thickness of Narmco 800 II primer was tested and requalified.
checked per P.S. 21239.

i(q) All bonding operations were performed by
qualified personnel (Paragraph 5.1.2).

(r) The temperature in the bonding room is 8.0 SAFETY
held between 65-75F and the relative humidity in
the bonding room is held within the limits shown 8.1 ORGANIC SOLVENTS
in Paragraph 5.2.2.
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FABR•ICATION
P.S. 14225 (Continued) PROCEDURES

8.1.1 Description: The following solvents and/ 8.2.2 Precautions: The safety precautions

or solvent brarfli aterials are used in small quar- specified in Paragraph 8.1 shall apply to these

titles per this specification. materials with the exception of those precautions

related to fire hazards.
(a) Methyl Ethyl Netone: A colorless, thin

solvent. Flammable and toxic. 0.3 ACIDS

Wb) Narrco B00 it primer: A brownish thin 8.3.1 General Precautions
liquid. flammable and toxic.

(a) Acid resistant gloves, aprons, chemical
(c) 3R-34 primer: A thick liquid, flamma- goggles and boots must be worn when handling hazard-

ble and toxic. ous chemicals.

Wd) N-Methyl Pyrrolidone: A colorless,
thin solvent. Flammable and toxic. (b) Use chemicals and solutions only as

stated in this specification.
8.1.2 First Aid: In event of eye or skin

contamination: (c) Always add acid to water when diluting
or mixing chemicals or solutions.

(a) Flush the exposed area with large

amounts of water. (d) Avoid inhaling vapors. Wear McDonnell

approved respirators when necessary.
(b) Ramove contaminated clothing.

(e) Correctly label and maintain the iden-

(c) Secure first aid. ity of all containers as to their contents.

8.1.3 Toxicology: Avoid prolonged breathing • p (f) Incompatible Materials - Isolate from
of solvent vapors, incompatible materials as specified per McDonnell

P.S% 20002 under both specific and general precau-
8.1.4 Fire Hazard: Flamable solvents are tions.

extremely easy t0 ignite and shall not be used in
the vicinity of smoking, sparks or open flames. 9.3.2 First Aid: In the event of eye or skin

contasminations..

8.1'.5 Handling and Storage.

(a) Flush the exposed area with large
(a) Wear safety glasses (or goggles) and amounts of water for 15 minutes.

rubber gloves while working with solvents.
Cb) Remove contaninated clothing.

(b) Do not use solvents in confined areas
unless specifically authorized, since fumes are (c) Secure first aid.
generally toxic, flammable, and exolosive.

8.3.3 Pass-Jell 107-C7 Solution
Cc) Store and handle solvents in properly

labelled safety containers. (a) Description: A thin, orange liquid.

(d) Dispose of all rags in flammable Cb) Toxicology: Liquid contains acid and
solvent areas in special containers used only for dichromate whtWcan irritate and burn eyes and skin.
this purpose.
NOTE: The preceding are minimum safety precautions. (c) Fire Hazard: May cause ignition when in
Personnel using these materials should be familiar contact with flammab or combustibel materials.
with the more detailed precautions provided in
P.S. 20002. d) Storae: Store in original shipping

containers.
8.2 NON-SOLVENT ORGANIC MATERIALS CAUTION: Do not allow Pasa-Jell 107-C7 or rinse

water containing Pasa-Jell 107-C7 to come in contact
8.2.1 Description: The following non-solvent with MEX or other solvents.

organic mate used per this specification.
8.3.4 Nitric Acid - HN03

(a) Metlbond 840 Film Adhesive- A glass
fabric supported, grey film. Not a fire hazard, (a) Description - Transparent, colorless or
but is toxic, yellowish fuming, mufocating, corrosive liquid.

(b) FM'34 Film Adhesive: A qlass fabric (b) Toxicology - Nitric acid vapor is
supported, greenish brown film. Not a fire hazard, highly irritating to the skin, eyes and mucous mem-
but is toxic. branes.

(c) FM-29 Adhesive: A non-supported, tan (C) Fire-Hazard - Nitric acid is a powerful
film. Not a fire hazard, but is toxic. oxidizing dgent. Avoid contact with reducing agents

such as alcohol or petroleum solvents, as the mixture

is explosive.
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P.S. 14225 {Continued) FABRICATIONPROCEDURES

8.3.5 Chromic Acid 9.0 NOTES

(a) Description - Red crystals 9.1 vendors or subcontractors needing this
specification should direct their request for copies

(b) Toxcoly - Chromates attach the skin to the attention of McDonnell Aircraft Company (
and mucous membranes. (MCAIR). St. Louis. Purchasing or Subcontracting, as

applicable. Information pertaining to the technical
(c) Handlin storaoe - Isolate aspect of this specification can be obtained from

chromates from fli ilesvejvnts, end other organic MCAIR Material and Process Development Department
matter such as wood, paper, alcohol and petroleum (Dept. 372).
compounds as the mixture is flammable and explosive.

10.0 REFERENCE PUBLICATIONS

None applicable
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P.S. 14225 (CON'TINUED) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

,-.R'. REAS AT
LEAST 1.0" LONG

" 9THERMOCOUPLE '-T.TAC51.V.U - WlTH P-211 TAPF

NOTES: (1) Specimens are 6A1-4V annealed titanium 0.040" (min.) x 1.0" x 5.0".
Clean and prime per Section 6.0 of this specification with the produc-
tion parts that will be bonded with the specimens.

(2) Apply Metlbond 840 adhesive and cure per Section 6.0 of this specification.

(3) Use malf-aligninq qrips and load at 600-74l0 lbs/min.

(4) Six (6) specimens required. Test three (3) at room temperature
and three at 550*r * 5*r after holdinq at temperature for 10 min-
utes. Heat specimens in air circulating oven only.

(5) Calculate lap shear strenath as follows:

F" P Whcre F. - Lao Shear Strenqth (psi)
A P - Failinq Load (Ib)

A - Bond Line Area (in
2

)

FIc.URE I - LAP SHEAR SPECIMEN AND TEST
r

0171r= 1f

NOTES: (1) Sandwich panel consists of 0.nl0" x 1.0" x 8.0" 6A1-4V annealed
titanium skins cleaned per Section 6.0 of this specification,
.5" thick x 1" wide, 3/16" cell, 8.0 lb/ft 3

, HRH-327 fiber
glass/polyimide core cleaned and primed per Section 6.0 of
this specification, with FM-34 adhesive for core'to skin bond
and FM-29 adhesive for core splice bond. Sandwich to be cured
per Section 6.0 of this snecification.

(2) Six (6) specimens required. Test three (3) at room temperature
and three (3) at 550* after holdinq at temoerature for 10
minutes. Heat specimens in air circulatino oven only.

(3) Calculate sandwich shear strength as follows:

P
Fcs = , where F -s = Sandwich shear strenqth, psi

P = Faiiing load, lb.
w = Width, in.

h = Distance between skin centroids, in.
- C + T : where C = corf, thickness, in.

T = Skin thickness, in,

FIGURE 2 - SANDWICH SHEAR SPECIMEN AND TEST

SID DONDED STRUCTURE, POLYIMIDE MATRIX COMPOSITE, P.S. 14225
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P.S. 14225 (CONTINUED) FABRICATIONPROCEDURES

pORON/POLYIMIDE

0- DIRECTION

CORE RIBBON
DIRECTION

BORON/POLYIMIOE SKINS - BOTH SIDES

HRH-327 FIBER GLASS/POL'flMIDE COREFIJI I I. FT[ I 111 "CELL x 8.0 lb/ft
3 x 0.5" THICK

NOTES: (1) Fabricate the boron/polyimide skins per P.S. 14224 with orientation of
0, +45, -45, -45, +45, 0.

(2) Clean and prime per Saction 6.0 with the production parts that will he
bonded with the panel.

(3) Bond the skins to the honeycomb with FM-34 adhesive per Section 6.0.

(4) Cut out mix (6) flatwise tension specimens 2.0" dia. with diamond
tooling and test per Figure 4.

FIGURE 3 - FLATWISE TENSION PANEL SPECIMEN

,V5 " DIA.
"LOADING HOLF

ALUMINUM PAD

SANDWICH SPECI(.,N . -
FM-34 ADHESIVE

-2- l,'P5 OIA.-_________

NOTES: (1) Load the specimen through the two (2) n.375" dia. holes with a self
aligning clevice device.

(2) Load at a rate of 1000 - 1200 lb/min. to failure. Record the failure
load and the type of failure.

(1) Calculate flatwise tension strenqth as follows:

P
Ft = A , where Ft Flatwise tensile strc'ncth, psi

P Failure load, lb.
A Bond area, in

2

(4) Use air circulating oven as heat source for 550*F tests.

FrTURF 4 - FLATWISE TENSTON SPECIMEN AND TEST

;,.s. 14225, BONDED STRUCTURE, POLYIMIDE MATRIX COMPOSITE, ISSUED
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P.S, 1422% (COwRlNUED) rAsRICAtTION
PROCEDURES

FAILURE STRESS (SPI)
PROPERTY

ROOM TEMPERATVRE 5501F

Metlbond 840 Adhesive and Narmco 800 I1 Primer 2250 1500
Single Lap Shear (Figure 1)(Minimum Average)

Metlbond 840 Adhesive and Narmco 800 1I Primer, 2000 1250
Single Lap Shear (Minimum Strength any one

Specimen)

FM-34 Adhesive and BR-34 Primer, Flatwise Ten- 400 75
sion (Fiqure 4)(Minimum Averaqe)

PM-34 Adhesive and ER-34 Primer, Platwise Ten- 300 50
sion (Figure 4)(Minimum Strenqth any one

Specimen)

PM-29 Foaming Adhesive, Adhesive Core Splice 200 100
(Figure 2)(Minimum Average)

FM-29 Foaming Adhesive, Adhesive Core Splice 150 75
(Figure 2)(Minimum Strength any one

Specimen)

TABLE I - ADHESIVE INCOMING INSPECTION AND CONTROL SPECIMEN REQUIREMENTS

Manuracturing

APPROVED APPROVF.D
Eng ineer ng Quality Assurance

APPROVED APPROVFD
APPHO, Engineering Saf ety and Medical
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PRELIMINARY

"FABRICATION
,X,\$ AND $L'8TRVTM1VRAL It|AVPr1 STRUCTU1RAL, (,RAPIITF./POELYTMTDE, PROCEDURES

rA.PIAWAT10,% ANO A¢CTPTAwcr or

1.0 APPLICATION

1.1 This process specification defines the 3.8 Nylon Film, Capran Type 512-H or 80 ,ai;o 2,
r.'•.dUros for fabricating qraohita/nolyimido non- Allied Chemical Corp., or equal.

,nt,.irally stiffened skin tyne structuro and struc-
tural shapes for use to 550*r. 3.9 Teflon squeegee, 3.0 in. x 5.0 in.

1.2 This specification is offective upon issue 3.10 Acrylic plastic sheet, minimum of 0.125
and when specified on an Enqineerinn drawing. inch thick, Commercial.

3.11 Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK), TT-~-261.

3.12 Glass Cloth, Style 120 and 1000, Commercial.

2.0 APPLICAELE DOCUMENTS 3.13 Teflon Coated Glass Fabric per MMS-528,
CIIR 3TLL, Connecticut Hlard Rubber Co., TX1050 Teflon

2.1 The following specifications (or documents) Coated Fabric, Pallflex Products Co.; or equal.
form a part of this soecification to the extent
spe,'ifiod herein. 3.14 '¶old Wiz F-57 Mold Release, or equal.

P.S. 20002 - Safety Standards and Information 3.15 Ram 225 and Plastilease 334 Mold Release,
on the L'e and Handling of Hazardous Materials Ram Chemical Co., Los Angoles, California.

r.S. 20503 - Calibration Lahoratories, Facil- 1.14 '138n-10 TFr coated alass fabric, 50-54 in.
i!,"nd Operational Roquivements for wide, Podoce Industries: CUIP 6TS TFr. coate:1 ilsi fil -

nic, 36 in. wide (minimum), Connecticut Hard ;.uL,
P.S. 20509 - Requirements for Class 2 Clean Co.: o' equal.

Coo-

3.17 :-%Iethvl Pyrrolidonn Solvvent, Eastman
".S. 21206 - Radiographic Inspection - Kodak Chemical Co., New York, New York.

Oonneral

P.S. 21233 - Nondestructive 7esting of
Aheosive Fonds 4.0 7QUIPMENT

r.S. 23401 - Certification of Furnaces andT.-n,:erature Control Sy'stens for Hleat 7reatina And 4.1 Autoclave capable of 40n°F (ninirumi ,and
Toera-ral Crocessint 10r psig (minimum) nitrogen and/or air pressur1i..i

rMal o nwith pressure control capabilit% of 5 psii and a
NMS-335 - Sealant Material, Vacuum Sao minimum heat up rate of 3'F/min. A continuous te.p-

ernture recording system and a 50 CFM vacuu,;m ".uminr.:MMS-523 - Graphite/Polyimide Pre-Pren Material system capable of maintaining 200 microns or les of
vacuum are required. The autoclave must 1-o cortifiod. .S-528 - Glass Fabric, Teflon Coated to P.S. 23401, Class 3C, oxcent as noted in

3.0 M IALS AD/RParanraph 7.1.1.

3.1 Craphite!Polyimide Pre-nro-. "'atoeial ner 4.2 Cold trap, canable of 'cndonsin;i all
"S 'i.•23. volatiles removed by the vacuum numnin: svstm.

4.3 Oven, air circulatino typo, capabe of
1.2 ".A" Staced Sky,'nd 703 Polyimiue Resin, '"C*P (minimum), certified *cr r.S. 23401, C1ass 3C".:taker mesearch and tievelon•ment, San Dieco, ralif. , for nost ciirinq comuosite nirts.

S Permacel T:o. 02C ,oible or , '. , I. 4.4 Oven, air circulatino t-%ne, canl, of
.0, (m-inimum) , certified ner 1.S. 2.401, Cl,ti.- IV,

5,:Snth for p(rformino elevated tem',cratu•:e tests o. roco'
control s.ecimens.• " ri 0, 1.5 inch idc, ti:(, :noss 1,t-,rminecl hv-,rnstro na Corý: 3 ., St. "ouc, ' ssounri 4.5 'immond cuttino wheels and r,,uters

'.5d- ; 1,r•{ 7• T>, , 3' C'.-in', 'r e;uu . '20 irit cr finer diamond particles.

u'r M -1 15 ~ 4.6 C, ' ati-, 1, ocdie d carbide drills.
''1•2" thic., 1" wide, Snhnee-r Pol'.•'mer 4." Pacer citter, X-i,-to '.,•:ives. "'I " or

-rlntvn, r':., Texa'. nr jui-.-allent.

. 'ylar Fulr, Type A, 0.0015 inch thick, 4.4 Steul or alu"in.:n lv-ui, an,! 'urn,) *ool.
A'ont t.- Division.

4.9 Thrmostatiticallv controlled heat iron
(150"!' maximum)

" 'AtIlIliT 'p•LY(I"I:l', ( ,AP" l'A 1'.•: A:.'.' 'iCi'H' ( N' €I'.o,

PROCESS SPECIFICATION ' '. , '•
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P.S. 14227 (CONTINUED) FABRICATIONPROCEDURES

5,0 REQUIREMENTS 5.9 A record shall be kept of the identifica-
5.1 The initial fabrication of any component tion number of each individual container of pre -

shall be witnessed and approved in writing by the preg material used for any individual composite
Material and Process Development Department. Fabri- lay-up.
cation as approved by Material and Process Develop-
ment shall not be changed without written approval 5.10 The graphite/polyimide pre-preg material
from Material and Process Development Department. shall be placed in the orientation designated on

the Engineering drawing.
5.2 Fabrication of composite parts shall be

performed by qualified personnel. Qualified per- 5.11 Fiber butt joints of the pre-preg material
sonnel are those who have demonstrated by passing within the composite tend to end type) are forbidden,
written and/or practical proficiency tests, that unless required by the Engineering drawing.
they possess the skills and job knowledge necessary
to ensure acceptable workmanship. A.5.12 The edge of any individual piece of pre-ified personnel shall be maintained by Quality prPg material in one ply shall not be placed directly
Assurance. ovqr the edge of another piece of pre-preg of a previ-ous ply. Edge joints such as those shall be overlapped

5.3 The lay-up area shall meet the require- a minimum of 0.5 inch unless otherwise required by
ments of P.S. 20509 except the temperature shall be the Engineering drawing.

65 to 75"F and the relative humidity shall not ex- 5.13 Cut edges of pre-preq terminating inside

ceed the following values: the laminate shall be uniform and defect free.

5.14 Prepreg material for each ply shall he

placed on Mylar templates to the dimensions and

orientations specified on the Engineering drawing,
and then transferred to the lay-up tool.

5.15 The uncured pre-preg material and compo-
site lay-up shall not be exposed to room temperature
in excess of 240 cumulative hours.

Then5.16 Tools, clamps, etc. shall not be placed
on top of the lay-up unless required by the fabri-
cation procedure._

5.17 Manufacturing and Quality Assurance per-
5.4 The top surface of the steel or aluminum sonnel working on or inspecting the lay-up at any

tool used for final lay-up and.cure of the composite timq'prior to the start of the cure cycle shall wear
laminate shall have a maxijum 80 RER finish, clean shop coats and caps.

5.5 The *teel tool plate shall be a minimum 5.19 Edges of composite laminates shall be
of 3.0 inches larger in all edge directions than the fabricated a minimum of 0.25 inches oversize for
dams surrounding the lay-up, plus ample area for trimming purposes.
the process control panel.

5.19 Cut edges of the pre-preg shall be
5.6 Graphite/polyimide pre-preq material shall within 0.10 inch of the inside edge of the dam.

be packaged in a moisture proof plastic bag and
stored at 0 + 10*F when not in use. 5.20 A graphite/polyimide process control

laminate shall be fabricated and cured at the same
5.7 Graphite/polyimide pre-preg material shall time and under the same vacuum bag as each production

remain inside the moisture proof plastic bag a minimum part. Size of the laminate shall be 6.0" x 4.0" x 11
pf 30 min. after removing from 0* storage to plies with fibers parallel to the 6" direction. This
room temperature working area. laminate shall be evaluated per Section 7.0 and

conform to the mechanical property requirements of
5.9 A record shall be kept of time in and out Table I.

of 0"F storage for each container of pre-preg mat-
erial. -. 5.21 A minimum of 29" Hg vacuum is required
NOTE: The container referenced here is the container throughout the pre-pres cure cycle.
used by the vendor to facilitate shipment of broad-
goods. 5.22 Cure cycle heat up rate shall be 3-4*F/min.
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P.S. 14227 (CONTINUED) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

6.0 PROCEDURES

6.1 PREPARATION FOR FABRICATION 6.2.2 Collate each individual ply of pre-preg
on the lay-up tool, adding small amounts (approximately

6.1.1 Identify the orientation of each ply in 1/8" x 1/8" x 0.001 - 0.002" thick) of Skybond 703
the composite laminate by marking Mylar templates resin at strategic spots on each layer to prevent
or referencing the Engineering drawing, ply to ply slippage. Use a warm (140-160*F) iron

and an intermediate Mylar film to momentarily soften
6.1.2 Clean the top of the steel or aluminum and smooth out each layer of the composite laminate.

tool with an MEK dampened cheese cloth. Allow to Keep the warm iron movinq at all times, taking care
air dry for a minimum of 30 minutes. not to degrade the pre-preg by overheating. Place

a clean Mylar sheet over areas of the lay-up not
6.1.3 Cover the tool surface within an area being worked on to protect it from damage and conta-

formed by the outer perimeter of the dams with mination.
M380-10 or CAR 6TS. If excessive tool curvature is
a problem consult Material and Process Development 6.2.3 If a production part is being fabricated,
Department for appropriate release material, lay-up a process control laminate on the same tool

and/or under the same vacuum bag as the structural
6.1.4 Cut a sheet of CHR 3TLL (or equivalent) part using the processing procedures described in

release film to the same dimensions as the CHR 6TB Paragraphs 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Lay-up one laminate
material. Where necessary, splice the CHR 3TLL (or 6.0" x 4.0" x 11 plies with filaments parallel to
equivalent) with an FEP Teflon tape to obtain suffi- the 6" direction.
cient area.

6.2.4 Place the CHR 3TLL ( or equivalent)
6.1.5 Cut one layer of 120 dry glass cloth to f:.lm over the top of the completed lay-up and attach

the same dimensions as the CHR 3TLL (or equivalent) :o the cork dams with Permacel Double Sided Tape.
for every three plies of pre-preg material. Use Make sure the CHR 3TLL, Permacel Tape and dam are
one extra layer of 120 dry glass cloth when the lay- in intimate contact.
up has one extra ply of pre-preg over multiples
of 3 (i.e., 3, 6, 9, 12 etc.). For tapered pre- 6.2.5 Place the correct number of 120 glass
preg lay-ups the size of the 120 glass cloth will cloth layers as specified in Paragraph 6.1.5 over
vary with the location of the pre-preg material, the CHR 3TLL (or equivalent). Attach the 120 glass

cloth to the tool with Y19050 tape.
6.1.6 Make sure that the pre-preg cutters (paper

cutter, X-acto knives, "pizza" cutter, etc.) are
sharp prior to their use.

6.2.6 Place a Mold Wiz F-57 coated 0.040"
6.1.7 Remove the pre-preg containers iluminum sheet perforated with 1/16 inch diameter

required for each day's fabrication from n, storage. noles on 1/2 inch centers on top of the production
Keep the pre-preg material in the plastic bag a mini- assembly to act as a pressure plate. Place Mold
mum of 30 minutesafter removal from the freezer. Pre- Wiz F-57 coated 0.040" perforated aluminum sheets'
preg material may be stored at room temoerature over- over each of the orocess control panels. Tape the
night if the remainder is completely uqed the follow- pressure plates to the cork dams to insure theft
ing day. However, do not allow the pre-preq material the plates will not ride on the dams during the
to be exposed to temperatures over 0 + 10-F unnecessar- cure cycle. Place 2-5 layers of style 1000 dry
ily. Record the cumulative time out 3f 0 + 10-F class cloth over the top of the lay-up and extend
storage for each pre-preg container. Also, record beyond the dam.

the batch and container number for the pre-preq
naterial used in each lay-up. 6.2.7 Place a layer of Mylar film on top of the

entire lay-up (i.e., structural part and process
6.1.8 Orient the pre-preg broadgoods in the control laminates) and extend several inches beyond the

designated direction and cut to the dimensions of dams. Locate the vacuum and static lines adjacent to
the Mylar templates if applicable, the lay-ups and inside the sealed edge of the vacuum

bag. Seal the vacuum bag to the tool with 9151 Pink
6.2 LAY-UP PROCEDURE FOR FLAT LAI¶INATE$ Sealing Tape. See Figure I for typical laminate lay-up

cross section.
6.2.1 Remove the adhesive backing sheet off of

the cork dams and then place the cork dams on top of 6.2.8 Use a minimum of 4 thermocouples for
the release film with the outside edge of the dam each part. Locate the thermocouples at opposite
directly over the outside edge of the release material, ends and sides of the part next to the trim area of
Make sure all joints are tightly sealed. Make the the laminate. For production parts of varying thick-
dams the thickness o8:B3 of the exoected cured ness, add additional thermocouples to insure uniform
laminate thickness. heating in all sections of the part. Place a min-

imum of one thermocouple adjacent to each process
control laminate lay-up.
NOTE: Do not place any thermocouples directly on
the surface of the pro-prog lay-up.

6.2.9 Leak check the lay-up per Paragranh 6.4.
At the conclusion of the leak check add two layers of
1000 qlass cloth and a second nvlon baq over the
assembly per Paragraph 6.2.7; add one vacuum line.
Leak check per Paragraph 6.4.
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P.S. 14227 (CONTINUED) FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

6._ LAY-VP PROCEDURE FOR STRUCTURAL SHAPES (b) Hold at 200 + 10OF for 60-70 minutes
under at least 29 inches oT mercury vacuum.

b.3.1 Clean the steel or aluminum die with an
MFK dampened cheese cloth. (c) Raise the temperature to 350F at a

rate of 3-4*F/min. When the temperature reaches 250F,
6.3,2 Meat the dle to 250"F and apply a heavy pressurize the autoclave to 100 +_ 5 psig.

coat of Ram 225. Then bake the mold for fifteen
minutes at 350*F. Repeat the operation three times. (d) Hold at 350 + 101 for 2 hours + 10

minutes.
6.3.3 Apply a thin cost of Plastilease 334

to the glossy finishod mold and bake the mold for (e) cool to 125*' or less, while maintaining
one hour at 3501F. 100 psiq pressure, at a rate of 3-4*F/min.

6.3.4 Cool the mold to room temperature, then 6.5.2 Cure flat laminates and structural shaped
buff the mold surface to a smooth, non-sticky parts which have been sprayed with N-methyl pyrrolidonf
surface. This procedure is performed only once and solvent as follows:
need not be repeated for the duration of the mold. (a) While holdingj 1-3 inches of mercury

6.3.5 Before each lay-up operation, lightly vacuum on the bagged lay-up, raise the temperature to
wipe the mold surface with Plastilease 334 with the 175-F at a rate of 3-4*P/min.
mold surface at least 80*w. This coating should be
uniform, smooth and non-streaky. (b) Hold at 175*F for 4 hours + 10 minutes

under 1-3 inches of mercury vacuum.
6.1.6 Identify the orientation of each ply in

the composite shape by markinq Mylar templates. (c) While holding 1-3 inches of mercury
vacuum, raise the temperature to 200-F at a rate of

6.3.7 Remove the pre-preg containers required 3-4*F/min. Hold at 200 4 10*F for 110-130 minutes,
for each day's fabrication from 0* storage per then raise the bag vacuum to 27-29 inches of mercury
the requirements in Paragraph 6.1.7. vacuum.

6.3.8 Lay-up the pre-preg on the Mylar templates (d) Raise the temperature to 350*F at a rate
as described in Paragraph 6.1.8. of 3-4*F/min. When the temperature reaches 250*F,

pressurize the autoclave to 100 + 5 psig.

6.3.9 If the pre-preg is not pliable enough to

be shaped on the tool, spray a thin coat of N-methyl (e) Hold at 350 + 10-F for 2 hours + 10
pyrrolidone solvent - to be done under the direction minutes.
of the Material and Process Development Department -
to the individual plies of pre-preg. sandwich the (fM Cool to 125'F or less, while maintaininn
sprayed nre-preq between Nylon film, and then allow 100 psig pressure, at a rate of 3-4*F/min.
the pre-,ren to stand approximately 6 - 12 hours at
room temperature until it becomes pliable. 6.5.3 Post-cure the production part and the

process control panel in an oven as follows:

6.3.i Transfer each individual ply of pre-oreq

onto the tool according to the Fngineering drawing. NOTE: Structural shapes must be restrained during

6.3.11 Lay-up a process control panel per the Post-cure to prevent warpage.

requirements in Paragraph 6.2.3.
(a) Raise oven temperature to 350*F at a

6.1.12 Bag the lay up as described in Para- rate of 3-4.P/min. Hold at 350 + 10*F for 30 - 40
.;raph 6.2.4 through 6.2.9. minutes.

6.4 LEAK CHECKING (b) Raise oven temperature to 600*F at a
rate of l/4"P/min.

6.4.1 When leak checking apply vacuum to the

interior of the vacuum bag slowly. As the air is (c) Hold temperature at 600 4 10F for
evacuated, make the bag conform to the shape of 6 + 1/2 hours.
the lay-up and tool. Make certain the bag does not
bridqe any areas. (d) Cool to 1251F or less at a rate of 3-4*F/

min.
6.4.2 Pull 29 inches (minimum) mercury vacuum

on the bagged lay-up and close off the vacuum source. 6.5.4 Record the autoclave temperature and
.ake a pressure reading 2 minutes after isolation of pressure throughout the cure cycle and record the
the system. The maximum allowable leakage rate is oven temperature throughout the post-cure cycle.
0.5 inches of mercury per minute. Continuously record pressure build-up in the vacuum

bag with a suitable instrument. Also record the
6.4.3 Maintain at least 29 inches of mercury time the lay-up is at room temperature prior to

vacuum on the bagged lay-up and place in the auto- cure. Include all this information in the perman-
clave. Connect the required plumbing (thermo- ent record for the part being fabricated.
couple3, vacuum, static lines and cold trap) and
repeat the leak check of the previous paragraph with .6.6 TRIMMING
100 psi autoclave pressure. 6.6.1 Structural Part - Trim the structural

'.5 CURFE SCHEDULE part with a diamond impregnated cutoff wheel or
router to the dimensions of the Enilneering draw-

6, .1 Cure flat laminates and structural shpii'u ing. Use water or carbon dioxide for cooling the
:ir-,; which have not been sprayed with N-methyl diamond tool, but do not use any oil based compound,

I.,.drr']on-' nlven-t-s follows: Use 120 grit or finer diamond particle impregnated
tooling, and operate at a speed of IR00 to

(,) While maintaining at least 29 inches of 4000 SFPM and a feed rate of 4 inch/mmn.

* rr-ury ,actium on the bagged lay-up, raise the tomper-
aitlur, to 2gv" at a rate of 3-41F/min.
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rA&NICATION

ljj.;g il 
't•ut the pro-

r 11 ntol too er rareqrsph 6.2

into six 4.0* fttlament direcaton V 0.3" x thioh- 7.1,11 ysbttatio, procedures are performed

niss flexeural to;t speclmens and six 0,70" (filament by qualified personnel per the requirements of Pare-

direction) x 0.25' x thioknems horilontal sheer test qrnph 5.2.
specimeins. Use a thin (O.090 inch or les) diamond

cut-Oft wheel at 1100 to 4000 aPtp and 4 inah/rin. 7.2 Quality Assurance shall monitor records Of

maximum foed rate. Attach acrylic plastic back Up to the followinq Intormation'
the bottom of the laminate with double si d tap*.
Use a 120 Qrit or finer diamond tool. From the 7.2.1 The time in and out af of r storage f•r

offal machine three 1/2' x 1/2" x thickness resin each individual composite prt-prea con;tainer used In

content specimsens. Manufacturling.

6.7 DrI•lN t 1.2. The time- tempera tu rprosesatre history of

6.7.1 Drill the post-cured qrephite/polyilmtGe each autoclave run. f
part with a cerrated edqed carbide drill with a
cutting speed of 40-00 surface feet/minute. Apply 7.2.1 The tima-temperature history Of each oven

a liaht hand feed pressure and no coolant, run.

"7.0 Mt'ALIT' ASSURANCr PROVISInNfI 7.2.4 The total amount of ti,," "afi 01ach 3rm-

Posito laminate la,%y-uptrt a4t rtom trj~.r-rt.lt') r,.rior

7.1 Quality Assurance shall mAintain, survoil- to curinq par the requtr'Ant! of Par raph 5.1'..

lance to assure adequate compliance to the followti' 7.2.5 The composite prn-pr3q batch and container

7.1.1 The autoclave shall be certified per numherR used for each composite la/-uP.

P.S. 23401. Clas: 3C except workinq zone of the s r

autoclave shall extend to within 3 inches of the wall *. NOMitTIuc:T r:SPECT : ° .

and 20 thermocouples w., ich continue to Inspect poro '.,. 21206.p _,nd 'u1r_.i' : . ' "

Vznction durinq the entire certificatton procedure per P.s. S 1211.4. \nA, &-ot s

shall be the mininum number ruquirei to certify unqlnecrin,' (lisposItIor.

the autoclave. Calibrate instrumentation per

P.S. 20503. The post-curing oven shall be certified

per P.S. 23401, Class 3C. ,4 p•o.tSS c•ONTPOL Tr1%ST

"?.1.2 The comnslite lay-up work ins performed

in a room that meets the requiretments o? Paraaraph 7,4.1 perform all elevated tempeostrv A tetis

.in an air airculatinq Oven, .pecin"'.- tested a.

elevated temperature %hall be •t to-perature -

7.1.3 The surface finish of the tnp of the tool minutes prior to test. The specimen terpera:ur .shall

isa maximum or so RMR 
bs controlled to - S*F. monitor the te.-nrature h,

attachine a sinal; therr.o•cuple to the test spe'rir,-

7.1.4 O)nly pre-oren material italiini per the

req-iirements in Table I is used in the .ahrication nf 1.4.2 Test six loncit'adinal !loxur.3! S.,, .

three at room teoeorature and three at S5•'F, r.

i..5 The composite pre-preo material is pack- dance with rinure 2. The sc.'cirens shall -.': .,w

i-,e,1 in A I-isture Dro,3 plastic bA. and storeAi at quire-enti of Tablo 1.

I - l7ie when not in use,
7.4.3 Test six interlAmrnar Rh~ear spim:ret's.

7.1.6 The compos ite pre-preo nAtorial remains three at rnoo te!-p,,rature an.d three At 550r. in

inside the moisturo proof pla.itýt Y-11 fo a 1..innaum Accordance withý ri.:%ure i. Thin sneo i-en5 s.al Ceet

Of 31 mmn. after re,3o .'al fro- n'r itortiv. the requiremonts of 7ahe 1.

?.7.. The composite pre-pri m,.tersdl is 1.4.4 Per*or, resin :ontent dut'r-.'

:lA•fed in the orientation cdiseitnateii 1'y thn rnmineO threo 1/2" cx 1'2" tx i"ms tet': ., -

eri.ind frawing. 
:ollowsl

0(%} Weiqh the test Aarple t, r.arnut ,

7.1.0 :No end to end tyos butt joints of com- (m 1WI).

•site pre-prec .aterial are used inside the cempo- i r•a•o sampiu in .'.a t*..vr .

Kite laeinate unless ro4t1rol by the Enoinoerini W Plac re1 snl in

"J ,win .1. 
'On ml * Of concentrat e f v- ',41 1'. 

r, ,,
;t 14n * l0r for 2- 1''i.

1. 1.9 Thri eli. o! sny' inlli., t~nl pinr.' of
1 .-re, n one pl;' is n't, p.ic'r. dirpotly ovrr the c) rIlter ýhct( - L'ta.,2 , t ,h

, o!, nof inothn.t roleye 1,f t,rr-pri 1 'LI i trevito tii nl'y, prev ev. ' tlv drimti , tnrml (L" u".' nl. t 0.• " l01

!' *•'t at -,leen 3OmntA Overlap a "inim•m tof 0.5 inch, fretted cruciHle M2) , Wash .with oonet~rtrat,,"( W.,

P'Mn4e fil'et'r with a minil-m• of 60n0!,I. o, iit i'.1.'

" ".. ;n ; ..°tbPt. !,trel in imAtnril ,oaritnminA- .'.tvr or until filtrate i% neutral.. 'r,' 1i v ~%.*
"or ,,X te on th, I ,'-i',, ,oen %t 220'1 for I hý',tr,

"..1 r+P1.0 of coMMAktO IAni t QtVti5 lhat fahrl" (,1) ('601 to )Lrf t,,t aur..t ,. i', * "

+- ' .i ,, 1inimuml of 0.25 inches n,,.orfizo, ind e-'rl anl wo.lih the crtlethln to e.O5r' 1 Ni J1).

tt' pr -pr"'n metartal torminstPS withit. )I, inehIe

-/ ".e 'lam and does not Overlap the darn. l ".lvulatrir. tn

~r.,ioin content' :W;If) Repo3rt the rvtn In !orittnt \'lov ,l• i ,9to,

IMIMt AM)£ SMITWtT~t'{"l•M, 1111MAlPR FTIttCTURAL.
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rADRICAfl01414237PROCEDURES

89.0 SFRTY 8.2.6 NOTE, The preceding are minimum safety
precautions.'-rsoonal using these materials should3.1 PRZE-PPG MATERIAL be familiar with the more detailed precautions provided
in McDonnell Specification P.S. 20002.S.11 Personnel shall wear eye protection when

(1) cutting the pre-preg material or the finished
composite. and (Q) observing mechanical property
tests. The composite filamiets shatter and can be
a danger to the eyes.

9.0 NOTES9.1,2 Composite filament particles that
become embedded in the skin shell be removed immedi- 9.1 Vendors or subcontractors needing this spec-ately by pulling straight out. bending or flexing ification should direct their request for copies tothe broken filaments will only cause further break- the attention of McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCATR]age of the filament. If not removed immediately, St. Louis, Purchasing or Subcontracting, as applicable.the filaments tend to work themselves further into Information pertaining to the technical aspect of thisthe skin. specification can be obtained from MCAIR Material and

Process Development Department (Dept. 372).
8.2 ORGAN~IC SOLVENTS

8.2.1 Description - The following solventsand/or solvent biaroig materials are uned in small
quantities per this specification.

10.0 RFETRENCE PUBLICATrIONS
(a) Methyl Ethyl Ketone: A colorless,

thin liquid, flammable and toxic. Not applicable

(b) Mold Wit F-57 Mold Release: A color-
less, thin liquid, flammable and toxic.

(c) N-Methyl Pyrrolidone: A colorlessthin liquid, flammable and toxic.

8.2.2 First Aid - In the event of eye or skin
contamination:

(a) Flush the exposed area with large
amounts of water.

(b) Remove contaminated clothing.

(c) Secure first aid.

8.2.3 Ioxg.2ogoo: Avoid prolonqed breathing
of solvent vapors.

8.2.4 Fire Hazard: Plam•mable solvents are
extremely easy to iqnite and shall not be used in
the vicinity of smokinq, sparks or open flames.

8.2.5 Handling and Storage

(a) Wear safety glasses (or goggles) and
rubber gloves while working with solvents.

(h) Do not use solvents in confined arnasunless specifically authorized, since fumes are
ienerally toxic, flammable and explosive.

Cc) Dispose of all. rags in flammable
solvent areas in special containers used only for
this purpose.

(d) Store and handle solvents in properly
labeled safety containers.
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r,,• "4,•" (O,•T•'•'.D)FABRICATION
PROCEDURES

MECHANICAL PROPERTY MINIMUM AVERAGE SPECIMEN MINIMUM
(PSI) (PST)

"01 Flexural Strength. R.T. 17n,00n 155,000

"n* Flexural Strength, 5506F 110,000 90,000

• Flexural Modulus., R.T.

0 Flexural Modulus, 550'?

Interlaminar Shear Strength, R.T. 8,000 7,000

Interlaminar Shear Strength, 5501F 5,000 4,000

I Resin Content .
(By Weight)

__ - For Information Only

TABLE I GRAPHITE/POLYIMIDE PROCESS CONTROL MECHANICAL PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS

,;vAP,11TL/P', .Y1IHr,, PABRIC/r.nN AIR) ACCrTm1CT, frI
PROCESS SPECIF'ICATION ]{r •tt'--h'''Tl
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p.s. * (cO)�WtF.D) PROCEDURES

N.MOLD N17. P-57 COATED 0.040" ALUMINUM CAm. PLATE CPER�ORATED WIT!!1/16" DIAMF.TER hOLES OW 1/2 INCh! CENTERS)

-120 nny GLASS cLOTH -1000 DRY GLASS CZ.oTfl

cir� 3TLL DELEASE TAPE-TO!' Oh' DAMS

MYLAR AND NYLON

.7 ,.V DOUBLE VACUUM BAG

-STEEL OR ALUMINUM TOOL

ygrr5O TAPE (TYT') M3�0-lfl TEE COATED (�LASS TILM, OP EOUAL

PIGURE 1 - LAY-UP CROSE SECTION 0!' LAMINATE F'ADPTCATED WITH CORK DAMS

ELEVEN PLY LAY-UP

NOTES:

(1) Width of specimen is 0.5 inch.

(2) Load the specimen with 0.125 inch radius supports at a rate of 0.05 in./min.

(3) Place a deflectomater capable of maasurinq deflection to 0.001 inch under the span midpoint.

(4) While the specimen is loaded record the deflection and load continuously. Remove the deflocto-

meter prior to failure.

(5) Run 550"? temperature teat in air circulating oven, holding at 550"? for 10 minutes prior to test.

(6) Calculate the ultimate flexural strenqth as follows:

- 1.5 PL where = Plexural Strmngth, psiP - Load at failure , lb.
L - Test span, 3 in.
V - Specimen width, in.
t * Specimen thickness, in.

(7) Calculate the flexural modulus as follows:

�' � , where E * Plexural modulus, psi
Load at failure, lb.
Test span, 3 in.

w - Specimen width, in.
t - Specimen thickness, in.
Y * Deflection, in.

PIGURE 2 - LONGITUDINAL PLEXURE SPECIMEN AND TEST
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FABRICATIONr.$ ),4•7 (cON ?)Nuico) PROCEDURES

O ELEVEN PLY LAY-UP

• 0. 30"ý O 0

NOTIES

(1) Width of specimen is 6.25 inches.

(2) Load the specimens with 0.125 inch radius supports at a rate of 0.05 in./min.

(3) Run 550*F temperature test in air circulating oven, holding at 550*F for 10 minutes prior to test.

(4) Calculate the interlaminar shear strength as follows:

F -75P , where F - Interlaminar shear strength, psiwt P = Load at failure, lb.

w - Specimen width, in.
t - Specimen thickness, in.

FIGURE 3 - INTERLAMINAR SHEAR SPECIMEN AND TEST

PREPARED APPROVED
Manufacturinq

APPROVED "_APPROVED
Engineering Quality Assurance

",r7ROVr.D AP" ,oVmD
AFPRO, Englneoring Safety and a'diicT
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